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[IN THE COURT OP THE AECHBISHOP OP CANTERBURY (1).] 1890

Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7,

READ AND OTHERS v. THE LORD BISHOP OP LINCOLN. 20,21,22,25;
Nov. 21.

Ecclesiastical Law—Bishop —Illegal Practices in the Celebration of Divine

Seivice— Rubrics—Communion Service—Lighted Candles —Mixing and
administering Water and Wine—Eastward Positio?i—Performing manual
Acts before the People— Singing of Hymn Agnus Dei—Making Sign of the

Cross—Ablution.

A bishop of the Church of England was charged with having committed

offences against the law ecclesiastical while officiating as principal celebrant at

the service of Holy Communion.

As to the first charge that the respondent permitted lighted candles to

be used on the communion table when not required for the purpose of giving

light :—

Held, that the mere fact that two lighted candles, not required for the

purpose of giving light, were kept standing on the table continuously through

the service did not constitute a breach of the law.

As to the charge of allowing water to be mixed with the sacramental wine,

and administering the wine and water so mixed to the communicants :

—

Held, that mixing water and wine in and as part of the service was unlawful,

but that the use of a cup containing water and wine mixed beforehand was not

an ecclesiastical offence.

As to the charge of standing during the Communion Service down to the
ordering of the bread and wine on the west side of the table and not on the

north side thereof:

—

Held, that the act above described was not illegal.

As to the charge of performing the manual acts whilst standing in such a

position that they could not be seen by the communicants :

—

Held, that the manual acts must be performed so as to be visible to the

communicants.

• As to the charge of permitting the hymn Agnus Dei to be said or sun°-

immediately after the prayer of consecration :

Held, that this was not an illegal addition to the service.

As to the charge of making the sign of the cross during the absolution and
the benediction :

—

Held, that this action was a ceremony additional to the ceremonies of the

Church, and was unlawful.

As to the charge of pouring the water and wine into the paten and chalice

and drinking the said water and wine as part of the service :

—

Held, that the doing of the acts complained of by themselves was not a

(1) The Vicar-General of the Pro- the Bishops of London, Hereford,

vince of Canterbury (Sir J. P. Deane) Rochester, Oxford, and Salisbury, as

sat with the Archbishop, and also assessors.
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after the benediction, and ool as pari

DOl uiilav.

Hi \KiN«. of a -nit wherein the Lord Bishop of Lincoln was

1 with haying committed certain offences againsl the law

riastical. The fast' had already been before the Court on

t«,. preliminary points relative to 1 1 1
«

•
jurisdiction of the

i The respondent was charged with having committed

these offences when officiating as principal celebrant at the

administration of the Boly Communion in the church of St.

Peter at Growts, in the diocese of Lincoln, on December 4, 1887,

and in the cathedral church of Lincoln on December 10, 1887.

articles substantially charged the respondent as follows:

That the respondent permitted to be used lighted candles on the

mmuuion table, or on a ledge immediately over the table, and

itrnoted over the table as to appear to form part of the

rod when not wanted for the purpose of giving light.

That he caua d and permitted, and was a party to the mixing of

water with sacramental wine, consecrated it and administered it

to the communicants. That the respondent stood during the

< immunion Service down to the ordering of the bread and wine

en the west side of the table and not on the north side thereof;

that he stood whilst reading the prayer of consecration on

the west Bide of the holy table with his face to the east, between

the people and the table, and with his back to the people, so

that the communicants could not see him break the bread nor

take the cup into his hand, according to the directions of the

rubric. That the respondent caused or permitted to be sung

ception of the elements, and immediately after the

ling of the prayer of consecration, the hymn commonly

known as the Agnus l>ei, that is, " Lamb of God," &c. That

the respondent, whilst pronouncing the absolution conspicuously

and ceremoniously, having both his hands elevated and looking

rda the ition, made with his hands the sign of the

-. and also that he again in like manner, whilst pronouncing

benediction in the same service, made the sign of the cross,

_m 1" ii.Lr a ceremony in addition to and other than a

mony prescribed to 1"- used in the service for the adminis-

(\) 11 1\ D. 88, n.s.
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tration of the Holy Communion by the Book of Common
Prayer.

That the respondent, without any break or interval, and as

connected with and as forming part of the rites and ceremonies

of the above-mentioned service, caused, practised, permitted,

and was a party to, and took part in, the ceremony of ablution

—

that is to say, of pouring wine and water into the paten and

chalice which had been used for the administration of the Holy

Communion at such, service, and by himself then drinking up

such, wine and water in the face of the congregation, being a

ceremony in addition to and other than a ceremony prescribed

to be used in the service for the administration of the Holy

Communion by the Book of Common Prayer and administration

of the sacraments and other rites and ceremonies of the Church.

In his responsive plea, the respondent, as regards the first

charge, submitted that the practice alleged against him .was

lawful. As to the second charge, he admitted that one of his

assistants, after putting the wine into the chalice, added thereto

a little water, and that he then consecrated and administered it.

The respondent also admitted the third charge, but stated that

he had no wish or intention to prevent the congregation from

seeing him break the bread and take the cup into his hands ; he

admitted the fourth charge, the fifth charge, and the sixth

charge ; and, finally, denied that any of the acts committed by

him were unlawful.

Certain witnesses (not being communicants) gave evidence as

to the position of the respondent during the celebration of the

Holy Communion, and stated that the manual acts could not be

seen by the communicants ; they also gave evidence as to the

performing of the acts of ablution, such acts were proved to have

been done after the benediction.

1890

Read
v.

Bishop of
Lincoln.

Sir H.Davey, Q.G., {Tristram, Q.C., and Danckwerts, with him),

for the promoters. The respondent has been guilty of an eccle-

siastical offence by violating the law ecclesiastical in regard to

certain rites and ceremonies. The question turns on the con-

struction of Acts of Parliament and of the rubrics in which the

law is laid down. The rubrics must be construed strictly in the

I 2
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.•. \ t of Parliament, and the Court is do! eon-

«ritb motiv< i: Fault rv. Li hfield. (1 1 Another general

instruction is thai what is no1 stated to be permitted

... ibited : I! \. 1
' :

11 (2), and thai ili.Tul.rirs are in

ti,, j a sufficient guide: Martin y. Maehonoehie (3) ;
Hebbert

r. J ( Don 1 1 of L603.

As to the particular charges. The acts done by the respondent

kre all been held illegal in terms, excepl one,and the decisions

iching them are binding on the Court, especially those of the

Privy Council, since the latter are the judgments of Ber Majesty

iu Council, and so bind all persons, the Sovereign being the

ultimate Court of Appeal. 5)

As to the lighted candles on the communion table, they bave

n beld to be unlawful : Martin v. Maehonoehie (6) ; Sumner v.

1 ; Martin v. Maehonoehie (second suit) (8); Clifton v.

practice of mixing water with wine has also been held to

unlawful : Martin v. Maehonoehie (10) ; Utlltrt v. Purchas (11)

;

CKft .
v. Ridt lale.(9)

The next charge is as to the position of the respondent during

the Communion Service: he is charged with breaking the bread

and taking the cup into his hand, standing in such a position

that the communicants could not see the manual acts. This is a

tion of fact, and it is submitted that it is proved that the

spondent did not comply with the rubric.

The respondent is also charged with not standing at the north

• ible as he is commanded to do, but on the west side,

north end thereof; this position is illegal: Hebbert v.

i r lale v. Clifton. (13)

Th( ia that of singing the hymn " Lamb of

Agnus Dei, as it is usually termed, before the

(1)1 , Rep. 184. (8) Law Rep. 4 A. & E. 279, at p.

Rep. 1-7 (Lond. 289.

1- ;: (9) 1 P. D. 31G.

: f Eep - P. C. 865, al p. 382. (10) Law Rep. 2 A. & E. 116.

(11) Law Rep. 3 P.O. 605, at p. 651.

(12) Law Rep. 3 P. C. 005, at pp.

Law Rep. 2 35. 657,662.

A. & E. (13; •_' P. I). 276, at p. 339.
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administration of the communion to the communicants. This is 1890

not ordered by the rubric, and therefore falls within the general read
principle already stated, as to omission being prohibition. The B ^*

practice has been also directly declared illegal : Elphinstone v. Lincoln.

Purchas (1) ; Martin v. Mackonochie (second suit). (2)

The fifth charge is that of making the sign of the cross at the

end of the service. It is a ceremony not directed by the rubrics,

and therefore prohibited ;' it has also been pronounced against by
the Courts : Martin v. Mackonochie (second suit). (2) Regarding

these charges as a whole and not individually, it is important to

bear in mind that such ceremonies as the mixing of water and

wine are prescribed by the first Prayer Book of Edward VI., but

in subsequent prayer books are omitted ; there is, therefore, a

definite intention shewn that they shall cease.

The last charge is as to the performing of the ceremony of

ablution. This act was a ceremony, and was intended as such by

the respondent. It was a ceremony well known in pre-Eeforma-

tion times ; it is not now lawful, because it is prohibited by the

general rule laid down in Westerton v. Liddell (3), and Martin

v. Mackonochie. (4)

Sir W. Phillimore.and Jeune, Q.C. (A. B.Kempe, with them),

for the respondent. The respondent has not been guilty of any

ecclesiastical offence. It may be admitted that the Act of Uni-

formity of Elizabeth (1 Eliz. c. 2) forbids ceremonies other or

less than those which the Prayer Book contemplates ; but the

latter contemplates, in addition to its own rubrics, an existing

body of knowledge, and refers to extraneous authority. The

rubrics are framed on this hypothesis, viz., of a mass of existing

usage, to which reference can be made. As to the Prayer Book

of Edward VI., the second was only the first explained and per-

fected, without any alteration of doctrine. The service of the

Church could not have been carried on simply by means of the

directions contained in the rubrics of the first Prayer Book.

The Act of Uniformity of Elizabeth (1 Eliz. c. 2) retains the

second Prayer Book quoad the prayers, and brings back the

(1) Law Eep. 3 A. & E. 6G, at p. (3) Moore's Spec. Rep. 1.87 (Lond.

98. 1857).

(2) Law Rep. 4 A.& E.279, at p. 281. (4) Law Rep. 2 P. C. 3G5.
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ornami the Church and the ministers of the first Prayer

- • thai it i^ li" \:i]M argument against a present practice

that it was a legal one under the tirst Prayer Book.

Under a. 25 of the A.ct of Uniformity, such ornaments are to

retained and be in use as were in use by authority of Parlia-

ment in the second year of Edward VI. This section is binding

now, an<l is not touched by the Advertisements bo far as regards

ornaments, whatever may lie the case as to vestments: Westerton

\. 1. '.ili The rubric at the end of the Baptismal Service

in the present Prayer Booh refers to canon 30 of 1604, which

lays down that "the abuse of a thing doth not take away the

lawfulness of it," and that the Church of England may retain

remonies in use in other churches so long as they neither en-'

danger it nor offend the minds of sober men. Ornaments in use

by authority of Parliament in the second year of Edward VI.,

1 these mentioned in the first Prayer Book
;

(b) those

required by any practice or use therein directed, e.g., pulpit for

sermons: (c) those used under, or subsidiary to, or not inconsis-

tent with, the first Prayer Book
;

(d) those directed by the canon

for the time of 25 Hen. 8. Certain ornaments once held illegal

are now used without objection, e.g., flowers on communion table,

condemned by Bishop Phillpotts in 1845; credence table, con-

demned in Faulkner v. Litchfield (2) ; elaborate cloths on the

communion table, Westerton v. Liddett. (3) As to the argument

that no departure from the Prayer Book is legal, if this were so,

the services of the Church could not be carried on. But omis-

sion is not prohibition ; certain things are lawful which are not

ordered. (1.) Things legal never ordered in terms in any prayer

:. e.g., coloured cloths. (2.) Things always legal, but not

ordered at first, e.g., linen cloth at time of sacrament. (3.) Things

always legal, being ordered at first but omitted in later prayer

books; e.g., manual acts. (4.) Things illegal, being forbidden

in terms in the earlier prayer books, but the forbidding being

omitted in the later, e.g., elevation of the cup.

The Preface to the Prayer Book orders a reference to the

bishop for the "resolution of all doubts" concerning the things

0;' \ • Rep. p. 159 (2) 1 Rob. Eccl. Cas. 184, at p. 256.

(L< (3j Moore's Spec. Rep. 188 (Lond. 1857).
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contained in the Prayer Book ; if omission be prohibition, this 1890

direction loses all meaning. Sliipdens Case (1) illustrates how itEAD

usage must be referred to. Agaiu lay baptism, though not sane-
BlSHoPOF

tioned by the rubrics of the present prayer book, has been held Lincoln.

lawful from force of ancient usage and of former rubrics, which

have never expressly been declared unlawful, Escoit v. Mastin (2),

and this illustrates the proposition contended for.

In the absence of complete directions in the Prayer Book, the

construction of the rubrics is not a matter on which a priest or

bishop should be indicted or proceeded against as for crime, but

a matter to be determined by pastoral authority. If a matter of

ecclesiastical interpretation is in doubt, the Court should not be

rigid in inflicting punishment : Queens Proctor v. Stone (3)

;

Gorham Case. (4) [On the point of the interpretation of the

rubrics, they also referred to Williams v. Bishop of Salisbury (5),

and Sheppard v. Bennett. (6)]

As to special charges. First, the use of lighted candles on the

communion table. It is admitted that this practice has been held

unlawful : Martin v. Machonochie. (7) But fresh information can

now be brought to bear on the question, and the Court, under

such circumstances may reconsider the question : Ridsdale v.

Clifton. (8) The respondent contends that these lights are legal,

because they are only decorations. But, assuming them to be

Ornaments, they are lawful, because they were in use in the

second year of Edward VI., since the present Prayer Book orders

ornaments, which were used under the first Prayer Book of

Edward VI. : Westerton v. Liddell. (9)

As shewing the legality of these lights at the time of the first

Prayer Book of Edward VI., reference may be made to the terms

of the Injunctions of Edward VL Evidence of usage may be

found in the letters of Bucer and Fagius to the Ministers at

Strasburg (10), and of Hooper to Bullinger (11) (1549), and in

(1) Palmer's Rep. 297 ; 2 Roll, Abr. (7) Law Rep. 2 P. C. 365.

221. (8; 2 P. D. 276, at p. 306.

(2) 4 Moo. P. C. 104. (91 Moore's Spec. Rep. 159 (Loud.

(3) 1 Hagg. Consist. Rep. 429. 1857).

(4) Moore's Spec. Rep. of the Oor- (10) Parker Society Orig. Letters, ii,

ham Case (Lond. 1852). p. 535.

(5) 2 Moo. P.C.(N.S.)375,atp.424. (11) Parker Society Orig. Letters, i.

(6) Law Pep. 4 P. C. 350 (401), p. 72.
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Qoo| S rmona I), also in the rnventoriea referred to in

M: \.
"

(2), and those printed in the Chetham

tv'a Publications. (3) I
Tlu-v also referred to Parker on

I
• Qts Rabrio (4) ; Cosin's Works (5) ; Gunton's History

the Charoh of Peterborough (6); Drake's Eboracum (7);

o 1 Eteligious Customs (8) ; ( Ihambers' Hi vine

v. rship in England in the 13th and 1 lth centuries. (9)] Such

lights were used in James the First's ( !h ipel al .Madrid. (10)

A< i" tlir mixed chalice. If it is lawful to administer it

I, the time and place of the mixing is immaterial. To

administer it mixed is lawful. The mention of putting "wine"

on the table does not exclude water and wine; the first Prayer

I \ of Edward VI. Bpeaks of "wine," after speaking of the

ions addition of water to the wine; the expression "wine"

mi aiis that the essential part of the liquid is to be wine: Sarum

Missal (11), Consuetudinarium Ecclesise Lincoln (12); Mabillon,

Ifuseum [talicum. (13) This meaning sanctioned by primitive

usage: Wordsworth, Church History (14); Seudamore, Notitia

Eucharistica (15) ; Cosin's Works. (16) The silence of the present

Prayer Book as to mixing water and wine is not prohibitive.

The early English lleformers did not object to the practice:

Whitaker's Disputation on Scripture (17), Fulke's Defence of

the Translation of the Holy Scripture. (18) The same practice

died in later times: Bilson, The True Difference between

I bristian Subjection and Unchristian Rebellion (1586) (19);

Two 1 uscourses, wherein it is proved that the Church of England

u & offerett the Eucharistick Elements. (20) It was even

(1) Second Rep. to Ritual Com- land, 1861-83, p. 649.

App. p. 23. (12) Ed. II. E. Reynolds, Leeds,

Law Rep. 2 P. 0. 365. 1880, p. 23.

cvii. and cxiii. (13) Vol. ii. p. 103.

137. (14) 3rd ed. vol. i. p. 63.

• p. 140. (15) 2nd ed. pp. 388, 397.

(16) Vol. v. pp. 152, 153.

(7) Pag.- (17) Parker Society, p. 582.

Translation, 1731-37, (18) Parker Society, p. 522.

vol. vi. p. 7 I. (19) London, 1586, p. 476. (King's

(9; . Lib. B. M.)

(10; I . Ii;-t. (Lond.1840), (20) With a "preface, shewing in

what sense the church allows praying

(11) Ed. F. II. Dickinson, Bruntis- for the saints departed, and that mixt
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approved by Wesley and his followers in 1733. (1) Again the

practice was followed at the consecration of a chapel in the parish

of Dore by Field, Bishop of St. David's (2) ; it was directed in

regard to the chapel of Charles II. (3) It was also customary in

the established church of Scotland : Worship and Offices of the

Church of Scotland, by Dr. G. W. Sprott. (4)

The mere mixing of the water and wine is not a ceremony in

itself, though if accompanied by prayers or gestures it might

become one. Therefore it is submitted that the decision of Sir

TX. Phillimore in Martin v. Maehonochie (5), and of the Privy

Council in Hebhert v. Purchas (6) are wrong.

As to the position of the respondent during the celebration of

the Holy Communion : first, as to the charge of not standing at

the north side. The direction in the rubric is satisfied if the

celebrant stands at the north side of an imaginary line drawn

from the centre of the table. The table was originally placed

tablewise and not as an altar and " north side " had then a clear

meaning, whereas " north end" would be the appropriate term if

the priest were to stand at the end. Dr. Stephens' argument in

Clifton v. Ridsdale (7) on this point is adopted by the respondent.

Bishop Wren in 1636 was impeached, because by turning the

table altarwise he prevented there being a "north side." (8)

[The coronation service of Charles II. was referred to in " The

Entertainment of His Most Excellent Majesty Charles II." (9)

(1662), and the present Coronation Service in Phillimore's

Ecclesiastical Law. (10)]

As to the second point under this head :
" before the people

"

simply means during the prayer of consecration—coram populo,

then and there, as opposed to in the vestry or later. [Reference

was made to Cosin's Works (11) as to the reason for the new rubric

1890

wine is not contrary to any of her

rubricks." [By George Smith]. Printed

3732.

(1) The Life and Times of Wesley,

by L. Tyerman, vol. i. p. 95.

(2) Wharton MSS. (Lambeth Li-

brary), vol. 577, p. 147 (1634).

(3) Wilson's Sacra Privata (ed. W.
Denton, Oxford and London, 1853),

p. 107.

(4) Page 241.

(5) Law Rep. 2 A. & E. 116.

(6) Law Rep. 3 P. C. 605.

(7) 2 P. D. 276.

(8) Cobbett's State Trials, vol. iv.

pp. 29, 30.

(9) By John Ogilby, p. 173.

(10) Page 1064.

(11) Vol. v. p. 516.

Read

Bishop of
Lincoln.
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iv > Udall, who waa relied on by the Privy Council in

is do authority. Bia Communion Come-

lii- ;
- an argument against high pews, and he was

•;1\ an ordinary pariah priest in London. Further, In this i

tli- do intention in facl to prevent the oommunicanta from

the manual acts and the " good faith" eziata which was

[aired by the Prirj Council in Bidsdale v. Clifton. (2)

ajb I i the singing of the Agnus I ><i immediately after the

cration: as it is used later in the service it follows

that there is nothing illegal in the hymn itself. As to using

it in this order: it is uot illegal for hymns and collects to be

used in places other than those in which they are expressly

directed by the rubrics, e.g., the collect which begins " Preserve

. I I Lord," is constantly used before the sermon, though it is

not ordered to be used there. As to the making the sign of the

cross : the rubric at the end of the first Prayer Book of Edward

VI. left crossing to be used at every man's discretion—that

rubric declared the mind of the Church, and as there is no rubric

prohibiting the making the sign of the cross, it may be done if

thought right now, omission not being prohibition. It is not a

ceremony within the meaning of the statute of Elizabeth (1 Eliz.

c. 'J, s. 4.) As to the so-called ceremony of ablution—the acts

done by the respondent were not a ceremony, and they were a

rupuloua compliance with the directions of the rubric.

Sir II. Davey, Q.C., in reply. The two Prayer Books of Edward

VI. differ vitally, and any attempt to set up the first prayer book

as n<>u equal in authority to the second is an attempt to alter the

existing law of the Church. The respondent's counsel, though

nominally accepting the decisions of the Courts of Law, in reality

- their authority ; these decisions are binding on this Court

aow Btand, and ambiguity in the rubrics in regard to the

matters complained of by the promoters has been cleared away by'

judicial decisions, and their true construction has been ascertained.

It ia clear that the use of candles is unlawful when they. are

I in a ceremonious way, and instances of their improper use

in past times will not make them lawful now ; the practice re-

ed no justification from the injunctions of 1547. The practice

of mixing water with wine is not only condemned by authority;

(1) Law Rep. 3 P. C. 605. (2) 2 P. D. 27G, at p. 343.
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it is in fact a ceremony, and is also absolutely prohibited by

judicial authority. As to standing at the west side of the table :

in the visitation articles of Bishop Juxon (1640) end and side

are treated as being identical.

As to standing so that the manual acts could not be seen,

the rubric is precise^ the acts are to be seen, and the respondent

not having been called to explain what he did, the intention

must be inferred from the facts, and the conclusion to be drawn

is that these acts were intentionally concealed from the people.

The singing of the Agnus Dei was illegal, because connected

with the doctrine of the Mass.

The sign of the cross is a ceremony, and is unlawful.

Cur. adv. vult.

1890

Bead

Bishop of
Lincoln.

Nov. 21. The Archbishop of Canterbury. In the course

of this trial three distinct and independent questions have been

under consideration. The first of these had reference to the

jurisdiction and authority of the Court itself; the second had

reference to the difference, if any, between the obligation of a

bishop and the obligation of a priest to conform to the rubrical

directions for the administration of the Holy Communion accord-

ing to the Book of Common Prayer ; and the third had reference

to acts charged as offences in respect of certain rubrical details

on the part of the Lord Bishop of Lincoln against these and

other laws and regulations.

Upon each of these questions the Court has had the advantage

of hearing full and learned arguments. The constitutional and

inherent authority of the Court was affirmed in the judgment

delivered in this hall on May 11, 1889; and the obligation

resting upon a bishop, as upon a priest, to conform in the cele-

bration of the Holy Communion to the directions contained in

the Book of Common Prayer was affirmed on July 24, 1889. It

remains for the Court to deliver judgment upon the merits of the

specific complaints of rubrical irregularity which have been

brought by the promoters of this suit against the Lord Bishop

of Lincoln. These complaints may be summarized as follows :

—

viz., that the said Lord Bishop, when celebrating the Holy

Communion on certain specified occasions, allowed two lighted
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eandl ad upon (or apparently opon) the oommunion table
;

added water to the wine, and administered it bo mixed; before

•rati. 'ii prayer stood in what is called the eastward

lion; during the oonsecration prayer b1 1 bo thai certain

inal arts " could nol be Been: allowed a hymn, '() Lamb
d,*

1

to be sung after the consecration ; made the Bign of the

-
: the absolution and benediction ; and took j

>
.-

1 r t in what is

red to in the articles as " the ceremony of ablution." These

acts, it i- alK ged, are all and each of them contrary to the law.

The responsive plea for the Lord Bishop submits that the

which were done by the Lord Uishop or with his sanction

not . . . any of them illegal nets forbidden by the laws,

canons, and constitutions ecclesiastical of this Church and

Realm ": alleges that the Lord Bishop "had no wish or inten-

tion to prevent the communicants present from seeing him break

the bread and take the cup into his hand"; and with regard to

the action articled as the ceremony of ablution, that " thus " (as

ribed in the responsive plea) "the remains of that which

was consecrated were completely and reverently eaten and

dmnken in accordance with the rubric."

I • Bides the learned and weighty arguments of the counsel who

have addressed us upon either side, the Court has considered

with the utmost carefulness and respect the various decisions

which have been given in recent years upon some of the points

at issue, and the elaborated reasons upon which these decisions

been based, whether by the learned judges of the diocesan

and provincial courts or by the very eminent authorities before

whom as the Lords of the Judicial Committee of the Privy

acil these matters or any of them in any form have come. It

cannot be necessary that the Court should express its sense

of the importance attaching to such decisions, so far as they bear

upon the present case, for the elucidation of these minute and

plicated questions. Inasmuch, however, as the points raised

in the suit before us, are some of them novel, and all of them are

1 under conditions differing from those of former suits :

inasmuch also as the researches of later students have brought

much fresh information to bear upon historical points admittedly

obscure, the Court has not felt it right so to shelter itself under
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authority, as to evade the responsibility, or escape the labour of 1890

examining each of the points afresh, in the light of this ampler Read

historical research, and of weighing once again all the reasons Bishop op

which may be advanced either for or against any of the actions Lincoln.

or usages now under consideration. .
The Archbishop
of Canterbury.

In thus sifting to the bottom, so far as it is able, these questions,

the Court discharges what appears to be, in the special and

peculiar circumstances of this case, its plain and obvious duty.

It is worthy of note that a similar course was adopted and

explained by Lord Chancellor Cairns and the Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council in the judgment delivered May 12, 1877,

on occasion of the appeal brought before their Lordships by the

Reverend Charles Joseph Ridsdale.

It should be added that in examining the arguments urged by

counsel on either side the Court has followed out the investiga-

tion of such corroborative or independent evidence of a historical

character as was accessible upon each and all of those points.

In delivering this judgment I am glad to be able to state that

all the assessors concur in all the conclusions arrived at except

one, and that upon that point there is one dissentient.

The articles will be taken in the order in which they are found

to be conveniently treated in relation to each other.

1. Mixing Water with the Wine.

2. Administering the Mixed Chalice.

The 4th article alleges that the Lord Bishop when officiating

" permitted, and was a party to, and took part in the mixing of

water with the sacramental wine intended to be used . . . and

subsequently at the . . . service consecrated the said wine and

water so mixed and thereupon administered the said wine and

water so mixed to the communicants . .
.

".: the 13th and 14th

articles allege that these acts were " unlawful additions and

variations from the form and order prescribed " and " done in

contravention of the . . . rubrics prescribing the elements to be

used . . . and in respect of the consecration and administering

of the same."

The responsive plea states that with the sanction of the Lord

Bishop one of the assistants " after pouring the wine into the
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chalice added a little water," and that "the wine and water so

mixed" were oonseorated unci administered by the Lord Bishop.

The article states two heads of oharge : 1 1 1 The mixing of the

cop and nseoration and administration of the mixed onp.

Th' ration and administration of a mixed cup do not

differ in form or order from the same acta done with one nnmixed,

and are lint an apparent addition to the service in. the same

lg the mixing is. It is proper, therefore, to consider these

two parts separately.

(1.) The mixing of the onp in the service:

—

The adding of B little water to the wine was ordered in a

rubric of the ( Sommon Prayer Book of 1549 as a ceremony in the

ice before "setting" the elements "upon the altar." In the

book of 1552 this rubric was omitted. Although it may not be

proved that everything not ordered in any particular place was

prohibited, yet the express removal of so simple a direction as

thai contained in the words "putting thereto a little clean and

pure water" must undoubtedly be understood to mean that the

mixing at that place was not to be continued. .

It will moreover be shewn presently that there were good

liturgical grounds for the removal of the direction, and that those

grounds were before the minds of the revisers.

There is now no direction on which the continuance of the

tice «an be based, nor has any continuous tradition in the

Church of such public ministerial act been established.

2. The consecration and administration of a mixed cup how-

ever is, as the same revisers well knew, a primitive, continuous,

and all but a universal practice in the Church.

It is three times mentioned in Justin Martyr's account of the

primitive administration of the Eucharist, and is alluded to in the

( llementine Liturgy (Hammond, p. xxxix. 17) and by Irenaeus,

evidently as the only usage known. It is absent, so far as the

Court has observed, from only one of the many extant ancient

1 trch liturgies—that of the Armenians.

The question therefore arises whether, the direction being

removed to add water to the wine in the service, it remains

lawful to use a mixed chalice if the mixing is not done in or

during the service
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In the words of the article which state that the cup was ad- 1890

ministered "so mixed," it is presumed that the stress is not Read

confined to the word "so," meaning as mixed at that moment, bishopop

but that exception is taken to the administration of a mixed cup Lincoln.

at all. The Archbishop
of Canterbury.

When an appeal was before the Lords of the Council which

included a question as to previous mixing in the general

question of the mixed cup, their Lordships " observed that

they doubted whether this part of the article was of much

importance," and counsel were not heard on this particular, but

the appeal on the whole article as it stood was allowed.

Since it has been thought of sufficient importance to be revived

before the present Court, the Court, assisted by learned counsel

must come to a conclusion. And there is new matter bearing on

the question, which requires to be considered.

The principal arguments hitherto have been three

—

(a.) That the mixture is symbolical, and that the reception of

the mixed cup as well as the act of mixing has a share in this

symbolism.

Devout imaginations have always created and dwelt on inner

meanings, and always will. But it was long before what is held

to have been the original intention, viz., facere quod Dominus

Ipse fecit—to do just what the Master was at any rate believed

universally to have done—seems to have had a symbolical sense

assigned to it. In the middle of the third century the mixing

was interpreted of the union between Christ and his people.

Three principal liturgies (Ambros., Moz., Syr. S. Jac.) connect it

with the effusion from the Lord's side ; twelve others, among

them the Roman, do not so connect it ; two pointedly give a

different application to that circumstance (Constant. ; iEth.).

The Roman sees in it the union of humanity with divinity.

Accordingly our strongest Protestant leaders take but slight

exception to the mixing, some objecting to it expressly because

it had no certain meaning (Tyndale, Answer to Sir T. More.

i., 2(i), some because wine only is mentioned in the Bible (Fulke,

Def. c. 17), some because they thought the immingling was origi-

nally practised to mitigate the strength of the wine (Whitaker,

Disp. xii.) ; Foxe in his strictures has nothing to say against it,
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simply mentioning that "in St Cyprian's time it seemeth thai

t was t ht'ii mingled w ith the wine "
| A.ots \ L 379, ( 'attley)

;

Jewel] was oontenl to leave it as a minor poinl ;
1V\ nne, though

and dislikes it, does not enumerate il among offences

rraiust the Prayer Booh or t ho law (Trial, pp. 63, 325, L21 I.

It does not seem possible to condemn the administration of a

• 1 cup "ii the ground of symbolical meanings thus unautho-

ritatively attached to the careful commemoration of the tradi-

tional details of our Lord's actions. It does not seem possible

that the existence of devout and innocent interpretations, though

aerally sanctioned, should in itself be held to overthrow

in a court the Legality of a custom in the Church. No Church

••in could be -ate it' that were made the rule.

(6.) A Becond argument that lias been alleged against mixing

re the service is that neither Eastern nor Western Church

had anv custom of mixing the water with wine apart from and

1
i

: the services.

Such a fact would alone carry sufficient weight almost to deter-

mine the question. It is therefore necessary to examine the

tement in what may seem tedious detail.

il.i As regards the Eastern Church :—In the earliest account

of the Eucharist

—

Justin Martyr's—the cup is not mixed by the

sbyter, but brought to him already mixed. In the very

ancient liturgy of St. James, he sets on the holy table " a cup of

wine tempered with water," the mixing and other things having

been done already, as Renaudot observes (Litt. Orient, ii. 53), at

the credence (" in the Prothesis," or smaller northern side-apse

where the credence is), "or in the vestry or sacristy, according

to the Greek rite."

In the liturgies of the great Oriental Orthodox Church

—

St. Basil's and that called St. Chrysostom's—the deacon before

the service pours wine and water together into the chalice, at

the credence. The chalice is afterwards brought in and placed

on the holy table (Goar, Euchologion, pp.61, 73; Hammond,

Liturgies, pp. 85, 102). The Barberini MS. of the liturgy (cent.

8 or U, ed. Swainson, 1884) gives as yet no prayer of mixing,

and in the first prayer implies that the cup when first placed on

the table was ready fur consecration. The 11th cent. MS. of the
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same (ed. Swainson ; Burbidge, Liturgies and Offices, 41) has 1890

no mention of the mixing even in the opening prayer said at the Read

credence when the elements are placed on it
;
yet the later part bishop of

of the service shews that it was a mixed chalice (" hoc mixtum ") Lincoln.

which was consecrated, and it must therefore have been mixed in The Archbishop
of Canterbury.

the vestry before it was brought in.

Similarly, in most of the more ancient and widely used litur-

gies of the East, words in the consecration prayer shew either

that the chalice the first time it is mentioned had been already

mixed (e.g., Coptic of St. Gregory, Ren. i., 30 ; of St. Cyril, 46

;

Alexandrine of St. Basil, 67 ; Alexandrine of St. Gregory, 104

;

of St. Mark, 155 ; of St. James, ii., p. 29) ; or else they have

preparatory prayers like those prefixed to St. Chrysostom's,

before the commencement of the service proper, more modern

than the liturgy itself, and generally said at the credence or in

the vestry. Thus, in the Greek of St. Basil (Swainson, 76), the

preparation is iv tw crKevofyvkaicia), and the cup is not men-

tioned until consecration, when it is seen to be already mixed.

It precedes the service in the Syriac Jacobite liturgy (Renaudot,

ii. 1), the priest putting off his daily dress at the same time. In

the Ethiopic rite the preparation of the altar before service

includes the mixing of the cup. But on this Renaudot (i., 502,

526) remarks that even this was a departure from the practice of

" the Eastern Churches, in which this mixing before the service

was done at the credence or in the secretarium (vestry), and not

at the altar at all." In an old form of this liturgy (Swainson, 3)

the prayers of preparation do not appear.

Of this, then, there can be no doubt, that in the Eastern and

Greek Churches the custom was (except in Armenia) to mix

water with the wine before the service, and, as a rule, at the

credence or in the vestry.

We may now shortly consider whether the omission of the

rubric enjoining the mixture as a ceremony in our own service

is likely to have been due to the study of that ancient Eastern

usage.

We know what was aimed at and what was considered to have

been effected by the English office. The "usages of the Primi-

tive Church " were claimed along with Scripture as its standard

K
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and ranoo •..'. 8 Bd \i. L; 5, •'» Ed. vi. 1). Abp. Cranmer's

1 declaration 1553 i Strype, < Iranmer I. 437), dwells «>n what it had

"restored." "1 shall be ready t<> prove thai the Communion

i i- Book . . is oonformable to the order which . . Christ did observe

ad command t«> l>e observed, and which his Apostles and Primi-

ti?e Church used many years. . . . He oners, in conjunction

with other scholars, to " defend," that the Prayer Book ami its

doctrine arc • inert' pure than any that hath been nsed in Eng-

land these thousand years . . . We shall prove that the order

of the Church at this present" is the same as in the first cen-

tury.

This was the aim of the framers of our office, and we are fairly

acquainted with their liturgical materials.

Among the principal of these was the liturgy of St. Clirysostorn.

In Cranmer's note-books are many extracts from its Greek text

turned into Latin by himself apparently as he read, and others

from the Latin version of Erasmus " which was commonly used

by our Reformers " (Burbidge xiii., xxi., 42). We have his copies

of two editions of it, one marked by his own hand.

In those texts the mixing of the wine is given along with the

robing of the clergy before the service.

When therefore the mixing was removed from the position it

had in King Edward's first book, this was altogether in accord-

ance with what was then learnt from the study of the earlier

liturgies. But there exists no presumption that the use of a

mixed cup was intended to be discontinued ; rather the'eontrary,

as we may presently see.

(2.) As to Western Churches :—It has been sometimes supposed

that mixing before service was not known to them. But attention

has been lately directed to facts about them parallel to those

observed as to Eastern Churches, and independently pointing to

the same conclusion.

The prevailing use was of course that which the Reformers

were amending. But in a.d. 1534 was printed at Leipsic and

Antwerp, edited by Joannes Cochleus, the treatise and revision

by Isidore of Seville of that form of Gallican liturgy called the

Mozarabic, as used in the Gth and 7th centuries and long before

(Isid. Hispal. De Off. Eccl., Lips. 4to, Antv. 8vo., 1534). This
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work was dedicated to Dr. Kobert Ridley, uncle of Bishop Ridley. 1*90

J n the dedication Cranmer himself is named as ' Vir eruditus et rEad

theologus insignis.' It naturally excited much attention ; it is
j^is^q V of

quoted by several of the chief reformers. Scholars are now in- Lincoln.

vestigatino: the large use of it made in other parts of the Books The Archbishop
o O o i of Canterbury.

of both 1549 and 1552. It was the more notable because Card.

Ximenes had in 1500 refounded the use in Spain in such ampli-

fied form as was then possible, which is not so sure to have come

under Cranmer's notice. Both forms give evidence which is to

the point. A mixed cup was used, but in the antient form there

is no order and no prayer for mixing. In the later, the rubric

and prayers are included in the prreparatio which had in the

interval grown up before the Introit and ante-Communion (Bur-

bidge, 196, 202 ; Lit. Moz. 219, Migne ; Hammond, lxiv. 285).

We find therefore that to mingle the cup before service was

matter of early usage in the west, and that our revisers seeking

for primitive models studied the books in which this usage is

preserved.

We are perhaps not wholly in the dark as to Cranmer's own

view of what should be done, although too much stress must not

be laid on the indication.

In one of his unpublished folios of notes occurs the entry " In

Eucharistia vino aqua miscenda est. Lege capitulum coloniense

fo. 84." Here he writes, not " that the Cologne chapter is of

that opiniou," but says, " miscenda est," and refers for illustration

to their Antididagma, an important book in the controversy

against Archbishop Herman and against his own views in

general.

The page named shews that he quotes the edition (still at

Lambeth) of 1544, and the note might not be much later ; but

there is (it is believed) no after trace of his having altered his

opinion on the point. Too much stress need not be laid on the

note, though it falls in with what else we observe of Cranmer's

knowledge.

If, however, for reasons of primitive antiquity he removed the

mixing from the service, it remains probable that for the same

reason resting on the same early memorials of Christianity he

approved of the previous mixing.

k 2
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This Bhorl critical i n. juiry has a doable result :

-

mi It Bhews that the practice of mixing water with the wine

apart from and before the Bervice cannot be disallowed apon the
1

1 v n crround that it was unknown to the churches 01 east and west,
s

ivhich is the second argument (b) advanoed for disallowing it.

ii ii mi
It was a custom existent m both, and in the east all but uni-

rers "I.

(ii) But enquiry has carried us beyond this point, and has

Bhewn that the ceremonial mixture in the service was omitted

from our book in accordance with the highest and widest liturgi-

precedents, and must in our Church be accounted, in the

words of the preface, as one " uf the accustomed ceremonies which

be put away." It has shewn that such precedents were known to

the trainers of the book, and that in these the mixture of a little

water with the wine before the service was (probably for a com-

memorative purpose) the rule.

(c) The third class of arguments is derived from what is said

of the wine in the present Book of Common Prayer. It is pointed

out :

—

(1) That the curate and churchwardens are required to pro-

vide " bread and wine " only.

(2) That the curate is to have "any of the wine that may

remain unconsecrated to his own use ; " and that this cannot

mean wine with water in it—which it would be if mixed beforehand.

(3) That what has been consecrated is still called wine.

But as to (1) This is no liturgical direction: it simply rules

how expenses are to be defrayed, viz., "at the charges of the

parish." In the King's order of December 25, 1549, is set forth

how '* divers froward and obstinate persons do refuse to pay

towards the finding of bread and wine," so that the "Holy Com-

munion is many times omitted upon the Sunday " (Foxe ; B. ix.

;

\o]. vi. 4, Cardwell Doc. A. ii. 87). In this connection the water

could not be mentioned either here or for " filling" the font.

As to ('2), What the curate is to have is any remnant of wine

not presented and consecrated. The rubric desires him to "place

upon the table so much as he shall think sufficient," and this is

what would be mixed, consecrated, and afterwards all consumed.

What was i ot mixed was his.
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As to (3), What has been consecrated is in all antient liturgies- 1S90

called "wine," or "mixtum," or "mixtura," quite indifferently. Eead

The wine is the dominant part. A quite typical example is this : „ v -

r x J r r Bishop op
" And putting the wine into the chalice, . . putting thereto a Lincoln.

little pure and clean water, and setting both the bread and wine The Archbishop

, .
of Canterbury

upon the altar, then the priest shall say . . i.e., the very rubric

in King Edward's first book, which orders the mixture, in the

next six words calls it wine.

There is thus nothing in the words of the service or rubric

which precludes mixing.

It remains to be observed that the mixing would be an ad-

ditional ceremony if done in the service : but if not done in the

service at all cannot be an addition to or a variation of the ser-

vice, for an addition to a service means something so added to it

as to make it not the same. No one for example could call that

careful semi-division of the bread which is made all but uni-

versally before the service with a particular instrument in the

vestry, an addition to the service, although the bread can be

administered without this being done.

And if the putting a little water to the wine before the service

be not upon any ground alleged unlawful, the administering it

is not unlawful, for it differs nothing from the administering of

the wine without the water.

The Court' therefore concludes :

—

I. The Church of England has, and in the 34th article declares

itself to have, the same authority as any Church Western or

Eastern " to ordain change and abolish ceremonies or rites of the

Church, ordained only by man's authority." By and within this

authority the mixing of the cup was removed from the place it

had before held in the public service of the Church. It was so

removed in accordance with antient, primitive and very general

use of most Churches. To practise it as if it had not been re-

moved is to disregard those precedents and this authority.

II. No rule has been made to " change or abolish " the all but

universal use of a mixed cup from the beginning. When it was

desirable to modify the direction as to the uniform use of un-

leavened wafers, a rubric was enacted declaring wheat bread

sufficient. Without order it seems that no person Jiad a right to
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change the matter in the ehalioe, any more than to change the

i; . f( rw: of bread. Win.- alone may ha\c been adopted by general

habit bnt do1 by law. No rule having been made, it is ool

1 v s within tin* competency <»t' tliis Conri t<> make a new rule, in facl

. rubric: which it would do if it ordered that a mixed cup should

not be used.

Court decides that the mixing of the wine in and as part

of the Berries, is against the law of the Church, but finds no

ground l"r pronouncing the use of a cup mixed beforehand to be

an ecclesiastical offence.

3. Ablution.

The charge in the 8th and 12th articles is

—

(1) That after the benediction the Lord Bishop of Lincoln

took part in the "pouring wine and water into the paten and

chalice " and " himself drank this wine and water."

With regard to this fact by itself, it is alleged on the other

side that the remains of the consecrated elements were first

eaten and drunken "as far as could so be," and that water, or

water and wine, was then used in order to complete " in accord-

ance with the rubric" a reverent consumption of what remained.

It is not to be assumed that objection is taken to any clergy-

man's using what he may think the best way of consuming

" reverently " all that remains, " if any remain of that which was

consecrated," without its "being carried out of the church" (as

directed by the rubric). And it is understood that particles of

wheaten bread and of the thick sweet wine in common use adhere

to the vessels.

The point of the charge therefore lies in the other pleadings,

viz. :

—

(2) That this was done " without any break or interval, and as

connected with and as forming part of the rites and ceremonies

of the service."

(') That the wine and water were drunk "in the face of the

congregation."

(4) That this was " The Ceremony of Ablution."

That it is " a ceremony in addition to and other than a

ceremony prescribed to be used."
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The Court holds that the term " The Ceremony of Ablution " 1890

is not fairly applicable to what is here described. Before the read

Reformation there was such a ceremony. The "minister" after t,, J!'„J U[SHOP of

receiving the communion in both kinds himself long before he Lincoln.

gave it to any other persons, went through forms of washing and Tlie Archbishop
&

# . . .
of Canterbury.

wiping the chalice and his own fingers, with other acts and with

several prayers, in places and in postures prescribed for him and

for other ministers, as a distinct and integral part of the service

still in progress. The proper name of such a ceremonial portion

of that service is not justly applied to the manner in which, after

the service of the Book of Common Prayer was concluded, the

last direction to consume what remains was complied with in

this case.

Exception nevertheless might be taken, and in the charge is

taken, to the time and place adopted for fulfilling the direction.

The time was (it is stated) "immediately after pronouncing

the benediction," which must be taken to be after the end of the

service. The first rubric after the Communion has the words

"concluding with the blessing"

—

i.e., the blessing given, the

service is concluded. And the rubric before the blessing is " The

priest (or bishop if he be present) shall let them depart with this

blessing "

—

i.e., the service being then over.

It was urged in evidence that most of the communicants were

still present. But it is contemplated in the rubric that they will

be present ; for some " of the communicants " are to be " called
"

to take part in "reverently" consuming what remains of that

which was consecrated

—

i.e., manifestly if there is enough re-

maining to require distribution. This is ordered to be done

" immediately after the blessing," and the cleansing of the

vessels appears to be not an improper completion of this act

which is ordered to follow the close of the service without any

break or interval.

As regards the place at which this was done, the article states

that it was performed " in the face of the congregation." And

it was deposed, in support of this, that it was performed by the

celebrant standing with his back to the people in the middle of

the front of the table. But this is the identical position which

in articles 5 and 10 is stated to prevent the manual acts in con-
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serration from being done, according to tin* directions of the

rubric, that is "before the people." The Court is not called

Bmmi n npon to reconcile these two averments, that one acl performed in

1
' this position was not done "before the people" and that the

; other was done " in the face of the congregation."

Nevertheless since the decision as to the legality of the act

finally turns upon this question of place, the Court is bound to

express a judgment upon it.

The rubric gives a general direction as to what is to be done

in the way of consuming what remains alter the service, and is

not BO minute as to go beyond this, our book having abandoned

many over-niceties of regulation. If a conscientious scruple is

felt as to ni t " carrying out of the church " slight remnants even

into the vestry, it is not the duty of this Court to override it, and

the credence is a suitable place for completing the consumption.

In ant ient liturgies, which cannot be held to fail in punctilious

reveience, after the words of dismissal the minister goes into the

prothesis (the side apse where the credence is) and there con-

sumes the last remnants (see Goar, Euch., p. 86). In neither of

those liturgies, which were in Cranmer's hands and used by him,

(as we have seen), are any directions given. If it were the duty

of this Court to point out where and when, if not at the Holy

Table, the minister would most properly complete the consump-

tion of the consecrated elements in such way as he might think

to be necessary in compliance with the rubric, the Court would

unhesitatingly say At the Credence, or in the place where they

had been prepared. Nevertheless the Court cannot hold that the

minister, who, after the service was ended and the benediction

given, in order that no part of the consecrated elements should

be carried out of the church, cleansed the vessels of all remnants

in a reverent way without ceremony or prayers before finally

leaving the holy table, would have subjected himself to penal

consequences by so doing.

In this case it would have been illegal to vary the service by

making " the ceremony of ablution " charged in the articles, or

the like, appear to be part of it, but the evidence does not shew

that this was done.

This charge must be dismissed.
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1890

4. Eastward Position in the first part of the Communion
Read

/Service. v.

Bishop ok
It is stated in Article 9 that the Lord Bishop of Lincoln, Lincoln.

officiating in his cathedral, on a day named, "stood during the The Archbishop
, , p , ,, . .-. , -, . of Canterbury.

whole oi the communion service down to the ordering ot the

bread and wine before the prayer of consecration on the west

side of the holy table, and not on the north side thereof." By
" north side " is here understood the short end set towards the

north. The responsive plea (10) states that " down to the creed

he (the bishop) stood or knelt as required by the rubrics in front

of the holy table, and at the northern part thereof, this being

the north side of the table as directed by the rubric," and that

" during the reading of the ten commandments he turned to the

people as directed by the rubric."

The Court remarks that there is no proper allegation of ille-

gality brought against the Lord Bishop on this particular ; any

charge of offending against any statute, rubric, or canon being

markedly omitted from Articles 13, 14, 15, which summarise the

offences charged. Nevertheless, inasmuch as the responsive

plea contains a defence of the action described, as well as out

of deference to the arguments of the learned counsel on both

sides, the Court has thought it advisable to consider, and give its

opinion upon, the question.

To pass over the apparent difference as to the point of the

service up to which the position presumably intended to be

charged as illegal was kept, and the apparent statement that

the posture of standing was used during the prayer of humble

access,—the Lord Bishop claims to have precisely observed

the rubric, but contends for a different interpretation of the

term " north side " from that which the promoters attach to it.

The Dean of the Arches in EJphinstone v. Purchas (1) adopted

the sense taken by the promoters, remarking that possibly the

term bore the other sense, but that, as the question had not been

argued before him, he took the prima facie meaning. The same

meaning has been taken by other authorities, but no argument

had yet been heard upon it until the learned counsel in this

(1) L. R. 3 A. & E. 110.
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ated it forcibly on each aide. The meaning and

1; m, application of the term have now to be subjected to historical

inquiry, which it is not possible for this Courl to waive by
• v affixing, at their own choice, a meaning to the term as it stands

1\ itself.

The Line of this inquiry will be to learn the conditions which

called for the introduction of the term "north side" into our

liturgy and what was anderstood by it at the time : whether any

later variation of conditions affected the application of the term

since the last revision of the l'rayer Book : what the practice

. and upon what grounds.

I. The first Prayer Hook of King Edward became the one Use

in the realm on Whitsunday, 154U. Its rubric ran that "the

priest " should begin the communion service " standing humbly

re the midst of the altar." The principal altar was then set

ajrainst the east end of the chancel or against a screen near

and parallel to the east end, with its longer measure from north

to south. This rubric was in continuation of usage until then

practically universal.

II. Yery shortly afterwards (at some places in the same year

—^trvpe, M. II. i. 356) "altars" began to be "abolished," and

tables to serve instead of them were set lower in the chance) or

in the body of the church. In the following year, 1550, on the

5th of March, Bishop Hooper preached before the king an

effective sermon in favour of that change. In April Bishop

Ridley was translated to London, and in June in the injunctions

at his visitation he observes that already " in divers places some

used the Lord's board after the form of a table, and some as an

altar," and that " dissension is perceived to arise among the

unlearned " in consequence (Cardwell, Doc. An. i. 94). He
went on not to order (Burnet comments on the soft words) but

to " exhort the curates, churchwardens and questmen present to

erect and. set up the Lord's board after the form of an honest

table, decently covered, in such place of the quire or chancel as

shall be thought most meet by their discretion and agreement

. . .
." He did not order altars to be removed, which probably

he felt might exceed his powers at present. He was held to

have " defended his doings by the king's first book " (Strype,
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An. I. i. 240), and no doubt he acted " to appease the diversity " 1890

which he speaks of, upon the authority assigned to the bishops Read

in the Preface to the Common Prayer " to take order for the bishop op

quieting and appeasing of all doubts " (Foxe, II. p. 700, 6th Lincoln.

Eeason). This use of it, however, went beyond the definition. Th
fVVa!.rbu,'''

p

In his own cathedral, on June 11, he substituted a table, and

by removing the screen behind it threw it into the midst of the

choir ; and tables were shortly after placed in the other churches

in London (Foxe, Bk. ix v. II. p. 700 ; Eidley, 324 P.S. ; Stow,

Annals, p. 604, ed. 1614 ; Wheatley, VI. i. 227).

In the end of June the council commissioned the high sheriff

of Essex, then in London diocese, not only to give effect to the

bishop's " exhortation," but also to remove the altars (Strype,

A. I. c. 28). And on the 19th or 24th November, a letter from

the king and council, apparently addressed originally to Bishop

Eidley (Cranmer's Eemains, p. 524 ; Cardwell, I. 101), was sent

" to every bishop " to cause " all the altars to be taken down,

and instead of them a table to be set up in some convenient part

of the chancel." In Hooper's Visitation, begun within the year,

this direction is added to words adopted from Bishop Ridley's

Injunctions (Hooper, Later Writings, p. 128, P. S.).

There at once arose doubts— " great contests " (Burnet)

—

both as to whether the table was to be placed " lengthwise " or

" crosswise," and also as to how the minister should stand.

" You could never be content in placing the same (table) now

east, now west" was addressed to Eidley himself at his trial

(Ridley, p. 281, P. S.). The ministers were sometimes ordered

" to turn their faces towards the people " (Hooper, Visitation Art.

1551, p. 128, P. S.), i.e. possibly standing east of the table. So

Hogarde, " How long were you learning to place the table. . . .

The ministers being in contention on whether part to turn their

faces, towards the west, the north or south. . . . Some would

stand westward, some northward, some southward" (Hogarde,

Displaying, &c. 1556, fo. 72 &.).

The tables were made longer in proportion than the altars of

ordinary churches had been (see Prynne Quench-Coal or Brief

Disquisition, p. 169), and the " convenient " part of the chancel,

with its stalls and seats, seems to have been commonly thought
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t<> be Deai above the ohanoel steps id the larger churches. The

:• 1 *srt table-wise" appears used simply as equivaleDf to

* Length-wise "
\\ ith the short euds east and west. " endlong, end-

Lu i wise above the steps" (Holy Table, Name and Thing, p. 45).

Where chancels were small any removal must almost necessarily

have hi en into the body 01 the Church, as Archbishop Parker

ami the bishops recognized in 1560 in the " Interpretation" of

Queen Elisabeth's injunctions; ami, not only in cases "where

the choir Beemeth to be too little," but also wherever the

attendance was great, they sanctioned the placing of the table in

the body of the Church before the door of the chancel for the

actual sen ice (Cardwell, D.A. I. 238; Strype, Au. I. i. 320).

The substitution oi the tables and their being set as might be

•convenient" had necessarily destroyed the uniformity with

which, when the rubric for "standing afore the midst of the

altar " came out, the ministers had been expected to face east-

wards.

This may be called the first period of doubtfulness between

the actual place of the holy table and the real bearing of the

rubric.

III. The state of things was recognized, and the several

doubts were clearly resolved by directions given in King

Edward's Second Book.

This directed in the first instance, that the "place of the

Church, Chapel, or Chancel " " where morning and evening prayer

should be used " was in case of " controversy " to " be referred

to the ordinary," and that "he or his deputy should appoint the

place." And next, instead of the former rubric of the Communion

which directed the priest to " stand humbly afore the midst of

the altar," it substituted two careful directions,—viz. that the

table " shall stand in the body of the Church or in the chancel,

where Morning Trayer and Evening Prayer be appointed to be

said ; and the priest standing at the north side of the table,

shall say " the beginning of the Communion Service. Cosin

was quite (dear that "they agreed to set forth this rule instead of

the former " on account of the " ado about the position of the

table and the priests standing at it." (Works, vol. v., p. 458.) .

That from this time the table stood generally " lengthwise " is
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fairly established by the testimony of Bishop Williams, Lord l&)0

Keeper from 1621 to 1626, who held that according to the rubric Read

" the end was to be placed towards the east great window," bwhot op

observing that " this was not a new direction in the Queen's Lincoln.

time only, but practised in Kino; Edward's reign, and so used at The Archwsi.o P
.

uf Canterbury.

this day in most places in England." And, speaking of course

of the last seventy-five years, he stated that he " did not believe

that ever the Communion Tables were (otherwise than by casualty)

placed " altarwise " in country churches " (Holy Table, a.d. 1627-

1637).

So the "Survey of the Book of Common Prayer" in 1610

states that in Queen Elizabeth's reign " the Communion Table

stood always in the midst of the quire east and west."

With Bishop Williams, Archbishop Laud agrees in a.d. 1637

on this point, when he had just completed his metropolitical

visitation of the dioceses in his province ; allowing in the privy

council according to the most natural interpretation of his words

(Censure, Works vi., i. 59), that " since the reformation " the

holy table " stood in most parish churches the other way "

—

i.e. not " at the upper end of the quire," and not " with the large

or full side towards the people." So also in the " Canons " of

1640 (vii.) it is only asserted that the "altarwise" position

" had continued in . . . some of the parish churches."

What the details of the practice had been in the meantime

(and also how such " casualty " might produce exceptions) is

made clear by Queen Elizabeth's injunction, 1559 (Sparrow,

p. 84; Card well, D.A. i. 234). It says, "there seemeth no

matter of great moment " whether the altar, replaced under

Queen Mary (Bonner's Art. Things of the Church, v. ; Poli

Constt. ii.), be removed or not, " saving for an uniformity," and

it orders that " no altar be taken down but by oversight of the

curate . . . and the churchwardens . . . And that the holy

table in every church be . . . set in the place where the altar

stood . . . saving when the communion of the sacrament is to

be distributed ... at which time the same shall be so placed in

good sort within the chancel" as to ensure convenience of

hearing and convenience of communicating. This frequent

moving of the tables according to ideas of convenience for each
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communion could Bcarcely end all local variety. And Dorman

(Proof of Certain Articles, L564, fo. L20 b.) (lcscril.es probably

truthfully the table u
in the same church as placed in quire, in

i i and altarwise in chancel, but removable for communion,

and the minister as turned towards the south, and another while

towards the north." There is no appearance here of either east-

ward or westward position for the minister, but of a table set

east and west

There is no ground for questioning that, up to and into the

r.iLrn of Charles I. this was at any rate the common state of

things, described as above by both Archbishop Laud and Bishop

Williams.

Williams further states (as others do) that in cathedrals and

colleges the table was retained altarwise; he does not object to

it- being bo placed in them or in kings' and bishops' chapels,

- where there are none to be scandalized," and accordingly he has

it so placed in his own. Still even in cathedrals it had not been

always so. At St. Paul's as soon as King Edward's second book

came into use the table was brought down into " the lower quire

where the priests sing," i.e. was set between the stalls (Stow Ann.

1552, p. GOS). At Canterbury, in 1565, the table at communion

time was set east and west (Certificate of Prebendaries to Arch-

bishop's Commissary ; Strype's Parker, ii. 26, vol. i. p. 365).

Canon 82 of 1604 ratified the status quo, but

IV. Towards the end of James I.'s and in Charles I.'s reign an

inclination gained ground not to move the tables about and

generally to regard them more reverently. No doubt in many

places the east end had been found as " convenient " as any other

situation.

The power of the ordinary had been slightly modified by the

rubric of Elizabeth, which said that "morning and evening

prayers were to be used in the accustomed place of the church,

chapel, or chancel, except it shall be otherwise determined by the

ordinary of the place," and where those prayers were said "the

table" was still "to stand" by the rubric; only, by the injunc-

tion of the same year, " within the chancel."

Under all these circumstances some ordinaries apparently

thought themselves justified by law in ordering the tables to be
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kept always " altarwise" at the east end of the chancel, and did l?90

so (e.g., Kent's Visitation, 1631, Beport of Kitual Commission, read
2nd Rep. p. 527). Bkii

»

otop
In a.d. 1633, in the important case, as it proved to be, of St. Lincoln.

Gregory's-by-St. Paul's, their power was tried, and the question The Archbishop& J J
,

' r -I of Canterbury.

virtually determined. In that church the dean and chapter of

St. Paul's, as ordinary, caused the communion table to be

removed to the east end of the chancel and set altarwise. Five

parishioners brought this before the Court of Arches "as against

law." The dean and chapter applied direct to the privy council,

which summoned the parishioners before it. The council decided

that the liberty to place the communion table most suitably

"and when, and for how long" was "not to be determined by

any humorous person but to be determined by the ordinary."

The King in Council confirmed the act of the ordinary, and

ordered the Dean of Arches, if the St. Gregory case went on, to

decide accordingly (Minute of Council, Nov. 3, 1633; HeyHn
Cypr. Anglic, p. ii., p. 244 ; Antid. p. 63 ; Eushworth, H.C. p. ii.,

p. 207).

This decision of the Privy Council, with the reference which

it made to cathedral churches as the guide "was made the rule

by which all other ordinaries did proceed in causing the com-

munion table to be placed altarwise in the Churches of their

several and respective dioceses " (Heylin Cypr. Anglic, p. ii. p.

243 ; see Prynne, Complete Hist., p. 87).

As an example, in 1637 the Calvinist Bishop Davenant of

Salisbury inhibited the churchwardens and other parishioners of

one of his parishes from " bringing down of the communion table

or altering its place at such time as the holy supper is to be

administered." He cited the Injunctions of Queen Elizabeth

and the 82nd canon, on which the council relied (Bp. Davenant's

letter to Aldbourne parish, note on Laud's Works, v., p. 61).

The setting, or rather the keeping, the table with ends north

and south at the east of the chancel at once revived the rubrical

question at what place the minister should stand to begin the

service.

To stand at the end of an altarwise table seemed no compliance

with the order to stand at the side of a table set lengthwise at
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the ohanoel Bteps, any more than to stand at the side of a table

bo plaoed was oomplianoe with the order to " stand humbly afore

the midst of the altar." To nurt the earlier difficulty a rubric

1 N N had beeu enacted.

AlS in L549 an Order in Council for moving the tabic crossed

the existing rubric, which had belonged to the place of the table

of the chancel, until the inconsistency was cured by a new

rubric in 1552,80 had a second Order in Council, in 1 033, for

moving the table bach again, crossed that new rubric which had

belonged to the lengthwise position of the table, and was still in

force. Bui in this case no alteration of the rubric was made to

remedy the inconsistency.

Only it is. clear that an Order in Council giving leave to

move the tables had no force to change the legal sense of a

statutable term in a rubric. The Order itself took no notice of

the term.

A condition of doubtfulness, of disaccord between the rubric

and the position of the table, had a second time been introduced.

(1) The Puritan Clergy had maintained that, in this position

of the table, the rubric could not be obeyed, and they used this

as their capital argument against the change—viz. that the north

end was not " the north side," and that the minister standing at

the north end no more complied with the rubric than if he stood

anywhere else.

In 1630 Smart's Instructions for Articles to be exhibited to

the High Commissioners shortly embody this constant contention.

" This altar ... is placed at the end of the quire along by the

wall, with neither side toward the north. . . . The Book of

Common Prayer &c. command . , . that the minister should

stand at the north side of the table, which cannot now be done

when neither side of the table standeth northward." So also in

his Durham sermon, 1628, " There are but two sides of a long

table and two ends
"

Williams, Bishop of Lincoln, the late Lord Keeper, had in

his Grantham order of 1627 enjoined that "This table is not to

stand altar-wise and you at the north-end thereof, but table-wise,

and you must officiate at the north-side of the same, by the

liturgy."
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In 1636 Bishop Williams republished his own order, and in 1890

1637, four years after the Order in Council, met remonstrances Read

with a dissertation (Holy Table, Name and Thing). He had gone bishop op

so far against the Order in Council as to rail in the tables with- Lincoln.

out moving them eastward (his "half compliance," as it was The Archbishop

.
of Canterbury.

called). He kept them lengthwise and kept the minister to " the

long side."

In the same year 1637 Prynne maintained in his " Brief Dis-

quisition " (Quench Coal) that the table ought to stand far from

the east wall, but assuming that it does stand against it, still

that it must have " the east end of it next to the east wall

"

(p. 174) ; and that the minister must then in any case stand at

" the long side ;
" that this is as clear a direction as any. " The

rubric clearly determines that the table ought to be situated

with the sides or longest squares of it north and south . . . and

being a long square not a perfect quadratum hath but two sides

and two ends ; the narrowest square of it being ever in our

English tongue termed an end not a side, and the longest square

only a side. . . . North side must needs be interpreted long-side,

not the narrowest square set northward."

This later condition of doubtfulness has a more secondary

aspect, because these arguments of the Puritans had originated

no doubt in the opposition to moving the table at all. But it

cannot be said that they were mere ad captandum arguments.

They were seriously continued. Prynne's argument and Bishop

Williams's reasoning, action and direction shew that it was held

that the rubric as to the minister's position could not be obeyed

unless the table, though moved eastward, were still set length-

wise. If this plan had been followed the rubric might still have

been obeyed to the letter, and yet the sense it was conceived in

would have been no less given up, which was that the Communion
might be celebrated as near, as much among, and as familiarly

with the congregation as possible.

(2) Still Bishop Kidley's original change confirmed by the

royal letter of November, 1551, and implicitly by the second

book, after serving as it did to restore the idea of " communion "

as against the late " propitiatory " or " satisfactory " and
" private " usages, had not, with all the modifications that had

L
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d tried far eightj years, been found really "convenient " to

tin" shape and Btrnotnre of the churches. Ii was als i complained

of m admitting of mneh irreverence. Thus in L631 the Ajch-

deacon of Sudbury asks, Is it
•• placed in such convenient sort

as that the minister may bebesl heard in his prayer and admini-

Btration, and thai the greater number may communicate ? To

that end doth it ordinarily stand up at the east end of the

chancel, where the altar in former times stood
; the ends tliereof

being placed north and south ? Is it at any time used unreverently

l>v leaning or sitting on it, laying hats upon it, &c. ? " After

1633 such questions, pressing the removal, became of course

common. When the decision of the Privy Council in that

year sanctioned universally the reverting to the autient place

of the holy table the change to that place was pushed on.

The higher churchmen were much pressed by the argument

from the rubric at least to set the table "endwise," if they

moved it t%the east end of the chancel, and thus to enable the

minister still to officiate according to the rubric at " the north

side," and they met the argument by officiating at the " north

end " as the north side.

There is little argument in favour of this to be found in their

treatises (See Heylin, Coal from Altar, 23 ; Antid. Line. 45, 58,

whom Bennett, p. 154 and Elborow, p. 98, only repeat). For

though it might be said " every quadrilateral has quatuor

latera," that is four sides, yet in common English (as was con-

stantly answered at the time) the plain and usual way in

referring to an oblong, is to speak of its two sides and two

ends.

Without much defence of the position, the movers simply

placed themselves at the north end. In this Laud followed the

usage of Andrewes (Andrewes, Minor Works, xi., p. 150 ; Prynn'e,

Comp. Hist. 121), and Wren and Juxon followed their patron.

It was a new way of complying with the letter of the rubric

without putting the table endwise, when the original purpose and

spirit of the rubric was departed from in the removal of the

table. It was not properly an evasion. It was one solution of

a question raised by a general change which the Privy Council

had introduced. It was the high church form of complying
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with a Puritan rubric in order to meet a Puritan objection, and 1890

was not felt by the Puritans to meet it at all. It was not a con- Read

temporaneous interpretation of the true meaning of the rubric, °-

but a late adaptation to meet a new difficulty. It was one Lincoln.

answer to an indeterminate problem. Plainly it was not the The Archbishop,-,.. of Canterbury.

only possible one, and it was not made authoritative.

(3) The doubtfulness, however, which was produced, presently

took an acute form.

Bishop Wren was in 1640 accused by the Commons among

other things, for " kneeling and consecrating at the west side

of the holy table " (Rep. Committee, Dec. 19th, 1640 ; Wren's

Parentalia, p. 12) ; and one of the articles of impeachment

brought before the Lords 5th July, 1641, against him, is for

" consecrating with his face towards the east " (Wren, Par. pp. 14,

103; Rushworth, Pt. III. v. 1, p. 354).

Dean Cosin, in March, 1641, was impeached, among other

offences, for having been (Article 2, Rushworth, ID 40, III., i.

p. 208) " used to officiate at the west side thereof, turning his

back to the people " (Cosin, Cal. State Papers Dom. 1640,

p. 289).

Both answered that they did so at part of the service only,

—

the consecration prayer, and Cosin adds " as others did before

him " (Lords' Journals, May 24, 1642). But even this, it must

be remembered, was at that time indefensible by the letter of the

rubric : there was as yet no rubric admitting of the consecration

prayer being used " before the table." The only rubric which

then touched the position of the minister directed him to stand

at the north side.

(4) There are also sufficient later indications that others of

the clergy did not adopt this second plan of moving forwards

and back again, but stood at the west front, commonly perhaps

at the north part of it, and took care that the congregations

should see the breaking of the- bread. These indications will be

referred to again.

The practice was not uniform. No rule was made. The

ministers at large in the absence of direction, were not bound to

follow the general working solution of the high-churchmen of

the day who had brought back the difficulty, as if it were the

L 2
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only solution. 1V\\ would aooepl the oompromise of placing the

B
~ table M end-wise at the east." STel not only Puritans who main-

tained thai "end was not Bide." but every clergyman in his own

is .
>. church had to consider li"\\ he could best obey a rubric bidding

him stand at the north Bide of a table whose sides had now been

turned oast and west.

At the Sivov conference, when the rubrics of the Communion
-~

, u re under discission, the 1 'resbyterian divines sug-

Sted that " the minister turning himself to the people is most

convenient throughout the whole ministration," as he was directed

to do ; ,t the absolution (Cardw. Conf. p. 320). The bishops

disagreed with this, and answered that while "When he speaks

to them, as in lessons, absolution and benedictions," it is " con-

venient that he turn to them," yet " When he speaks for them

to God it is lit that they should all " (both minister and people)

" turn another way as the ancient church ever did " (ibid. p. 353).

This contemplates on the part of the minister the same east-

ward-looking as the congregation ordinarily used, and indicates

that at least a majority of the bishops were in favour of it. Cer-

tainly they cannot have considered the compromise which had

substituted the north end for the north side to be the essential

and only way of carrying out, after the place of the table was

changed, the spirit of the rubric, which w^as to make the service

an open and congregational service.

No change was made in the rubrics as to the minister's posi-

tion, except in that before the consecration. If it is asked why

a new rubric was not framed to settle any new doubt, as the

former doubt had been met in 1549 ? why the old rubric was

retained ? it is clear that the bishops wishing the prayers to be

said eastward, and the divines westward, it was impossible to

frame a new one. To remove the old one might have disembar-

rassed one party, but the Puritans, while they held it to be in-

applicable to the new position of the table, could not be expected

to sacrifice a direction which was their main argument against,

that position, and seemed to justify many in keeping (as un-

doubtedly they did) the table still westward and lengthwise. But

while change of direction could not be acquiesced in, diversity of

practice was fast losing significance.
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Thus while the first removal of the holy tables had caused a 1890

controversy as to the place of the minister, determined for a time Bead

by the rubric of the second book, the second complication caused bISHoP of

by their replacement, remained undetermined. Lincoln.

Both sections whose difference of view expressed itself so dis- The Archbishop
* of Canterbury.

tinctly at the Savoy continued to have their representatives in

the Church.

The Court then has now to consider the evidence before it as

to the period after the conference and the 1662 revision, in order

to ascertain how the retained rubric was worked and understood.

This material, in the absence of any enactment or judicial decision,

is limited to any records of the course pursued by the ordinaries,

of criticisms by commentators, and of any parallel illustrations.

The Court has had a list made of notices and engravings which

were produced at the hearing, and of others of the same cha-

racter ; others may of course remain unobserved, and the conclu-

sions to be drawn from such unknown sources may vary from that

which now commends itself; but known sources yield an intel-

ligible idea of the usages.

(i.) As regards the course followed by the ordinaries :—At an

earlier date, viz. in 1627 (1), Cosin, Archdeacon of the East

Eiding, had enquired in his draft visitation articles (Works,

vol. ii., p. 3) whether " the communion table was placed accord-

ing to the injunctions" (of Q. Elizabeth), and whether it was

" not at any time abused by sitting or leaning upon it, by

throwing hats on it, writing on it, &c. . .
." (Art. 3), and had

further enquired whether the minister " when he readeth the

seoond [the Communion] Service . . . doth leave his former and

ordinary seat or pulpit, and go unto the north side of the Holy

Communion table, and standing there begin with the Lord's

Prayer, &c, according to the form prescribed until the sermon

time, and if there be no sermon until the end of the service

"

(Art. 7).

(1) Reported in 1687 in Brooke's Arts. 7 and 9, refer to the Tables

Six Cases, Hebbert and Purchas, p. 198, when placed according to Qu. Eliz.

and in Law Reports 3 P. C. p. 663

;

Injunctions (Art. 3, Works ii. p. 4),

as 1689 in Guardian Report, Feb. 12, before the Privy Council Order of

1890, p. 255a. The date is of con- 1633.

sequence because Cosin's questions.
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Articles differently worded, to the same purport, arc proposed

in his other, fuller, unfinished draft (Ooein, Oorresp., vol. i., Bur-

• 152, p. 106).

1 N The date, L627, bu years before the change of the place of the

table, tlu 1 reference to the injunctions, and other points shew
.ufl'anua ir)

• x

that CosiD refers to the north side of tables not yet replaced

" altar?

In 1640 Juxon, Bishop of London, in his visitation of that

year tirst published, and, BO far as we know, is the only ordinary

who used certain articles stated to have been "compiled by the

]''!'<. and Clergy in Convocation, anno 1640," in accordance with

'canons" made that year. "Concerning parishioners," (0) he

asks whether all who intend to communicate "draw near "or

keep their places, when " called " by " the minister standing as

he is appointed at the north side oY end of the table when he

prepares to celebrate the Holy Communion." (Ritual Comm.

Rep. 2, pp. 589 a, 592 b).

This question belongs to a time when no doubt many tables

had been replaced, though very far from all, and it treats the

" north side " as " end," and as the celebrant's place. There

cannot be much doubt that it was (as has been said) the usual

high-church manner of adapting the rubric to the " altarwise
"

table.

Whether it was the only manner can obviously receive no

further light from visitation articles until after the Restoration.

But after the Savoy Conference- in 1661, when the bishops

had, in answer to the Puritan divines, pronounced as to the posi-

tion of the minister in the prayers of the Communion Service,

that " when he speaks for them to God, it is fit that they should

all (minister and people) turn another way—i.e., he not to face

them, but to look the same way as they ordinarily did, namely

ward ; after this very distinct resolution, although no altera-

tion of the rubric was (or could possibly be) made in 1662, yet

all the visitation articles of 1662 (which otherwise follow up the

same and same kind of enquiries as Juxon's of 1640 or Cosin's of

1627), omit any reference to the north side or end, save that

Tory, Archdeacon of Middlesex, re-issued verbatim Bp. Juxon's,

in which it is specified. "The minister standing as he is ap-
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pointed (in marg. rubr.) at the north side or end of the table 1890

when he prepares to celebrate the Holy Communion, and calling, read
on those who intend to communicate, to draw near . .

." (ibid, bishop op

p. 629). Lincoln.

We have extant no less than eighteen sets of articles exhibited The Archbishop°
of Canterbury.

by bishops and six by archdeacons in visitations in 1662 (Hit.

Comm. Eep. 2, App. E).

Not one of these twenty-four, except Pory's, refers to the

minister's proper place as being at the north side or end.

Pory's articles have been sometimes accepted as evidence that

the authorities understood the rubric as to "north side" to

require all ministers to stand at the north end. But in contrast

to the other twenty-three ordinaries they cannot be so accepted.

And if the careful reference to the prescribed position of the

minister implies, as it seems to imply, that there were still, in

1640 and 1662, ministers who, as in 1627, did not stand at the

north end, the silence of the other ordinaries was not due to an

existing uniformity.

It appears, however, not to have been hitherto observed that

in his printed articles as revised for his next visitation (166[5]

Brit. Mus.) Archdeacon Pory, whose query in 1662 had "stand-

ing as he is appointed (in marg. rubric) at the north side or end

of the table " now omits the words " or end."

We find, then, that Bishop Juxon's articles, which the bishops

agreed to in 1640, required the minister to stand at the " north

side or end," but that the next sets of articles in 1662, with one

exception, omit such requirement.

' It is asked whether this general change admits of explanation,

we may remember that the bishops in the Savoy Conference had

just recorded their desire that the minister and people should all

turn one way, which was eastward : that the question put in

1640 was, like Cosin's in 1627, really still under the influence

of the tradition of the lengthwise position in which the table

stood under the injunctions of Queen Elizabeth ; inasmuch as in

1640 the replacement, with whatever sentiment attended it, had

not long begun, but in 1662 had much extended itself. Neither

must the influence be forgotten of the Lutheran churches of the

continent among which the eastward position was, and is to this
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«!:i\. in use. Much, however, must be ascribed to die influence

of Bishop Cosin (called by the historian Fuller "the Atlas of

be protestanl religioD "i. who presented the new draft of visitation

i k i articles to the presidenl in convocation in l<i(i"j on the pari of a

•nimittee appointed to draw them (Cardwell, Sym., pp. 647,

.

Whether these or other reasons appear or not to illustrate the

fact, the feet remains that, contemporaneously with the last

revision of the Prayer Book, the requirement of the north side

or eml in the articles and injunctions of the ordinaries ceased,

and, so far as the Court is aware, never reappears.

(ii.i As regards criticism by commentators :—A popular and

serviceable catechism after the Restoration, which has been

ascribed to Bishop Gauden, had assigned as a reason for the

place at the north end that it was "to avoid the popish super-

stition of standing towards the east" ('Ei/tawo<?, 1664
; p. 300,

ed. 2). Nicholls repeated this reason for "the usual place of

saying the Communion Service with us," viz., the "north side,"

in his Commentary on the Common Prayer (note (p.) on

Communion Service, ed. 2, 1712) ; and for the same reason

urged that the Consecration Prayer should be said " kneeling."

Wheatly, in his Introduction to the Common Prayer (ed. 1710,

1714), made the strong statement that the position was "enjoined

for no other end but to avoid the practice of the Romish Church."

But in his third (1720) edition, he withdrew this argument.

Even Ridley, in his original list (Works, P.S., 319) of fourteen

points in which " the 'popish mass" was not to be "counter-

feited," made no reference to the position of the priest. The

change from the eastward to another position had been simply

consequential on other changes.

Wheatly, however, proceeds to allege in support of the north

side position a reference to Bishop Beveridge as having "shewn

that wherever in the antient liturgies the minister is directed to

stand before the altar, the north side of it is always meant.

—

Bev. Pandect., vol. ii., p. 76. § 15. See also Renaudot's Litur-

gies, torn, ii., p. 24." The passage of Beveridge is in the

Annotations, vol. ii. (three paginations), and bears no such

meaning Beveridge simply shews that the right hand of the
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•altar, the bishop being in the apse behind, meant the north side, 1890

OF

and that the clergy made their reverence before it, entering read

from the north. The passage of Kenaudot (p. 24 ; add 21
BlSg0P

and 26) is equally remote from any bearing on the question. Lincoln.

Comber, and Shepherd, in their important treatises say nothing The Archbishop

on the point.

The authority of Nicholls, and still more of Wheatly, contri-

buted to good order, as well as to the promotion of investigation.

Their opinion, given without acrimony, lent force to that sense

of " north side," which had already the advantage of apparent

literal plainness, and they had influence in reducing lingering

diversities to uniformity. Yet there is no doubt that their un-

historical idea of a protest against Borne and the false view

Wheatly took of his two authorities guided their judgments in

favour of standing at the north end. But though their reasons

are fallacious their value as witnesses is unimpaired.

The north end became the generally used position, and is

beyond question a true liturgical use in the Church of England,

formed as primitive uses were formed, not by enactment, but, as

the word itself implies, by use.

(iii.) It is at this point that there comes in such illustration as

we can command of the actual usages or conditions during the

same period.

The evidence of engravings not made with a direct eye to the

point in question is somewhat difficult to estimate justly. The

testimony of each by itself might be of little value, and some

may be rude and incidental in character. Their chief value,

therefore, would depend on their concurrence and continuity.

It is, however, impossible to neglect their evidence such as it is.

For it ought to be observed, that there is no suspicion of the

plates herein referred to having been published to serve a

purpose ; that if there were bias in one direction there would

certainly be bias in the other ; that the treatment is generally

prosaic ; drawings which are merely picturesque or emblematic

being readily discriminated ; that there exists no reason to

impute to the draughtsmen that they represented what they

never or rarely saw. This evidence would claim, therefore, to be

fairly considered if the prints were but stray prints. But more
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\- when the oharaoter and position of the authors and editors of

u, u , the books in whioh Borne of them appeal is regarded. W i 1 1 1 in

the century onward from the Sayo) Conference we have engrav-

1 s ings in whioh Bometimes the celebranl is Bhewn in the discharge

; his office; and more in which the Eoly Table is seen prepared

for the Communion, and the celebrant's place indicated by the

book placed lor him, while the litany is being said from another

book at a faldstool in the body of the church. In that case, the

book on tin.' table is generally open ready for the priest to

proceed thither as celebrant to begin the Communion. In other

- - tiie communion book is shut. Among these engravings

must be distinguished mere reproductions of former engravings,

and such as are re-drawn with some careful difference. This

inquiry is somewhat tedious, but the impression formed upon a

i 3um£ of the facts cannot be produced by a general sentence,

about them.

(a) In support of the north-end position it is not necessary to

cite many instances because the prevalence is beyond doubt.

But the following are important drawings on account of the

authority of the writer of the book.

The north end is distinctly indicated :

—

In 1076 in the plate prefixed to Part II. of Dean Comber's (of

Gloucester) work, The Companion to the Temple : or in the same

plate in Heme's Domus Carthusiana, 1677.

In 1683, The Title of Burnet's Keformation, Part II., is not

an actual scene, but it would not be even conventional if it did

not represent a real position. The celebrant stands at the north

end ; another book closed is set on a desk at the edge of the

table in the middle eastward.

In 1686, the north end use is indicated, Gunton's Interior of

Peterborough Cathedral—intended to shew it as it was in 1643.

In 1736, Picart's fine plate, Communion of the Anglicans, in

the Amsterdam edition, and in 1737, in the London edition,

shew the same position distinctly in St. Paul's Cathedral—

a

change perhaps since 1681 (De Laune, infr.).

It may be noticed that one of Sandford's large plates of the

coronation of James II., 1 687, marks both places as intended to

be used.
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(b) In illustration of the celebrant's position being thus indi- 1890

cated as before the table eastward or (occasionally) partly east- read
ward the following belong to the same period—the century after

B]SI 0̂P 0F

the Savoy Conference. Lincoln.

The book is laid open eastward in a plate by Hollar, in The Archbishop
of Canterbury.

Sparrow's Rationale of the Common Prayer, in 1657, repeated in

the 2nd edition in 1661 ; again, in 1664, when Dr. Sparrow was

President of Queen's College, Cambridge ; again, in an edition

after he became in 1667 Bishop of Exeter ; in two more, after he

was Bishop of Norwich, from 1676 ; after his death in two more

editions, 1704 and 1717. The 1668 and later editions have a

new engraving, by a new artist, but the same representation.

In 1660 came out the 2nd, and in 1663 the 3rd edition of

Scintilla Altaris, by Dr. Edward Sparke, chaplain to the King

:

in 1666 the 4th edition, with a new engraving, and three others

by 1682. These all have the same Hollar type before them with

variations of detail shewing attention to treatment.

In 1674, the Folio Prayer Book by the King's printer has a

large copper engraving, Domus Orationis ; the book laid nearly

east. In 1693 the same reappears.

In 1675, a Prayer Book, printed by the King's printers, has an

engraving copied after Hollar.

In 1681 De Laune's Present State of London has a plate of the

interior of St. Paul's : the celebrant's book closed is laid for the

eastward position at the north part of the front ; the epistoler's

diagonally at the " epistle corner " (Chambers, p. 286).

In 1686, 1696, 1700, 1724, The Divine Banquet, of which there

were four editions in forty years, bears Bishop Compton's (of

London) imprimatur, and shews the celebrant kneeling at the

north of the front facing towards the centre ; not consecrating.

In 1697 was published the 14th edition, in 1743 the 19th

edition of the Book for Beginners. The celebrant stands some-

what to the front (not the end) of the table at its northern part,

turned rather to the east and centre of the table. The time is

after communicants have " drawn near " and before consecration

prayer. This book is by Bishop Patrick, who was Dean of Peter-

borough in 1679, Bishop of Chichester in 1689, and Bishop of

Ely in 1691.
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In 1698, Dean Brough, of Gloucester, borrows De Laune's

31) drawing for his Bolidaya of the Church.

,, r ' n J""'' 1
, a I'rauT Boob by the King's printers has a new

; N
treatmenl of Bollar's Bubject, not at all like Hollar, with the

s line indications.

In 1728, Mr. Thomas Burnet's (blaster <>t' rharterhouse) State

oi tin.' Dead (ed, Earbery) has a drawing inscribed as painted at

the altar (" pinxit ad Alt [are] ") by Fuller, of the chapel of Mag-

dalen College, Oxford ; the two books closed are laid eastward,

at north and south parts of the front, and the table is spread

with a white cloth for the Communion, and is so draped that

kneeling at the ends would not be possible (Chambers, p. 2!)U).

In 1774, an Oxford Prayer Book has a new engraving after

Hollar, with other variations.

In the above list no mention is made of the 1700 edition of

Bparke, or the Prayer Book of 16S4, because the representation

is of the Litany being said at the altar—a known use ; nor of the

Whole Duty of Receiving "Worthily, 1717, because the time

chosen is after the consecration prayer.

In books thus issued at intervals throughout a century by

royal printers, or under the direction of leading divines of

different schools, in pictures of churches, and of historical events,

there seem to be six or seven typical representations (besides

those of coronations), repeated in many editions, which mark the

minister's place before the table. It seems scarcely possible that

these could have been all published and republished as they

were, unless such position, as well as the north-end position, had

been so continued that they represented no unknown manner of

arrangement and celebrating.

But it is still more important to observe that among the editors

and authors are persons of such character as Bishop Sparrow,

Bishop Patrick, Dr. Sparke, Dr. Thomas Burnet, and others, who

would scarcely have tolerated the appearance and frequent repe-

tition in their own books of such representations, if it had 'been

understood that the form of divine service uniformly portrayed,

or indicated in them was an illegal form.

Further than this, the book 'Evtavros, 1664 and 1674, attri-

buted (as has been observed; to Bishop Gauden, should be
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mentioned here ; in which one plate represents the lengthwise 1890

position of the table east and west, with the two ministers stand- read
ing respectively on the long north and south sides of it, and BiShop
another plate indicates the position looking eastward, which Lincoln.

appears in Dr. Sparke's book. There seems to be here a sinmle The Archbishop

.

L of Canterbury.

effective evidence of contemporaneous diversity living and tole-

rated.

Instances, then, of the position looking eastward, and com-

monly while standing at the northern part of the table, cannot in

the century which followed the last revision of our Prayer Book,

be in justice called exceptional. Even if they had been so, while

it is true that exceptional cases prove nothing against a rule, yet

where a rule is ambiguous, or where there are two ways of

approximately observing it, or where it cannot be obeyed to the

letter, in the true meaning of the letter, exceptional cases are

good evidence of diversity existing in practice.

When the original intent of the rubric was departed from by

the tables being moved eastward, it seems that ministers who

officiated before the table still held to the letter of the rubric by

standing towards the north part ; although they were too near

the times to suppose that this position had been contemplated

when the rubric was framed.

To sum up the inquiry so far :

—

A large section of the Church strenuously argued against the

north end, even when sanctioned and widely adopted, as not

fulfilling the conditions of the north side.

The Church authorities at the Savoy Conference favoured an

eastward position and put the fact on record. The ordinaries

never afterwards (so far as is known) required the north end to

be taken, except one who apparently implies that it was not

always taken. There are illustrations of the fact that an eastward

position of the celebrant standing at the north part was no un-

familiar one. Against this is to be set the authority of Wheatly

and Nicholls—proof abundant, were proof deficient, of the

" usual " position, but not (even apart from the erroneous defences

they set up) tending to prove the sole legality of the position

they advocate, and the illegality of the other.

Two other interpretations placed upon this rubric may now be
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noticed; the Becond of them being thai which is advanced for

tin.- defence.
r.

pof (a) It has been pointed out that the only parts of the service

to which the " north side" direction strictly applies are the two

pening prayers and the collects for the Qneen and for the day :

that the commandments, Scriptures and rersicles are differently

jned ; that the consecration prayer, and by custom the creed

may be said eastward: that the minister necessarily stands east-

ward in presenting the alms and oblations, and is not after that

directed to be again at the north side.

It has been argued therefore that the direction of the rubric

ran not be with certainty extended beyond the four prayers to

which it primarily applies, and that within those limits to obey

it ought to be irksome to no one whatever his predilections.

It must be remembered that even within those limits its

enforcement would be an enforcement not of the original rubric

as it stands, but of a later tacit interpretation put upon it under

changed circumstances, and not universally adopted.

(b) The Lord Bishop, the defendant in this case, has adopted

another alternative not only not unknown to the past, but as

has been seen, indicated or figured in books which, edition after

edition, were in the hands of numbers of. Church people, and

never prohibited or censured by ordinaries, or by any judicial

decision for two centuries since the last revision. He has applied

" north side of the table " in regard of a person standing " in

front of it " to " the northern part " of the front (Kesp. Plea 10).

This can be regarded only as an accommodation of the letter of

the rubric to the present position of the table. To stand at the

north end was a far more general and accepted coarse. It had

the advantage of presenting itself as a literal compliance, and

did and probably always will commend itself to many for that

reason, although it was not the original literal sense, not the one

necessary interpretation, never pronounced by authority to be

such, and for a long period not exclusively in use.

Arguments nevertheless, which attempt to show in the words

of the responsive plea of the Lord Bishop that " the northern

part of the front " is " the north side of the table as directed by

the rubric," if that means that the rubric was intended to enjoin
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that particular position, are held by the Court to be inconsistent 1890

with the continuous history of the rubric. It is not possible to Eead
build upon the Latin use of the word latus, or of foreign words „ v-

. ,
• ° Bishop op

derived from it, as meaning a part of the front. The term used Lincoln.

to define that part of the front side is actually " end " in old The Ardibisi,„P

English rubrics and writers on these points. Instances may be

seen in Longford, temp. Hen. VIII., ap. Simmons' Lay Folks'

Mass Book, 179, in Consecration Service, ap. Maskell, ii. 309,

about a.d. 1500, and in Thomas Becon, temp. Eliz. iii. 264 P.S.

Neither to Heylin, nor Bishop Williams, nor Wren, nor Cosin in

explaining " north side " did it occur to find it in the west front.

If the lawfulness of the position depended on that plea it must

fail. But the legality of an action does not rest on a plea set

up for it, but on all the facts within the cognizance of the Court.

Historical facts supply the only material known to the Court

from which a just account can be formed of the meaning of the

term which is the present subject of charge. Those facts which

are available and are to the point have now been stated.

But before the Court defines its judgment one argument

advanced against the place taken by the Lord Bishop at the

holy table requires particular notice.

It was strongly pressed that the " eastward position " has a

special significance which at once makes the position itself im-

portant and condemns it.

The eastward position is, it was said, a sacrificial position

—

" the natural attitude for one offering a sacrifice "—and conveys

some sacrificial doctrine of the Eucharist against the doctrine of

the English Chucch. There may be ill-informed recent main-

tainors of this position as essential, who may be found to have

alleged something of the kind. If it were true it would apply

more strongly by far to the consecration prayer, where such

position is admitted to be lawful, than to the beginning of the

service. But by whomsoever put forward the statement is, in

both cases, without foundation. Neither those who approve nor

those who disapprove of an action which is recognised by

authority can really invest it with any sense contrary to the

sense of the authority which recognises. No significance can be

attached to a form, act or usage unless that significance is in
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acoordance with the regular and established meaning of language

symbol whether liturgical or other. It is not admissible thai

:iiiv allowable usuire should bo suddenly either proclaimed or

i h h denounced as teaching something which it was never supposed

tn teach before. .... ill • i

A place at tlu' west side <>t the holy table lias not in the past

1 with Bacrificial character. Many divines who have

taught what is called the " highesl " doctrine of sacrifice in con-

nection with the Eucharist tenable in the Church of England

have habitually celebrated at the north end, and many who have

used the eastward position have done so with no thought that

they were teaching any doctrine by it, or that any doctrine

could be either deduced from or expressed by the place they

took.

The quarter designated by Scripture for the laying the hand

upon, and shedding the blood of " the offering " was a different

one. It lay " on the side of the altar toward the north." The

" most ordinary and universal slaughter of the sacrifices was
"

the space " northward from the altar." (Lev. i. 11. See Light-

foot, Prospect of Temple, xxxv.)

The imputed sacrificial aspect of the eastward position is new

and forced, and can take no effect in rendering that position

either desirable on the one side or illegal on the other.

The Court concludes.

The term north side was introduced into a rubric of the

liturgy to meet doubts which had arisen owing to a general

change in the position of the holy tables. It was at that time

perfectly definite and distinct in its meaning and application.

About eighty years after the first publication of that rubric

a second general change was made under authority in the

position of the tables, which were now moved to the east end.

This change made the north side direction impossible of fulfil-

ment in the sense originally intended. The new interpretation

or usage commonly adopted was not prescribed by any statute

or authoritative declaration. The evidence of the visitation

articles has been already adduced, and it has been shewn that

the grounds which the liturgical commentators took in its defence

were mistaken. On the other hand there are indications that a
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different interpretation, though probably small in its range, was 1690

not unfamiliar in the Church. ^EAU
It will be observed that the argument under this head is of a t>

v
° XJISHOP OF

cumulative character, and that no point of the evidence is Lincoln.

conclusive when isolated. It is the concurrence and coincidence The Archbishop
of Canterbury.

of such indications as have been referred to that gives them

force. It is possible that further research or argument may
hereafter throw additional and perhaps novel light upon this

somewhat obscure subject, devoid as it is of doctrinal interest.

So far then as the information before the Court extends, the

Court is of opinion that a certain liberty in the application of

the term existed—a liberty exercised not without consideration.

This liberty was less and less exercised for a long time, but it

does not appear to be lost by that fact or taken away.

Such . existing liberty it is not the function of a Court, but

only of legislation, to curtail. And the duty of the Court is not

to consider one word only as it stands, but to have regard both

to the original meaning and to the history of the term.

It would be virtually attempting to make a new rubric if it

were judicially to attach a secondary meaning, whencesoever

derived or inferred, to the definite, primary term, and to

declare, under penal consequences, that what has never been set

forth as the only possible form of obedience to the rubric, under

present conditions, is alone admissible.

The Court is, however, distinctly called upon to state—the

point having been urged with a view to guiding its judgment

—

that none of the alternative positions which have been mentioned

as adopted by different authorities in accommodating this rubric

to the present situation of the holy table convey any intrinsic

error or erroneous shade of doctrine.

In order to make the act described an illegal act it would

be necessary to prove that no interpretation or accommodation

of the term " north side " except " north end " was correct in

point of language, and that the position at the north end had

been required by at least some authority since the last revision,

and that no other had been practically permitted. This is not

proved.

It is necessary therefore that the charge, presumably intended

M



to be brought against the Lord Bishop in the ninth article,

should be dismissed, although not on the ground alleged in the

responsive plea.
OF

1 tti

5. Breakinq of (ho Br^t*! ~l„ fore the "People.

The charge contained in the 5th and LOth articles is that the

Lord Bishop "stood whilsl reading the prayer of consecration

.... on the west side of the holy table, with his face to the

jt, and between the people and the holy table, and with his

back to the people in such wise that the communicants present,

beinir then conveniently placed for receiving the Holy Sacrament,

could not, when he broke the bread and took the cup into his

hands, see him break the bread and take the cup into his hands

according to the directions contained in the rubric immediately

tore the prayer of consecration,"

It is not charged as illegal that he stood in what is called the

eastward position, but that he stood there " in such wise " that

the manual acts were not visible to the conveniently placed

communicants.

The responsive plea of the Lord Bishop is that " whilst reading

the prayer of consecration he stood with his face to the east

between the people and the holy table and before the people,

but he had no wish or intention to prevent the communicants

present from seeing him break the bread and take the cup into

his hand."

By this plea the Lord Bishop seems to make reference to the

judgment of the Privy Council in the case of Bidsdale v. Clif-

ton (1), which was that a minister looking towards the east

during this prayer must stand so that he may in good faith

enable the communicants present to see the breaking of the

bread, &c. " He must not interpose his body so as intentionally

to ... • prevent that result."

The evidence did not establish the fact that the communi-

cants were then conveniently placed for receiving, but it was not

asserted on the other side that if so placed they could have seen

the acts.

The rubric says the minister is to " break the bread before the

(1) 2 P. D. 343.
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people." The responsive plea only asserts that the bishop " stood isoo

before the people," which seems to be a necessary fact, but not RealT

necessarily a compliance with the rubric. v -

Bishop of
The plea- does not deny that the manual acts were hidden Lincoln

from the people, but only that they were hidden " intention- The Archbishop

ally." The defence rests in fact not on the rubric having

been obeyed, but upon the interpretation not having been men-

tally disobeyed—an allegation which the Court is not able to

question.

It is, therefore, the part of the Court to satisfy itself

—

1. Whether the order of the Holy Communion requires that

the manual acts should be visible.

2. Whether, supposing the order so to require, the hiding of

the acts without the wish and intention to hide them, constitutes

a transgression of the order.

1. Does the order of the Holy Communion require that the

manual acts should be visible ?

In the first place, it is observable that, taken literally as it

stands, the rubric applies the actual expression " before the

people " to only one of the manual acts prescribed, which are five.

The words are, " that he may break the bread before the people

and take the cup into his hand." It is now made a direct

article in the charge that the people ought to be able " to see

him break the bread and take the cup into his hands."

A preliminary question, therefore, in order to a correct decision

is : Can a satisfactory explanation be given of this attachment

of such important words as " before the people " to only one act,

that of breaking the bread—considering especially that these

words were inserted at the same revision in which the rubrics

prescribing the manual acts were added ?

The facts about the phrase are these : At the Savoy Con-

ference the Puritan divines urged that the manner of conse-

crating should be made more " explicit and distinct," and that

the breaking of bread should be mentioned (Cardwell, Conf.

321). Bishop Cosin had "suggested" the same "correction"

on the same grounds (Works, v. 516). The divines at the same

time submitted a draft liturgy (Loudon, 16,61 ; Hall's Reliq.

Liturg. iv. 1847) in which, after the consecration has been

m 2
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oompleted and declared so to be, and after another prayer, the

minister is directed "to take" and "to break the bread is

,.
^

'
,

the nght of the people," " to take
n and to " ponr ont the wine

Luooui.
i n the sight of the congregation," ami, after another prayer, to

deliver t" them tin.- elements. Such breaking of the bread

:it an interval after the consecration was the universal pre-

Reformation ose, \\ as accepted in Edward VI.'s communion

order, and had probably been used in many places up till 1662.

Assenting to the request of the divines the revisers re-inserted

and enlarged the marginal rubrics touching manual acts, omitted

since King Edward's First Book (which book the Puritan divines

in their next " Exception," cite in favour of another change), and

they prefixed to the consecration prayer the present rubric. 1

They did not, however, take the very words of the divines " in

the sight of," but Bishop Cosin's word, " before the people."

Whether this was meant to be an exact equivalent and to

place the very action of breaking before their eyes cannot be

settled without taking into consideration a controversy of the

time on which no less stress was laid and which either phrase

would equally dispose of.

The Puritans had long reprehended a practice, which they

attributed to both Lutherans and Anglicans, of cutting the

bread into small pieces before the service—not a "prior con-

secration," but a prior breaking. They, no doubt, considered

this an approach to the use of separate wafers for each com-

municant. Thus Calderwood, a.d. 1620 (A Defence of Our

Arguments, p. 10, &c), says, " that the sacramental breaking

after thanksgiving is not enjoined, so far as we can find in

their service books . . . = that the Lutheran Churches have

it not, but have the bread cut in small pieces before it be

brought to the hands of the minister, which is not that sacra-

mental breaking instituted by Christ,"—and (The Pastor and

the Prelate, a.d. 1628, ed. Edin. 1843, p. 5), " The prelate
"

(i.e. Episcopal Church) " hath turned .... the sacramental

breaking into a preparative carving before the action." Accord-

ingly, each of the Puritan liturgies—the " Middleburgh," or

Cartwright's (1586-1602), The Settled Order (1644), and The

Directory (1644-6), as well as Baxter's of 1661, presented to
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the Savoy Conference—while they . prescribe no other manual 1890

act, prescribe the breaking of the bread to be dyne in the course Read

of the service. BlSHoP 0F

It is perhaps on this account that the words "before the Lincoln.

people " stand attached to only one act, not extended even to 'rfc^e^T
the taking of the cup, which is of no less moment.

With all these facts before them, not previously weighed, the

Court cannot consider it absolutely demonstrated that the words

" before the people," limited as they are grammatically to that

action the doing of which away from the presence of the people

had been so properly obnoxious to the Puritan divines who re-

ceived the ready assent of the bishops to their introduction, can

of necessity only mean that the people must have the fraction

before their eyes.

But even if it be thus admitted that the expression itself may

not be proved to have been intended to bear that sense only, the

Court entertains no doubt of what the order requires. We do

not doubt that upon wider considerations and far more important

principles the minister, wherever he stands during the prayer of

consecration, is bound to take care that the manual acts should

not by his position be rendered invisible to the bulk of the com-

municants.

There is no doubt that at the time of the insertion of this

rubric the manual acts were so visible. The tables were still

often placed close to and among the people. When they were

at the east end the learned prelates who had desired them to be

so placed did not hide the acts. Bishop Andrewes and Arch-

bishop Laud celebrated at the north end, though the latter

defended the freedom allowed by the Scottish rubric. Bishop

Cosin, when accused of officiating at the west side, replies that

only the size of the altar had at times compelled him to conse-

crate in that position, but that he had not done so for twelve

years (Calend. State Papers Dom. 1640, p. 289). Bishop Wren

(Parentalia, 103), says that "the bread and wine were placed

openly before him," which can only mean " openly " in relation

to the congregation, as in any case they must be openly before

the celebrant ; and he proceeds to contrast his whole practice

with that of " the llomish priests."
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No change as to this openness lias been ever recommended, nor

does the lack of openness necessarily follow upon the use of the

i SStwatd position. The tenor of the Common Prayer is openness.

The work of its framers was to bring ont and recover the worship

i f the Christian congregation, and specially to replace the Eucha-

ri.-t in its oharaoter as the communion of the whole Body of

Christ By the use of the mother-tongue, by the audibleness of

every prayer, by the priest's prayers being made identical with

the prayers of the congregation, by the part of the clerks being

taken by the people, by the removal of the invisible and in-

audible ceremonial, the English Church, as one of her special

works in the history of the Catholic Church, restored the ancient

share and right of the people in divine service. Both parties of

the Church before the last revision required that the prescription

of the manual acts should be "explicit and distinct" (Savoy

Divines) as " a needful circumstance belonging to the sacrament

"

(Bp. Cosin), and the harmony of the construction requires that

the people should follow the whole consecration, acts as well as

words, all the acts as well as the one act to which (probably for

other reasons) a direction is attached. The rubric does provide

" that the priest may with readiness and decency break the bread

and take the cup into his hands." The word " readiness " relates

to his own convenience, the word " decency " to the becoming-

ness of the action in the eyes and view of the worshippers.

Books of devotion frequently desired communicants to fasten

their eyes upon these actions of the priest. To hide them would

be as if the signing of the child with the cross were hidden in

baptism.

The significance of those acts being open lies in what was the

principle from the beginning, however overlaid at times. The

consecration consists in the rehearsal and repetition of what the

Lord did and said. "Hoc facere quod auctor fecit;" "Non
observari a nobis quod mandatum est nisi eadem qua? Dominus

fecit nos quoque faciamus " (Cyp. Ep. 63), and constant similar

expressions give the primitive rule. Bishop Andrewes expresses

its adoption by the English Church "Sic nos Ejus ductu et ex-

emplo Qui hie pra:-sidet " (Minor Works, p. 157, made his own by

Cosin, v. 109).
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The gestures which the Great High Priest is minutely re- 1890

corded to have used were without doubt not only seen by the Read

partakers, but meant for them—and it is no rehearsal of His bishop

action if the spirit and meaning of His acts are hidden—acts full Lincoln.

of divine teaching and power. At Emmaus He repeated them, The Archbishop

.

r of Canterbury.

and was instantly known through them (Luke xxiv. 35).

If any ceremonial is to be visible to the people, that action of

Christ unquestionably ought to be so by the rule both of the

Gospel and of our Prayer Book.

The Court decides that the order of the Holy Communion

requires that the manual acts should be visible.

2. The second question before the Court was whether the order

of the Holy Communion, requiring that the manual acts should

be visible, the hiding of the acts without the wish or intention

to hide them constitutes a transgression of that order : in other

words, whether such being the requirement of that order, it is a

sufficient answer to a charge that they have been rendered in-

visible, to reply that there was no wish or intention to prevent

their being seen.

The Court decides that in the mind of a minister there ought

to be a wish and intention to do what has to be done, not merely

no wish or intention not to do it ; that in this case he must not

hide the acts by doing what must hide them ; that he must not

be so indifferent as to what the result of what he does may be, as

to do that which is certain to make them invisible.

The Court, therefore, reviewing the plea, rules that the Lord

Bishop has mistaken the true interpretation of the order of the

Holy Communion in this particular, and that the manual acts

must be performed in such wise as to be visible to the communi-

cants properly placed.

6. Singing of the Anthem " Lamb of God"

The 6th article charges the Lord Bishop with having " caused

or permitted to be said or sung before the reception of the

elements, and immediately after the reading of the prayer of

consecration, the words or hymn, or prayer commonly known as

the Agnus, that is to say " Lamb of God : that takest away the

sins of the world—Have mercy upon us." The 5th answer in the
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181 n Bponsive plea admits that " the ohoii with the bishop's sanction

aang the words" a1 that place in the Bervioe.

It seems thai they were do1 "said" by the celebrant or by
1 s anyone. Nothing turns on the statement that they are "com-

. im>nlv Bailed the Ablins." The? were sunt* by the choir in

English, being a well known hymn or anthem used in the litany,

and forming part of the Gloria in Excelsis, in words taken out of

the Bible (S. John, i. 29, and Ps. li. 1, et passim).

The sole question is whether the singing of these words by the

choir was (as is charged) an "addition to the service in contra-

vention of the ecclesiastical laws of England."

If so, it must be so for one of the following reasons: Either

because (1) it is illegal to introduce into the service of the

Church any hymn or anthem which is not ordered by the rubric

;

or (2) illegal to do so in this particular place of the Communion
;

or because (3) something in the words themselves renders them

so unsuitable there that they are virtually illegal.

1. It was not contended in court that it is illegal to use a

hymn or anthem in all places in the service where its use may
not have been ordered.

2. The second ground for pronouncing this hymn or anthem

to be an unlawful addition to the service, would be if the intro-

duction of a hymn were unlawful at this particular place.

King Edward's first Act of Uniformity (2 & 3 Edwr
. 6,c. 1, s. 7)

laid down this proviso that " it shall be lawful for all men as well

in churches, chapels, oratories, or other places to use openly any

psalms or prayer taken out of the Bible at any due time, not

letting or omitting thereby the service or any part thereof

mentioned in the said book." *

The 49th Injunction of Queen Elizabeth, 1559, "for the com-

forting of such that delight in music . . . permitted that in the

beginning or in the end of common prayers either at morning or

evening there may be sung an hymn or such like song ... in

the best sort of melody and music . .
." This provision of

" song " " in the end of common prayers " embodied in a rubric,

remains through the accretion of other prayers, as the rubric for

the anthem after the third collect. But although only this

anthem became statute law, and the proviso of the Act of Edward
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the Sixth was not re-enacted, yet the liberty assigned by that 1890

proviso of singing "... openly at any due time, not letting or rEad

omitting the service or any part " of it, appears to have been b ISh0P of

acted upon as a principle ever since without break. For example, Lincoln.

the Queen's Visitors, Dec. 16, 1559, require the chapter of Exeter The Archbishop

to allow " the people " " to sing a psalm " at the early matins

and to see that the vicars should " aid and assist them " (Wilkins,

Concil. iv. 201). Such continuous action seems, if anything can,

to claim to be considered a contemporaneous concurrent exposi-

tion of the way in which hymns and a fortiori " song " " taken

out of the Bible," may be used. For such continuous practice it

would be difficult to declare that there was no legal ground to

be found.

One kind of example of the practice would be the hymns,

which are constantly used before and after the sermon in the

Communion Service. The sermon in this service cannot be

regarded as a separate function, as it can when it follows morning

or evening prayer, or when it is preached without a service. In

the Communion Office there are strict consecutive rubrics which

assign to the sermon its exact place in that office, and a canon

orders the bidding or some similar prayer to be used. Never-

theless a hymn or anthem is almost universally used in parish

churches and others before or after the sermon and sometimes in

both places. Another instance is the now prevalent singing of

a hymn or of anthems during the collection of alms, along with

the " one or more offertory sentences " which alone are directed

to be " said " or " read."

In these three places of the Communion Service the original

principle of the first Act of Uniformity seems to be strictly

observed, viz., of singing " at any due time, not letting . . . the

service . . . thereby." The times chosen are here the intervals

of the clergy (1) moving to the pulpit and preparing to preach,

(2) resuming their place with brief private prayer afterwards,

and (3) the interval for the " churchwardens receiving " and

" reverently bringing " the alms to be presented.

The singing in none of these places is permissible by the

words of any statute or rubric, but no court or authority would

consent to declare it illegal, because the prevalent use of it is by
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the principles of Ian a rerj Bafe assurance that it is not illegal,

1 be once statutable proi iso gives an aooounl of its origin.

We oome to the point of inquiring, whether Binging during

the distribution of the Baored elements (a practice Less prevalent

than at those other points of the Bervice) either departs from the

editions formerly prescribed and since adhered to, or is so

wanting in evidence of ose, that it cannot be accepted as legal

on the same principles as those other hymns or anthems which

have been mentioned.

(1) As to the conditions formerly prescribed and since adhered

to. The reception of the Communion is a period in which none

of the congregation except each several communicant actually

receiving at the moment is or can be taking part in the public

rvice of the Church. It is the only portion of the service

when that is the case. AVhen the number of communicants is

great this is a very long period, and for many worshippers

becomes, in the experience of all, a strain on devout attention.

It might naturally seem that this would under the old proviso

have come under the definition of " any due time," at which " all

men might use openly any psalm or prayer taken out of the

Bible, not letting or omitting thereby the service or any part

thereof."

That it seemed exactly such " a due time " when the proviso

was framed is clear from the fact that, by the same authority

which framed it, the anthem now questioned then stood ordered

to be sung " by the clerks " (the men of the choir, the officiating

priest taking no part) "in the Communion time," that is while

people were communicating, " beginning so soon as the priest

shall receive the Holy Communion."

The withdrawal of the appointment of a particular hymn

cannot (for reasons which will presently appear) pass as a judg-

ment that it was not a due time for a hymn.

It is not alleged that the hymn was so sung as to interfere

with the communicants at the time of their reception, or to

prevent them from hearing the words of administration.

(2.) The mere reasonableness of the conditions, however, or

even proofs of expediency would establish nothing as to legality,

unless it can be shown that usage has also adequately affirmed
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it. This appears to the Court to be the case. The practice of 1890

congregations on such a point is not likely to be much on record, read
and in most country churches the fewness of the communicants b IShOP of

after the bulk of the congregation had withdrawn would at once Lincoln.

make singing difficult and dispense with the occasion for it. The Archbishop
° ,

#

r of Canterbury.

Exceptional instances would prove nothing, but of the instances

before the Court several in their very nature imply widely

diffused and continuous usage in behalf of which no small

amount of authoritative sanction can be alleged.

The " first metrical communion hymn written for and adopted
"

in the Church after the Eeformation is the " Thanksgiving after

the receiving of the Lord's Supper" printed first in the in-

complete Psalter of 1561 and in the complete Psalter of 1562.

(Sternhold and Hopkins.) This book is described in the title as

" very meet to be used of all sorts of people privately." It is

also stated on the title page to be " perused and allowed accord-

ing to the order appointed in the Queen's Majesty's Injunctions,

1560; " that is, legally licensed for printing by " the archbishops,

the Bishop of London, the chancellors of both universities, the

bishop being ordinary, and the archdeacon also of the place " of

printing, " or by two of them, the ordinary to be always one."

" Perused and allowed " is the term used in the Injunctions (li.)

where the licence is to issue from this body. It is not used of

the licence of " the Privy Council " or of " Her Majesty by

express words in writing." It is held by accurate critics that

the result of " this tentative measure satisfied " the authorities

that it was right " to raise the book from the position of a private

manual into a public and authorised book for use in public

worship." The licence had been for seven years, but within five

years of its granting, as early as 1566 (Bodleian Lib.) the autho-

risation is " set forth and allowed to be sung in all churches of

all the people together before and after the morning and evening

prayers and also before and after sermons and moreover in

private houses." In the next year (1567) the authorisation and

licence were granted for ten years. At the expiration of that

term the mere licence for printing was " cum privilegio llegito

Majestatis," whilst the authorisation for singing remained as

before. The sanction for singing in all churches is believed
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Strype Mem., B. 1., iL, 11. xxi.) to rest on the proviso 2 and 3

Ed. '\
[., [., 7. ;m«l refers t » the singing allowed in the Into

f
Injunctions of Queen Elisabeth and somewhat extends their

1 s s
effect " The book itself bears on its face the object ofuse in public

worship." (See throughout Julian, Dictionary of Eymnology
"old version" and "appendix.*') It was constantly printed in

the small folio, small quarto, and the same other varying sizes as

the Prayer Book, and in 1637 was published by the University of

Cambridge (and by the royal printers ever after) in one volume

with the Prayer Book.

In 1641 the committee appointed by the lords "touching . . .

considerations upon the Common Prayer Book " suggested the

amending of " The Singing Psalms " and that " lawful authority

should be added nnto them," meaning doubtless parliamentary

authority. No fresh authorisation was ever given although the

book may be said to have been in use universally in churches.

The suggestion itself may be said to recognise this. It is not

necessary further to discuss the authorisation. Its operative

authority, whatever it was, applied equally with the other hymns

and versions, to the " Thanksgiving after the receiving of the Lord's

Supper," and there is no reason to doubt that it was sung accord-

ing to its heading after the reception. As the people then (and

much later) sate to sing (Shepherd on C.P.B. i. 306), its length,

124 lines, suited it for singing during long intervals—a point

which will receive further illustration.

Bishop Lewis Baily's (of Bangor) Practice of Piety, one of the

most popular manuals of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, published in 1610-1612, dedicated to Prince Charles,

reached its sixtieth edition in 1743. It prescribes "After re-

ceiving of the Holy Communion . . . two sorts of duties : First

such as we are to perform in the churches . . . jointly with the

congregation," and of these " First, public thanksgiving both by

prayers and singing of psalms . . . Thus far of the duties to be

practised in the church." (pp. 348, 355.)

In 1622 George Wither's Hymns and Songs of the Church

was licensed by King James I. as " worthy and profitable to be

inserted in every English psalm book in metre." After its

reprinting in 1632 it was licensed by Charles I. (Miller, Our
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Hymns, p. 30.) It provides a hymn of 200 lines to meet, as it 1890

states, the "custom among us that dnring the time of adminis- Read
tering the blessed Sacrament of the Lord's Supper there is some ^ «

,
. . .

,

r L Bishop of
psalm or hymn sung, the better to keep the thoughts of the Lincoln.

communicants from wandering." The Archbishop

Indirect but effective evidence of the generality of the practice

appears in such a manual as Bishop Wetenhall's " Method and
Order for Private Devotions" ("Enter into thy Closet"), five

editions of which range from 1656 to 1684. It suggests the

time " while the Communion is administering to others, . . .

especially if there be no psalm-singing," as suited for ejaculations

and meditations.

In 1696 appeared the version and in 1703 the supplement of

Tate and Brady, similarly containing what were advertised as

" the usual hymns ... for the Holy Sacrament " (two of them

more appropriate to the service before, and two after the con-

secration), designed to take the place, as it gradually did, of

Sternhold and Hopkins. It was authorised by Orders in Council

to be used in all churches.

The above evidence is not evidence of exceptional cases, but

it is evidence of provision made by authority from time to time

of hymns to be used in this place. It may further be observed

in illustration of the subject (although, as has been said, records

of such a matter are naturally meagre), that Wesley, in 1782,

mentions with approval the playing of "low, soft, solemn " music

" while we were administering " at Macclesfield parish church, as

also the " solemn music at the post-communion " at Exeter

cathedral (Journal, Mar. 29, Aug. 18).

Not only do many persons remember the singing of a hymn or

verses of a hymn, while the Communion was being received, as

not uncommon, and as an assistance to devotion and edification,

but there are parish churches in which the tradition still is kept

on greater festivals or when there are many communicants.

The custom is also to some degree attested by the Common
Prayer Book of the Protestant Episcopal Church of America,

which closely following our own, has in several places inserted

in the rubrics directions for the doing of things which were

commonly done though not expressed to be done. After the
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consecration prayer and before the reoeption it directs "hero

shall be Bung a hymn or pari of a hymn."

S far then as the singing of a hymn or anthem at this place
.*

.

lis us i< ooncerned, if only 1 1 »
t

* \ be suitable and nol in themselves

sceptionable, the Court finds no ground t<> declare such singing

illegal, but the contrary.

ire enquiring whether the anthem charged was suitable or

not, ire should under this head enquire whether the service was

let or hindered by the Binging of it. The charge states that it

was sung " immediately after the prayer of consecration " so that

there was no let or hindrance at that point. The charge states

and the plea admits that it was " before the reception of the

elements ..." A doubt arose as to " reception " by whom ? If

it means that the celebrant did not receive the elements after

the usual brief interval for his private devotion, nor proceed to

administer them to the other clergy, and then to others in order,

but waited until the end of the anthem before receiving, this

would constitute an insertion in, or addition to the service,

which would not be lawful. It would be in contradiction even

to the line of the defence, which pleads that the singing ordered

in the Communion time in the original rubric is not unlawful

though no longer enjoined. But no evidence was adduced by

the promoters to show that the service was interrupted. The

learned counsel for the defence stated their conviction that

although begun to be sung before the reception by the congrega-

tion, it was not interposed so as to delay the reception by the cele-

brant. No witness was called to establish the contrary, and if there

were a doubt the defendant would be entitled to the benefit of it.

3. We must now enquire whether the anthem charged in this

case was a suitable one.

Inform it was. The two clauses which compose it are " taken

out of the Bible " and so are nearer to the original conditions

than any metrical version or hymn can be.

The objection, however, rather took in argument the form

that this particular hymn or anthem having been ordered in

King Edward's First Book, to be sung by the choir at this par-

ticular place, and having been omitted from the later books,

ought on that account not to be sung here.
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Since the Court finds that other hymns have been constantly 1800

and may lawfully be sung, it is necessary to enquire whether Read

any other reasonable account of the omission of this one hymn BISHOP OF

is to be found in the construction of the service, or whether it
Lincoln.

was presumably omitted on account of its inappropriateness or The Archbishop
1 J i i i f Canterbury.

positive unsuitableness.

It was not one of the " ceremonies abolished," but was " one

of those retained " under the preface which gave the reasons for

the abolition of some and the retention of others ; and the mere

reprinting of the same preface in subsequent books from which

the anthem was left out would be no proof that it was abolished

for the reason there given.

It was asserted in the arguments that it was omitted on

account of its meaning or doctrine in association with the Eucha-

rist ; but no proof was advanced of this assertion beyond the

omission itself.

• On the other hand, there is an explanation arising from the

very construction of the service, which has satisfied competent

critics not concerning themselves with doctrine.

This particular anthem had been sung a first time just before

the Communion Service in the end of the Litany. In King

Edward's Second Book the Gloria in Excelsis, which also con-

tained it, had been removed from its former place and set after

the consecration with only the Lord's Prayer and one other

prayer between. If the Agnus had been left in after the con-

secration it would there have been sung a second time, and then

a third time almost immediately in the Gloria. It was natural

to change this ; and it is also worthy of note that in the same

recension in which it was taken away from that place the words

are repeated with variation three times instead of twice, as

before, in the Gloria where it is retained.

This might have been thought a sufficient account of the

omission, as it has been given by impartial scholars (Burbridge,

Liturgies and Offices, p. 247).

But it becomes necessary to examine whether there are more

serious motives for the change, since it was on doctrinal motives

that the learned counsel rested the force of the charge. Are

the words doctrinally unsuitable to be used at that point, and is
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there evidence beyond the charge itself (which might V other-

wise aooounted for) thai they were thought so?

It has been argued with apparent force that Bishop Ridley

1 s
- felt so strongly against the Agnus, as here nsed, as positively

t i forbid it in his Injunction in 1550 —the time when it was not

only lawful hut compulsory hy tlie Prayer BOOK and the Act ot

Uniformity.

It is hard to believe that a person of Ridley's prohity would

act BO, even if he had not been one of the principal persons in

the com position of the Frayer Book the year before (Strype

Memorials, ii., i. 134), and if it were not also (as it is) the pur-

pose of this same second item of those Injunctions to eujoin (as

itself states) that order " in the time of the Holy Communion "

which was "appointed by the Book of Common Prayer" (Visi-

tation Injunctions of Bishop Ridley : Works, Barker Soc. 319).

But the fact is that what Ridley forbade is another and

different thing. In the Missal (Sarum Missal, Burntisland, c. G23),

after the consecration and before the Communion (before com-

municating himself), the priest holding the broken bread in his

hands over the chalice said the Agnus privately, the two other

ministers drawing close to him and joining privately.

The Prayer Book of course excluded this action on principle,

and appointed that " during the Communion time," i.e., while

the people are communicating, the choir should sing " Lamb

of God " as a hymn.

What Ridley forbids is the continuance of the old practice of

the priest. He says perfectly clearly, " No minister is to coun-

terfeit the popish Mass .... saying the Agnus before the com-

munion." In fact he requires that the order of the book he

had just helped to compose and was now enforcing should be

observed in this particular, and the anthem " O Lamb of God"

be sung by the choir during the Communion.

It has been confidently said that only one explanation can

be given " why it is deliberately not included in any of the

later Prayer Books. The only answrer can be (it has been said)

because it was associated with the Mass and the Adoration of the

Host. That is the only answer that can be given."

The same objection would of course lie equally against pas-
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sages which are included. As to this passage, the objection had 1890

not occurred even to extreme reformers. On the contrary, in Read

the severe review, point by point, of " the whole canon of the bishop of

Mass . . . after Salisbury use," which Foxe prefixes to his narrative Lincoln.

of Queen Mary's reign, the only objection taken to the Agnus The Archbishop

is that it was said " privately "
;
—" Lest the people should be

edified," is the sarcastic note (Acts and Mon. B. x. V. vi. p. 365,

ed. Cattley). But for a positive view of the matter we may
refer to the Savoy conference, and to " the alterations and ad-

ditions tendered " " as needful " to the bishops for their " accept-

ance ... to be inserted in the several places to which they

belong " (Petition of the Puritan Divines). These were drawn

up mainly by Baxter, and presented by the Puritan or Presby-

terian Committee (Keprint, Hall's Keliq. Liturg., vol. iv.).

Among their alterations and additions we find them recom-

mending that after the consecration, and the minister having

declared "This bread and wine being set apart and conse-

crated . . . are now no common bread and wine, but sacramentally

the body and blood of Christ," the minister should, after a short

prayer, " take the bread and break it in the sight of the people,

saying, The body of Christ was broken for us and offered once

for all to sanctify us : behold the sacrificed Lamb of God that

taketh away the sins of the world." (Hall, iv. 70 ; Calamy's

Life of Baxter, v. i. App. 32 ; History of Nonconformity, 1704,

p. 91.)

This makes an application of these words, after consecration

and before reception, strengthened as it is by the words

" behold " and " sacrificed," more precise in its form and more

predicative by far than if sung as an anthem while people are

receiving. Yet there is no doubt of the ideal Protestantism of

the great man who applied them in this definite way as innocent

and edifying.

Seeing, then, that there is no evidence whatever to shew that

Bishop Bidley or any one else objected to the choir singing this

anthem at this place upon any doctrinal ground, and seeing

that the Act of Parliament which established the Second Book

lays down expressly that the First Book was " agreeable to the

Word of God and the Primitive Church;" and seeing also that

N
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the typical Protestanl representatives at the Savoy desired tho

ration al this very place of the words in still stronger form,

tere is no ground Lefl for believing that the words bad then,

<>r have now, any association with those Roman doctrines or

l
: - which tin' Church of England repudiates.

Under these circumstances, although we might readily agree

that the proximity of two other repetitions of the words in the

Litany and Gloria may make them not the aptest ant hem for use

here, and may suggest their disuse as apparently it did to the

framers of the Second Book, the Court has not to consider

i xpediency but legality. That use of them could only be con-

demned i -n the ^mund that any and every hymn at this place

would be illegal, which cannot be maintained in the face of

concurrent, continuous, and sanctioned usage. To condemn the

singing of that text here as unsound in doctrine would be con-

trary to the real force of Ridley's Injunction, and to other

unexceptionable Frotestant teaching.

The Court concludes that the singing of it by the choir was

not an illegal addition to the service.

7. Liglits.

Articles 3 and 13 state :—3. That the Lord Bishop " used and

permitted to be used lighted candles on " or apparently on " the

communion table . . . during " the Communion Service " as a

matter of ceremony, and when such lighted candles were not

wanted for the purpose of giving light."

13. " That the use of the lighted candles . . .
" is an " unlaw-

ful addition and variation from the form and order prescribed

. . . by the said statutes and of the order of the administration of

the Holy Communion . . . and . . . contrary to the said statutes

and to the rubrics . . . and to the . . . canons."

The responsive Plea 2 of the Lord Bishop is that "throughout

the celebration there were, without any objection being raised by

him, two lighted candles on the Holy Table ; " and that " these

lights, whether required for purpose of giving light or not, are

in his judgment and he submits lawful."

What is here both charged and admitted is that two lights in

candlesticks on the Holy Table were alight from before the
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Communion Service began until after it was over. It is not 1890

charged that there was an action of lighting or carrying lights Read

about ; but that two lights burning when and where they did bishop of

while the service was proceeding constituted an unlawful addition Lincoln.

to and variation from the form and order prescribed by the Acts The Archbishop
1 » of Canterbury.

of Uniformity, Prayer Book, and canons.

It has to be ascertained

—

I. Whether two lights so alight have been at any time lawful

since the establishment of the Book of Common Prayer ; and

II. If so, when, if ever, and by what enactment they were

made unlawful.

It is to be premised that there has been an accumulation of

illustrative facts in the last few years, and it is held that in

cases of this description, " and in proceedings which may come

to assume a penal form, a tribunal ought to be slow to exclude

any fresh light which may be brought to bear upon the subject."

The Court therefore considers (as it has already laid down) that

though very great weight ought to be given to any previous

decision, yet that in the circumstances of the present case its

decision ought to be based upon that view of the law which it is

led to take by independent examination of all the evidence now

at its command.

I. The first question is, have the two lights been lawful since

the establishment of the Book of Common Prayer ?

Before the reign of King Edward VI. many lights were

constantly burning in different parts of churches ; also in different

parts of the service lights were lighted or brought in and carried

about according to directions in the service-books. The missal

contained no directions that there should be two lights on the

altar during the celebration. It was not a rubrical prescription,

whatever allusions may be found in the Consuetudinaria, or

statutes of particular churches.

A canon enjoining the usage is preserved by Lyndwood as

having been passed under Stephen Langton in 1222. It is said

to have been repeated in 1322, though this date is not without

difficulty ; but a collation of many instances before the Court

shows that, although generally adopted, the usage may perhaps

not have been universal, nor the number on the altars strictly

n 2
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i- uniform, bul varying from one to many. Chnroh Lists of furniture

in use and of articles considered necessary tor celebrating tho

E2ucharis1 do nol mention candelabra ; they were not as a general
1 !• OF - °

i b rule required t<> be provided by the parish as articles essential to

- p the Bervice, though Incumbents were nol unfrequently desired to
: bury.

I>r. >\ Lde them.

In 1547 injunctions given by Edward VI. ordered thai all tho

other numerous lights in the churches (as having superstitious

meanings) should bo extinguished, " but ouly two lights upon

the high altar before the sacrament, which for the signification

that Christ is the very true light of the world, they " (the

ecclesiastical persons rehearsed) " shall suffer to remain still."

No act of lighting in service time is prescribed. But it is

not disputed that these were alight during the celebration of

the Holy Communion, as they are seen in abundant illustrations.

The light that had been kept before the reserved host was single,

cereus vel lampas.

Thus the same authority which effected the extinction of all

the other lights ordered that two should remain in the position

described.

In Litlyngton's capella portatilis an " enumeration of what

was held necessary for the celebration of low mass"—21 articles

—candlesticks are not named (Dr. W. Legg, Soc. Antiq. 1890) ;

nor yet in the lists of Queen Mary's time of what parishioners

were again bound to find and keep in the church, though in

these and the older parish lists a paschal candlestick is almost

always mentioned.

"What amount of authority from Parliament, if any, accom-

panied the injunctions as made by the Crown in pursuance of

the Proclamation Act is not material. The injunctions them-

selves and the compliance with them may be regarded simply

as evidence that the lighted lights were not then contrary to

law.

Cranmer, in his Visitations, which were legal proceedings, and

had the authority of a Court, enquired whether the one class of

lights, and ceremonies connected with them under several items,

had been put away, and the two lights upon the altar retained.

The inventories of church goods in various counties have been
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appealed • to as showing that in 1552 candlesticks were left in 1890

many churches, but this evidence is of doubtful force, since the read
goods therein named were intended to be seized for the use of BlSp0P

the king, and were so seized shortly after. But inasmuch as Lincoln.

they were seized together with not only disused obiects but The Archbishop
J ° J J of Canterbury.

with church bells, the lead of roofs, valuable English bibles,

organs, &c, the seizing is no evidence on the other hand that

they were illegal.

There exists a draft of articles to be followed by injunctions

apparently in a new visitation. It is not dated, but from internal

evidence " it is' clear that these articles were drawn up after

the Act of Uniformity had passed (Jan. 21, 1549)" (Burnet,

H. E. Coll. 33, Cardwell, D. An. I. 74), '" after the establishment

of the Prayer Book " (Dixon, Hist. III. 38 n.). The draft proposes

to order the clergy "in reading of the injunctions" authorized

1547, to " omit the reading of such as make mention of . . .

candles upon the altar " (i.), and not to " set any light upon the

Lord's board at any time." (n.) The draft has no authorization,

not even the usual recital of the King's Majesty's command by

the advice of the Protector and Privy Council (Dixon, I.e.), but

Bishops Eidley and Hooper apparently framed their Visitation

Injunctions (1550) to suit it (Cardw. D. A. I. 93). No search

has yet discovered any authority for this action.

But the injunctions with the draft are evidence that up till

then, after King Edward's First Act of Uniformity, lights were

" set on the Lord's board," and that the " injunctions ordering

them were received and read in " the churches. The lights were

legal, and this draft could not make them otherwise.

II.—The second enquiry is, whether, being so far legal, they

became by later enactment illegal.

1. The first statute which could have taken any effect of the

kind is Queen Elizabeth's Act of Uniformity passed in her first

year by Parliament on April 28, 1559.

In it was forbidden (s. iv.) the use of " any other rite,

ceremony, order, form or manner of celebrating of the Lord's

Supper, openly or privily, or mattens, evensong, administration

of the sacraments or other open prayers than is mentioned and

set forth in the said book," i.e. the Second Book of Edward VI.
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All these words (except for the substitution of "celebrating

the Lord's Supper" for the word " Mass," are taken us they stand

I

from Edward VI.'s First Act of Uniformity, and as in that Act

1 :N N they had not been held to make the Lights an unlawful ceremony

(since the draft injunction would not in that case have been

prepared for the council) so it would be impossible to pronounce

that the same words, without any further expression, in Queen

Elizabeth's Act made them unlawful.

But in order to know exactly what is forbidden to be used wo

must explain the terms employed. These are not colloquial, but

belong to the liturgical law of the Church.

The words "order, form and manner" are the formal titles of

the Services in the Prayer Book. They stood thus in the book

specified : "An order for Morning Prayer, An order for Evening

Prayer, The order for the Administration of the Lord's Supper

or Holy Communion, The Form of Solemnization of Matrimony,

The order for the Visitation of the Sick, The order for the Burial

of the Dead, The Form and Manner of Making and Consecrating

Bishops, Priests and Deacons, The Form and Manner of ordering

Deacons, The Form of ordering Priests, The Form of Conse-

crating of an Archbishop or Bishop." The word. " order " is

further used in it as the title of the arrangements provided for

the psalms and for the lessons.

To these titles are added in our present book, to which the

Act now applies, The order of Baptism both Publick and Pri-

vate, and for those of Piper Years, The order of Confirmation,

Forms of Prayer to be used at Sea, and Form of Prayer for the

l^Oth of June.

What is forbidden in these terms "order, form and manner,"

is the saying of the various services according to any other

service book, including the First of Edward VI., although this

receives special commendation in the Second Act of Uniformity.

The other two terms, " rites and ceremonies," which are equally

forbidden to be " other than is mentioned and set forth in the

said book," (Second Book of Edward VI.) are also taken from the

title of the book,—" The Book of Common Prayer and Adminis-

tration of the Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies in

the Church of England." Accordingly they include the "other
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open prayers " which, in the language of the Act, are " for others 1890

to come unto and hear," besides the " Mattens, Evensong, and Eead

Administration of the Sacraments." _ v -

Bishop op

The term " rites " is used in the Articles of Religion 20 and Lincoln.

36, and in the preface of the last revision. There is a section The Archbishop
of Canterbury.

" of ceremonies, why some be abolished and some retained."

Both terms are used in the usual technical sense familiar in

liturgical writers, and may apparently be applied, where applic-

able, to parts of services.

The word " rite " is held to include, if not to consist of, the

text of the prayers and Scriptures read ; the books called

" rituals " containing these, while the books called " ceremonials
"

prescribe the mode of using the rites or conducting the service.

What was meant by " ceremony "—the word used in articles of

charge 3 and 13—must be more clearly ascertained.

Merati, in his critical notes on Gavanti, cites the text of the

Council of Trent, Sess. 2, cap. 5. " Casriinonias adhiberi—ut

mysticas benedictiones, lumina, thymiamata, vestes aliaque . . .,"

and presently defines " Caerimonia " as " actio sancta cum ex-

teriori Religionis cultu" (Gavanti Thesaur I. i. p. 2, 1763) ; thus

following older writers (Macri Hierolexicon), " Casrinioniani esse

ipsam actionem sanctam qua Divinus Cultus peragitur"; (P.

Quarti Comment.), " est actio religiosa "—and it consists " in

gestibus solis."

Morani's Dictionary defines a ceremony to be " a complex

—

consisting of actions, formalities and manner of doing, which

render a thing more solemn " (Dizionario di Erudizione, vol. xi.

1841, s. v.). According to these definitions the word coerimonias

in the tridentine clause, which Merati is illustrating, means the

active employment of the enumerated articles, including lumina,

by persons engaged in the service. And so our 18th canon

speaks of " these outward ceremonies and gestures."

It is in this recognised sense that Dr. Donne (d. 1631) uses

the words " Ceremony of Lights." He defends the " solemnising
"

of Candlemas Day (Sermons viii., xii. fo. 1640) by "admitting

candles into the Church," " because He who was the light of the

world was brought into the temple " on " this day of lights."

He traces to the primitive Church the then extant custom of
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"this ceremony of lights " opon thai day, " the multiplicity of

lights by daylight ;

"- that which had been forbidden by an early

. ancil, having been, be Bays, only the u superstitions use of

1 s
• lights in the churchyards." But the use of two Lights apon the

Itar does not come before him, or is only alluded to perhaps in

his side-remark, that it is not desirable to condemn foreign

churches for their use of Lights.

There is no indication to be found that the words " rites and

ceremonies" in the title-page of the Prayer Book, and in the Act

of Uniformity which makes the book and its contents statutable,

received any meaning beyond their usual acknowledged meaning.

It remains that a ceremony in worship is an action or act in

which material objects may or may not be used, but is not itself

any material object. As the making of the cross in baptism, the

placing of the ring in marriage, so the carrying of lights in

procession, the bringing them in or lighting them up or ex-

tinguishing them at certain parts of the service, come under the

accepted definitions of a ceremony.

But it does not appear that the Act of Uniformity by the words

forbidding eyery other " rite, ceremony, order, form or manner "

altered the legality of the two lights standing lighted on the

table during the service, if it was legal up to this time that they

should so stand.

The xxviith section of the same Act voids all laws, statutes,

and ordinances wherein or whereby any other service, adminis-

tration of sacraments or common prayer was limited, established,

or set forth.

This repeals all authorities which were in any way contrary to

those sections (3 and 4) which introduced the new form. It does

not alter anything else. If the lights are good under those

sections they are not affected by section 27.

Again, the Act of Uniformity does not appear to have been

supposed at that time to have altered the law with regard to

them.

More than three years later than this Act, in August 1562,

Parkhurst writes to Bullinger that the candles were daily lighted

in the Queen's chapel (Zurich Lett. 53).

It is further stated that they were used "in all the Queen's
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chapels during her whole reign," " constantly " in Lord Bur- 1890

leigh's chapel, and in many cathedrals, colleges, and other Read

domestic chapels. It ought to be remarked that Bishop Cosin bishop of

(v. 441) who states this as fact, does not say expressly that they Lincoln.

were lighted ; but the argument in which he names them along The Archbishop
O i O o of Canterbury.

with Bishop Andrewes' chapel, and the Royal chapels before

1640, turns on their being so lighted, and he could not other-

wise have set these examples against the common unlighted

usage.

In the year 1565 the Queen, in the famous letter to Arch-

bishop Parker (which however probably has the surplice most

in view), transmitted to all the bishops, expressed herself as

" specially in external decent and lawful rites and ceremonies to

be used in churches," ..." determined to have all diversities,

varieties, and novelties reformed, repressed, and brought to one

manner of uniformity."

And it scarcely is credible that the Queen, or her minister who

laboured no less for uniformity, should have continued the use

of these lights if it had been thought a breach of the Act of

Uniformity and illegal by her own statute.

Before the end of the reign of Queen Elizabeth there is little

doubt that lighted lights had generally gone out of use. Orders

had been given by various authorities, regularly and irregularly,

and executed for the " defacing " and " putting away " of objects

which had been abused to superstition. It is true that the only

interpretation which had at any time been put upon these lights

was taken from the words of our Lord spoken at the lighting of

the great candelabra in the Temple at the Feast of Tabernacles

—" I am the Light of the World." It is true that both before and

after the Reformation there was one constant meaning attached

to them, " Christus est splendor lucis seternee " (Stephen Lang-

ton's Concil. Oxon. 1222), " The signification that Christ is the

very true light of the world " (Ed. VI., Inj. 1. 47 ; Cranmer's

Article).

Nevertheless popular feeling connected them (as it did stained

glass and other objects destroyed in defiance of authority) with

superstitious associations. Scruples of bishops and chaplains

officiating in the Queen's chapel are detailed, and the lights
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there after being removed and again replaced ceased to be

Lighted. Bishop Cox of Ely writes to the Queen . . . "prostrate

,. ' and with wet eyes, I dare not minister in your Grace's chapel

"

Lis - Ipp. Eliz. No. 22). Archbishop Parker (Sir F. Knollys

Parker. Corresn. lwii. Oct 13, 1

~»

~» I
» ) , also remonstrated against

1
'

...

a crucifix with lights (op. Zurich J,, xxvii., 1560, Jan. 6 ; liii.,

1562, A.ug, 29; !\ii., 1563, A p. 26.) The wisdom of compliance

in such a e;ise cannot be questioned, lint the Court has only to

enquire whether the extinction was supposed to be in obedience

to the Act of Uniformity or other statute, and thus far there is

no indication that such was the case.

2. Other proceedings will now be reviewed in order of time

which bear on the legality of lights, so as to ascertain if possible

whether either their legality came to an end at any point or has

been at any time competently affirmed.

In 1559 three injunctions of Queen Elizabeth were expressly

directed against the setting up of candles by worshippers, "candle-

sticks, trindals, rolls of wax," in connection with superstition,

pilgrimages, shrines, or feigned miracles, and they ordered the

application to the relief of the poor and to reasonable repairs, of

the profits belonging to foundations of the many lights formerly

maintained before tombs and pictures and side-altars (Injunctions

Eli/. l.V.Ji—3, 23, 25).

In 1563 the third part of the homily of the peril of idolatry

argues against the same superstitious uses of lights, and has

nothing to say to the two lights ; but the tone of the sermon is

scarcely consistent with the idea that lights wrere ordinarily used

in divine service by daylight.

During the reign of James I. (1603-1621) lights w-ere lighted

in the chapels of the King, the Prince of Wales, and of others

—

as for instance Bishop Andrewes. But the language of Donne

(to which reference has been made) would scarcely rest where it

does if the custom had been at all prevalent (Serm. viii. xii. folio

1640).

In 1628 proceedings were instituted at Durham, under the

Act of Uniformity itself, against several of the prebendaries of

the cathedral on the charge of offences in matters of ritual.

Section xvii. of that Act invested the Judges of Assize with
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"full power and authority in every of their open and general 1890

sessions to enquire, hear, and determine all and all manner of reai>

offences that shall be committed or done contrary to any article b ISj^p op

contained in the Act." Lincoln.

Accordingly one of the prebendaries, P. Smart, preferred T
f

e

c
Arclii

ur'
,p

against Dr. Burgoyne, Mr. Cosin and others, four indictments of

" superstitious ceremonies " and " contrary to the Act of Uni-

formity "—viz., to section iv., which prohibits " other rite, cere-

mony, order, form or manner . . . than is mentioned or set forth

in the said book."

One of these indictments was " that they use wax lights and

tapers." The "articles or instructions for articles against Mr.

Cosin " and others, afterwards delivered to Bishop Harsnett

(Surtees, Cosin Corresp. vol. i., p. 161), specify (art. 3) "tapers

burning and not burning on the Communion Table."

The grand jury found nothing. The Judge, Sir James White-

locke, Chief Justice of Chester, and one of the Judges of the

King's Bench, " rejected the indictments in open court, letting

the country know that he knew no law whereon they should be

grounded." He added that he " himself had been an eye-witness

that all things were done in decency and in order " (State

Papers, Domestic Series, Chas. L, vol. cxiii. 19, Calendar p. 259).

A letter of the prebendaries (State Papers ut sup. 65, Parker's

Introduction, cccxxxii.) gives a similar account of the " indict-

ments at our last assizes concerning the ornaments of our Com-

munion Table, &c. . . . All which by the commandment of our

worthy judge Sir James Whitelocke, after he had himself been

in the church and viewed the particulars, were rejected and

thrown out of the Court." It was then " supposed that Smart

was minded to prefer a bill against them in Parliament.",

In July 1629 Smart again indicted Burgoyne and Cosin under

the Act of Uniformity at Durham before Sir Henry Yelverton,

who was Judge of the Common Pleas, a strong Puritan, as he

openly declared. Of this second set of indictments the fourth

was " for using the wax lights in the Church." On July 19 the

prebendaries had an interview with Sir H. Yelverton, and urged

that their practice was not " against the law." However, on the

next day the Judge in his charge to the jury laid down that the
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prebendaries "might be in Oourl indioted," and the jury found

accordingly.

I

But afterwards in Court the Judge "stayed the indictments."

and forbade them to be Sled, and said, " I must tell you I see no

such direct law whereon to ground them now that I have con-

lered o\' it" (State Papers, Dom. Ser.-, Chas. I., cxlvii. 15, 35,

I -in Corresp. I. Ixxxvii.).

Those two cases tlierefore exhibit the ruling of two competent

judges in 1628 and 1629 in proceedings regularly taken under

the Act of Uniformity itself, that the "using of the wax lights

in the Church," which undoubtedly were lighted, was not con-

trary to the Act of Uniformity or to any statute.

With these two precedents the action taken in the proceedings

against Laud agrees. Prynne, who was appointed with a com-

mittee by the House of Commons to manage .the impeachment,

was a learned and expert lawyer.

In the articles of " evidence to prove the first general part of

the charge " he formally " prosecutes " the use of the credence

table, the cope, and organs, the crucifixion in stained glass, the

standing at the Gloria Patri, the bowing at the name of our Lord,

and the use in question of lighted tapers. With these he speaks

of " our parish churches and chapels " as being " all miserably

defiled " (Prynne, Complete Hist., p. 64, 1646).

The articles set out generally that (p. 62) our statutes, homi-

lies, injunctions, canons, writers, condemn altars, tapers, cruci-

fixes, and (p. 123) state the specific charge of " two silver candle-

sticks with tapers in them on the altar."

With regard to these last, the pleas are (1) that the use of

lights " burning by daylight " in the King's chapel was no de-

fence, as they ought to have been extinguished there also

;

(2) that the archbishop his predecessor had not used them
;

(3) that they were expressly prohibited by injunctions of Queen

Elizabeth (1559), 3, 23, 25 ; (4) and by the homily against

peril of idolatry (Q. Eliz., 1563, part 3, p. 50, 51. 207 ff.

Oxfd. ed.).

Taking pleas (3) and (4), which refer to authoritative docu-

ments :—The language of the homily, considered as evidence, is

seen to be really directed against candles before images, shrines,
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&c, though it is scarcely consistent with any common use of 1890

lights in daylight service. It has however no claim to legal read

authority. The injunctions of Queen Elizabeth, we have al- B
"

ready seen, relate to ceremonies and usages otherwise illegal and Lincoln.

not to altar lights. No judgment apparently was given upon The Archbishop

the lights.

The important point to notice is that Prynne does not proceed

upon the Act of Uniformity. There can scarcely be clearer

evidence that it was not held by him and the committee that the

Act had made the lights illegal.

At the same time it would appear from the statements in the

same Articles of Evidence, that there were at least many places

in which they were lighted. (Prynne, loc. eit.)

Thus far, up to the time of the Commonwealth, no proof has

been found that the two lights which had been retained by the

same authority in Edward VI.'s reign which operated to re-

move all the other lights had ever been pronounced, even when

attention had been directed to them specially by Parliamentary

and other prosecutions, to be contrary to the Act of Uniformity or

to any statute ; or to have been abolished by any authority, or to

constitute a ceremony ; or to have been abused to superstition,

no symbolic sense or meaning having ever at any time been

attached to them, except that " Christ is the Light of the

World."

They were from time to time attacked as Romanising, or as in

themselves unreasonable, but when the plea of illegality was

brought up it was rejected and not revived.

After the Eestoration, between the years 1660 and 1680, no

evidence of the lights being lighted has presented itself though

the lights themselves were common.

But from 1680 to 1740 or 1750, a large amount of a certain

kind of evidence appears which can neither be accepted nor

disregarded without caution.

During this period there issued from the press many books of

devotions, and illustrations of the Prayer Book, in which there

are representations of church service, naturally not taken from

particular churches. There are also special representations of

ceremonial, and architectural plates on a large scale, and some
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fine historical engravings. In both classes of designs the Holy

1; iV Table is frequently shown with its vessels and furniture, both as

in tlio communion time and as prepared in readiness for that
r

i n n
-v n ioa

In such a detail the engraver mighl perhaps be supposed to

have followed liis fancy. On the other hand, it both was well

known that the question as to the use of lights had formally

been raised, and there was during that period no controversy

Btirring about its legality; again, the particular books are some-

times edited by learned persons in important positions, sometimes

are famous editions of the Prayer Book by the Queen's printer;

and again the finer historical engravings are very minute. There

is no indication of bias in these drawings, and if there were bias

in one direction there would certainly have been bias in another.

The unlighted candles appear to be engraved as exactly as the

others, and on the whole it may be concluded that the artists

drew what they usually saw, and that the evidence is such as

should in fairness be considered, although not on a level with the

evidence which the Court has already weighed. In so consider-

ing it, it is necessary to distinguish altered designs from plates

engraved merely one from the other.

Out of about forty such plates and verbal notices referring to

this period 1680-1750, in a careful list of such as were brought

before the Court, with others of a like character, there appear

some fourteen independent evidences of communion tables with-

out lights, or with unlit lights, or lights to be lighted for

convenience.

Among these are the plate of James II.'s coronation and the

express words of the scurrilous Hickeringill, and the learned

Lathbury and Wheatly, who distinctly recognise lights unlit

by day.

In the same period there also appear some twelve independent

instances of lights lighted by day. Among these are the plates

of the coronation of William III., the thanksgiving of Queen

Anne, and in books by Dean Addison, Dean Brough and Bishop

Patrick. Hickeringill, who ridicules unlighted lights, ridicules

lighted lights in 1081, and unlighted lights in 1689. It is

remarkable that in Picart's magnificent work there is a very
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large plate representing " The Communion of the Anglicans at 1890

S. rani's," and that the Amsterdam edition of 1726 has the read
lights unlit, but that the London edition of the following year B

""

shows them lighted. Lincoln.

The result is that in the quiet and consciously Protestant The Archbishop
• of Canterbury.

period between 1G80-1750 the evidence for and against the

use of lights lighted or unlighted seems to be very equally

balanced.

In the extension of the same list from 1750-1847 there appears

no instance of lighted candles either in engraving or verbal

notice. It would be to omit a relevant fact if it were not

remarked that this last was a century in which comparatively

little attention was paid to ritual.

It is impossible to say what may remain unobserved, but so

far eight instances present themselves in that century without

tapers, and eight with them unlit.

If then the whole time from 1660 to 1847 is reviewed there is

no trace of lighted lights having fallen into any doubt of legality.

Between 1620-1640 it was endeavoured to make them an

offence under the Act of Uniformity, but this plea failed and was

abandoned.

The yet earlier history of the law on the point has been

already summarised, with the result that they were legal when

and after the Prayer Book became law and so remained,—

a

scheme to make them otherwise not having been completed, the

Acts of Uniformity having no bearing upon them, and their

very general disuse being due to causes other than legal enact-

ment. In most important examples the practice was surrendered

in deference to common feeling, and the lighting was compara-

tively rare.

Throughout the whole period from King Edward VI. until

recently (if we partly except the reign of Charles I.) their use

appears to have been in the main attached to places or occasions

of marked dignity, to such events as public thanksgivings and

coronations of sovereigns, chapels of princes, nobles, prelates,

colleges and cathedral or collegiate churches. There was how-

ever no privilegium entitling such times and places to fashions

or ways elsewhere illegal.
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Tlif more dignified and solemn mode of service which belonged

to tlu bo places has become more diffused in the last half century

,

and together with enlarged choral arrangements, the fittings and
ip OF • • O

fnrnitnre of churohes, and their decoration, whether permanent

and structural or, as in the use of fiowers, texts, hangings, cloths,

Ac., more or less temporary, have become more careful and

studied. A certain increase in the use of the lights has gone

along with those things. They are placed near to the flowers,

which modern taste rather than old use has approved, and to the

cross, which after being disused has of late been admitted with

Borne limitations as an architectural decoration.

It would be contrary to the history and interpretation of the

two lights on the Holy Table to connect them with erroneous and

strange teaching as to the nature of the Sacrament. It is not

likely that they will cease to be distasteful to many minds, and

where that is the case, even in a small degree, charity and good

sense ought not to be violated.

The lawfulness of lighting the candles in the course of the

service is not before us. But the Court does not find sufficient

warrant for declaring that the law is broken by the mere fact of

two lighted candles, when not wanted for the purpose of giving

light, standing on the Holy Table continuously through the

service ; nothing having been performed or done, which comes

under the definition of a ceremony, by the presence of two still

lights alight before it begins and until after it ends.

8. Sign of the Cross in the Absolution.

9. Sign of the Cross in the Benediction.

The 7th and 11th Articles charge that the Lord Bishop in the

administration of the Holy Communion on occasions named,

" whilst pronouncing the absolution conspicuously and ceremo-

niously having both his hands elevated and looking towards the

congregation, made with his hand (hands, Art. 11) the sign of

the cross, and also that he again in like manner whilst pronouncing

the benediction in the same service made the sign of the cross."

In Article 13 it \$ alleged that this is an " unlawful addi-

tion and variation from the form and order prescribed and

appointed."'
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The responsive plea allows (12) "that whilst pronouncing the 1890

absolution he raised his right hand and made the sign of the read
cross with it looking towards the congregation," and (13) " whilst

BiShoP

pronouncing the blessing .... made the sign of the cross with Lincoln.

his right hand." The Archbishop

m , .
of Canterbury.

The definition of a ceremony includes this action. It is a

formal symbolic gesture of religious meaning publicly made

by the minister in his character of minister, rendering the

delivery of language more solemn, and not merely expressing his

personal devotion.

The sign of the cross made on the forehead of a baptized

person is described in the canon (xxx.) as a " ceremony," and

again a " lawful outward ceremony." The sign of the cross made

as described in the act of absolving in the Holy Communion can

be no less an outward ceremony. The point to inquire into

is whether it is a lawful one, although not prescribed in the

present Common Prayer Book or any former edition of it.

It cannot be supported by the .canon on the use of the sign

of the cross in baptism ; the reasons therein given are only in

explanation and recommendation of what is already a law as

to that service ; and the solemnity lent to the ceremony in that

place by that explanation is rather evidence against its litur-

gical use unless it were expressly enjoined elsewhere.

As a solemn ministerial act this is not a mere continuation

of one of those acts of devotion which by the " Explication
"

at the end of King Edward's first book were expressly left for

a time, and possibly in principle, to the discretion of each person.

When it affirmed that " As touching kneeling, crossing, holding

up of hands, knocking upon the breast, and other gestures ; they

may be used or left as every man's devotion serveth without

blame," it spoke of the acts of private persons. For example,

the minister's " kneeling " is not left to his own devotion, but

prescribed.

Nor is it like the bowing at the name of our Lord, which the

canon, after the Injunctions of Elizabeth, sanctions on the ground

that it is " accustomed," and so makes clear that it is not an

infringement of statute. The minister, in this case, is affected

only as one " of all persons present."

o
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The argument thai the " omission of a direction is not a prehi-

h, Al , bition," lias no meaning except in cases where it is also shewn

Buboi 01 ^a^ something has been omitted. To give it force in this case,

Ldm «ji
| t must appear at the least thai this gesture was prescribed in the

English church up to the time of the Reformation, and that her
rbury. ' l

bishops and clergy continued to ose it in giving the absolution

or benediction, as it were traditionally and without correction.

Before the very word "omission" becomes applicable or re-

quires to be considered at all, it must at least be shewn in order

to uphold a ceremonial practice in the English Church Service,

that the practice is one continued from our own earlier services.

An observance, however widespread, if borrowed and introduced

from foreign usages, or from a liturgy or rubric unknown to this

country, cannot be treated as "omitted."

Both before and since the Reformation, English service books

and their use have been framed on the principle laid down in

our Article xxxiv., "that every particular or national church

hath authority to ordain, change, and abolish ceremonies or

rites."

Two cases of the use of the sign of the cross come under the

consideration of the Court.

I. First, Of making the sign of the cross in giving the abso-

lution.

It must now be pointed out that whilst in the Eoman service

the priest is desired to sign himself, but not the-people, with the

sign of the cross between what may be called two parts of the

absolution (which begin with the words " Misereatur " and " In-

dulgentiam,") we find that in the corresponding English uses, of

Sarum, which prevailed before the Reformation over most of

England, as also in the uses of York and Hereford, there is no

direction for even this, as it were private, crossing of himself by

the priest,—in that which Maskell supposes to be the use of

Bangor there is. In none of them is there a ceremonial signing

of the people. Sarum, Burntisland ed. p. 58 ; Maskell, Anc.

liturgies, p. 12, Surtees, Hereford, p. 114 ; York, vol. i. p. 166).

If we go so far as to consider sources which might conceivably

be supposed to have influenced English tradition at one or

other period, we still find in the Pontifical of Egbert, in the
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eighth century, no cross at the Absolution in the Liturgy, nor 1890

yet at the Absolution of the Sick. In the older liturgies which Eead

our reformers chiefly consulted, that of S. Chrysostom and the bishop op

Mozarabic, in each of which there are many such signings, there L |NCQLN -

is no CrOSS at the absolution. The Archbishop
of Canterbury

.

Thus there is no ground to allege that to make the sign of the

cross at the absolution in the Communion Service is in any

sense a continuance of old prescription in the Church of England,

or a compliance with prescription which could historically affect

our service.

This ceremony is an innovation, which must be discontinued

II. Of making the sign of the cross in giving the final bene-

diction.

What was before said as to the sign of the cross in the service

of the Church being still premised, there are two distinct points

to be observed. The first is this :

(1.) Our Order for Holy Communion ends with the rubric

:

" Then the priest (or bishop if he be present) shall let them

depart with this blessing," and the form follows, which is com-

monly called the apostolic benediction. The words, " or bishop

if he be present," were introduced in the Second Book of

Edward VI. The Eoman Missal ends with a shorter benediction

(" Almighty God, the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost bless

you ") which is given with the cross, signed thrice over by the

celebrant.

But in England, before the Eeformation, the Eucharistic office

had no benediction at the end. In the Sarum use, the priest,

after receiving the elements and ablutions, said the sentence of

Scripture called " Communio," crossed his forehead, still looking

eastward, then turned to the people saying, " the Lord be with

you," and again to the altar, to say the post-communion prayer,

and as before, crossed himself, looking east. Then he turned to

the people and said, " the Lord be with you," which was his last

word. They answered, " and with thy spirit," and were dis-

missed by the deacon's saying, " Benedicamus Domino," or else

" Ite Missa est."

There is no analogy between this close of the service, and llio

last blessing of our own. There was in the older English service

o 2
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I8M no tinal benediotioo with the sign of the cross. (Sarum Miss.

i; vl , BarntisL pp. 628 680 ; Maekell, Am*. Lit pp. 136 ft*. ; Here-

„
r

- ford, fork, and Bangor; cf. Henderson, p. 135.) This is even

i m a attested by an abortive attempt to introduce it in L539. (See

Strype, Mem. Hen. 8, o. \lvii. p. 354, App. No. oix. p. 289.)
ii Quitnri .-\. ...

Now, it is BVldenl that the different Roman benediction, with

its triple crossing (whatever the time of its introduction), could

not and ought not to have any effect upon ours.

It could only be by continuance of an English use, that the

sign of the cross over the people could here be used in con-

cluding our service, and in England the service prescribed no

dismissal of the people with that sign.

So far there is no justification for using this ceremony.

(2.) There remains, however, a second usage which might be

alleged in support of the use of the sign of the cross in bene-

diction.

There was an antient special episcopal ceremony of bene-

diction once almost universal in the Western Church called

" Benedictio episcopalis super populum in missa." The custom

had been long dropped in the Church of Rome, but it was con-

tinued in the Church of England up to 1549. (Maskell, M.K,

i. p. cxlvii. ed. 2 ; Warren, Leofric M. p. lxiv.) When a bishop

then celebrated in England up to the Reformation, there was

interposed in the course of the service, after the consecration,

before the celebrant took the Communion, a solemn form of bene-

diction by the bishop, which consisted generally of three long

sentences, varying like the collect, and ending with a fixed

clause. Collections of these prayers formed a separate service

book. This benediction was pronounced simply with a lifting

up of the hand—manu dextera super populum elevata. There is

no direction in Sarum, York or Exeter books that he should make

the sign of the cross—none (except on Holy-cross day), in the

antient Pontifical of Egbert (Surtees, pp. 59, 89). (See Sar. Man.

lxxxii. ; Miss. Btisl. p. 622 ; Surtees, York Mis. i. p. 195

;

Pont. i. 176 ; Barnes, Exon. P. pp. 4, 152 ;—Bangor MS., see

Wordsworth, Pont. S. Andr. 75-83.) It is directed to be used on

other occasions, but not in the Eucharistic benedictions in

England. In the Church of Rome, on the contrary, and in other
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foreign churches where these forms were in use, the fixed clause 1890

was directed to be pronounced with crossing ; when they were read

dropped, a similar fixed clause with crossing was added at the
BlSgoP 0F

end of the service (See Pont. Rom. Venet. ap. Juntas, 1543 Lis cot N -

(1520), p. 244). The Book of Leofric, which has it so in the time The Archbishop
v J> r '

_

'
of Canterbury.

of Edward the Confessor, is a Romano-Gallic book (Warren,

•Leof. M. p. 63). Roman writers themselves have pointed out

that their gesture was not primitive, and that simple lifting of

the hand was scriptural (Durand, iv. pp. 58, 7, referring to Lev.

ix. 22 ; Pascal, Liturg. Cath. 153, Migne, 1844), and it may be

added in confirmation of this that St. Augustine, mentioning

occasions on which the sign was used in public service, does not

include absolution or benediction. (loan. Ev. Tr. 118, § 5.)

If, lastly
:
it is asked whether such crossing may not have been

suggested by other principal sources which contributed to form

our Prayer Book, the answer is that neither the two more antient

Liturgies studied by our reformers, nor the Deliberatio of Herman

(Ccena Dni. xcvi. B. Bonn, 1545), have any sign of the cross in

their corresponding benedictions.

It has been thought worth while to follow up this minute

detail to make it clear that no argument can lie for the use of

crossing in the final benediction when given by a bishop in an

English Communion Service, on the ground of its being the

continuance, unprescribed, but unforbidden, of some earlier

appointed usage. The result is, that (1) There was no final

benediction ordered with or without crossing at the end of the

pre-Reformation service in England ; and (2) " The Benedic-

tion," which was given in the course of the service by bishops

'

only, and not by presbyters, had in England, so far as can be

traced, no crossing in connexion with it.

But though it is well to note this second point (2) as an illus-

tration, it is noted ex abundanti, since that special form of

blessing has no real relation to any part of our service. It was

wholly dropped by the English Church at the Reformation, and

a final benediction added, just as had been previously done by

the Roman Church ; and our final benediction is historically no

revival of that ceremony, inasmuch as this final benediction wns

assigned to the priest in the First Book of Edward VI., and only
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in tlif Second Hook w:t-: ordered to be mid by the bishop if he

i; u , were present, beibg said by the priest) it' he is not.

,. The Court therefore finds thai there is no justification either
I T OF J

i s ;N in direotioD or usage tor making the Bign of the cross in giving

i i the final benediction: that the action is a distinct ceremony,

not K retained," since it had not previously existed; and that,

therefore, it is a ceremony additional to the ceremonies of the

Church a according to the use of the Church of England " (Title

0, P. B.).

This ceremony also is an innovation which must be discon-

tinued.

A Court constituted as is the present, having wider duties

towards all parties concerned than those of other judges, duties

inalienable from that position which, makes its members judges,

considers itself bound further to observe briefly in relation to

this cause that,

—

(1.) Although religious people whose religious feelings really

suffer might rightly feel constrained to come forward as witnesses

in such a case, yet it is not decent for religious persons to hire

witnesses to intrude on the worship of others for purposes of

espial. Iu expressing this opinion the Court has no intention of

criticizing the statements themselves which were in this case

given in evidence.

(2.) The Court has not only felt deeply the incongruity of

minute questionings and disputations in great and sacred subjects,

but desires to express its sense that time and attention are

diverted thereby from the Church's real contest with evil and

building up of good, both by those who give and by those who

take offence unadvisedly in such matters..

(3.) The apostolic judgment as to other matters of ritual, has a

proper reference to these ; namely, that things which may neces-

sarily be- ruled to be lawful do not, for that reason become

expedient.

(4.) Public worship is one of the divine institutions, which are

the heritage of the Church, for the fraternal union of mankind.

The Church, therefore, has a right to ask that her congrega-

tions may not be divided either by needless pursuance or by

exaggerated suspicion of practices not in themselves illegal.
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Either spirit is in painful contrast to the deep and wide desire

which prevails for mutual understanding. The clergy are the

natural prompters and fosterers of the divine instinct, " to follow

after things which make for peace, and things wherewith one

may edify another."

We have given judgment on each article as the several points

have been considered. We give no costs.

1890

Read
v.

Bishop of
Lincoln.

The Archbishop
of Canterbury.

LIGHTS.

TEXTS AND ENGRAVINGS INDICATING USAGE AS TO LIGHTS.

R
* Smaller type indicates pre-reformation records, and changes under Queen Mary or the Common-

wealth. Some instances omitted where covered by similar entries.

[1214-22 Candles.

1214-22 None.

1220-24 Candles.

1220-24 None.

1222 Lights.

1240 Candles.

1256 Candles.

1291 A Light.

1306 cir.

1322 Lights.

In Sarum Cathedral were" 2 of silver, 9 enamel, 2 tin,

2 iron. Also 2 each in 2 chapels.

But none in four other chapels. Osmund Register,

i. pp. 128, 139-141.

Dean of Salisbury's inventory of 12 prebendal
churches. At Mere 2 of copper; at Hill Deverel,

2 small, bronze, and 2 lesser, iron : draws attention

to defect at Swallowcliff and Horningsham :

—

But none returned, and none demanded, at 8 other

prebends. Osmund Register, i. pp. 275-313.

' Tempore quo missarum solennia peraguntur, ac-

cendantur divte catidehn vel ad minus una cum
lampade.' Stephani Archiep. ap. Lyndwood, iii.

p. 7. [Of. Leo iv. ad cler. : Labbe, viii. 33. Honor, iii.

ad Ep.Brix. (1216-27); Greg. ix. Deer. III., xlii. 19.]

Walter de Cantilupe, Bp. of Worcester, "requires

Parishioners to provide one pair at least; more in

important churches, unless Rectors have given them.

Wilkius, Cone. i. p. 666.

Giles de Bridport, Bp. of Sarum, requires Parson to

provide the candlesticks. WilMns, Cone, i. p. 71 L.
•

' Provideat sacerdos quod ab inchoatione misse vsque
ad finem lucerna cerea ardeat.' Statut. Synod.
Sodor. Dugd. Monast. v. p. 255 n.

Robert Winchelsee, Abp. Cant, (Lyndwi de, ed. 1550,

fo. exxxvi.) does not require them -to be provided by
parishioners, but only candelabra pro ecn-o jKixrhaii.

'Cetera omnia (am in ... , quam in aliis hie non
expressis, secundum diversas consuetudines appro-

bates, a locorum rectoribus et vicariis,' &c]

'Tempore quo ... ad minus una' (as 1222).

Canon of Council of Oxford (Walterus Archiep.

Cantuar. . Lyndwood, Prov, i. p. 236; iii- p. I 1 '

(Lib. 3, fo. exxix. ed. L550). I., remarks, ' Caodela
aniens signat ipsum Christum, qui esl Splendor
lucis eterne.'
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Lights. 13G7

13(38 ( AM'l.U-

NONE.

1374 cir. \"\i.

1385 oir. Lights.

p 1365]

1388 Candles.

1450 cir- ' One Candel.'

1485 c»'- Caudles.

1532 Nohb.

1536 ? Candles.

1539 Lighted.

1547 Lighted.

1547-8 Lighted.

1548 ? Candles.

The articles required by A.bp, Bimon Longhain to l>o

provided by parishioners arc the Bame as by Ah|>.

R, Winchelsee, oir. 1806. Bii i's Constit. (nd in

I \ ndwood ox \\ iUdns) preserved in W. de Bwynfh tt'a

BIS

Archdeacon W. de Swynflete's Inventory of Orna-
ments, Bhows in 8 oitj parishes of Norwich, 4
churches wiili two candlesticks, or more, in each:

—

;; churches, 1 chapel, l chantry withoul candle-
sticks: one apparently withoul altar candlesticks^

(Harrod, Norfolk Archie., vol. v. p. 89.

In Litlyngtnn's capetta portatffis, 'enumeration of

v< 1 1 ; 1 1 was bold neeesBary for celebration of low mass*
(21 articles) candlesticks nol mentioned. Dr. Wick-
bam Legg, Westminster Inventory of 1388. tioc.

Ant. 1890, pp. 12, 82.

' Sine igue, i.e. sine lumine, celcbrare non licet . . .

ignis enim signal dilectionis fervorem.' J. de
Burgo, Cane. Cantab., Pupilla Oculi, i. c. vii. fo.

18,2.

Register of Vestry of Westminster Abbey has 8

candlesticks [2 very large, given by Hen. Ill] and
4 of silver (with arms of Simon Langham). The
minor Register of ' mediocre ' things has 4 of laten

[and 9 others erased]. (Dr. Wickham Legg, Soc.

Ant. 1890.)

' Set hyre, so that thou hyre se,

On y
c lyfte halfe of thyn autere.'

—

Myrc's Instr. for Parish Priests.

' Yc shall inqwyre whether ye have sufficient . . .

candilstikks . . . And if ye lakke any of thos, . „ .

ye shall present it.' Charge of Archil, of Saruni,
' Miscellanea et Statuta quoad Sarum ' If. 50b

.

On high altar at Westminster Abbey no lights (at

time of Abbot Islip's obsequies). Rock, ii. p. 500.

Lincoln Cathedral, with many altars, has in the

Revestry only 4£ pair of candlesticks. No altar

named but the high altar. [Dugdale, Monast. vi.

p. 1280.]

Justus Jonas' Catechism shows lighted candles at

Communion. Such pictures were alleged by Bp.

Gardiner against Cranrner as inconsistencies. But

see 1548, 1550.

'. . . but only two lights on the high altar before

the Sacrament, which, for the signification that

Christ is the very true light of the world, they

shall suffer to remain still.' Injunctions of Edw. VI.

Cranmer's Visitation Articles : '. . . but only two

lights upon the high altar' (' before the Sacrament'

is here no longer specified). Sparrow's Collection,

p. 26 : Wilkins, iv. p. 23.

Lincoln Cathedral in Revestry Inventory 2\ pair

of candlesticks. (Brit. Mus. Lansdowne MS.

207. L>.)
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I

Candles.

None.

1548 No Indication.

1549 None.

1549 Dandles.

26 Apr.

1549 Candles.

27 Dec. (London.)

1550 Candles.

1550 None.

(London.)

1550 No Indication.

Dio. Lincoln. Out of 37 parishes in R. Deanery

of Calcewaith, 2° Edward VI., only 15 churches

have candlesticks.

In same Deanery, 22 churches have none,

Cranmer's Catechism : In his • Answer to a Craftie

and Sophistical]. Cavillation' Cranmer replies to

Gardiner that he is not responsible for the pictures

in the Latin of Justus Jonas (1539). His own
Catechism has Scripture pictures in the places

referred to.

' Articles to be followed and observed, according to

the King's Injunctions and Proceedings'—direct

parsons, &c, to omit when reading the Injunctions,

'all such as make mention of . . . candles upon the

altar.' No minister is ' to set any light upon the

Lord's board at any time.' Card well's Documentary

Annals, i. pp. 63, 64. From 'Dr. Johnson's MS.'

Burnet, Hist. Ref. ii. app. p. 165. These Articles

compiled after the Act about Marriage of Clergy

[Dec. 1548], but before the Prayer Book came into

use. (Burnet.) ' After Act of Uniformity passed

(Jan. 21, 1549) which enjoined First Book of

Common Prayer' (Cardwell, 7. c). 'After the

establishment of the Prayer Book ' (Dixon). The
Draft has no authorisation. ' Not . . the usual

heading about the King's Majesty and the advice

of his Uncle and Council.' (Id.)

' We hear that some concessions have been made

. . . such ... as the vestments . . . and the use of

candles.' Letter of Martin Bucer and P. Fagius to

the Ministers at Strasburg. (Parker Society,

Original Letters, ii. p. 536,.)

' In some places . . . they still retain the vestments

and candles (?) before the altars, and in the

churches.' Translation of Hooper's Letter to

Bullinger. Parker Soc. Orig. Letters, i. p. 71.

' The candles, vestments, crosses, and altars ought

(by godly people) to be ' relegated, &c. Hooper's

6th Sermon before the King.

Ridley's Visitation Articles for London. ' That

there be no reading of such injunctions as extolleth

. . . candles,' &c. ' That no minister do counterfeit

the popish mass in . . . setting any light upon tlie

Lord's board.' . Ridley (Parker Soc), p. 319.

Before he would enter the choir at St. Paul's (A pril

12) Kidley orders to put out ' the lytt of the aulter,

Lights.
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i

1550

1551

I'm it.

V SI
-

.

(Gloucester.)

1552

C.\M>L1'.S.

None.

1552
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1553 None.

[1554

[1555 ?

[1557 ?

/ No Indication

Candles.

[1557

Candles.

1558 I None.

1559-61 Candles.

1559-1603 Lights.

1560 Mar, 6 Lighted.

1560-95 Lights.

1562 (Aug.) Lighted.

1563 -(Apr.) Unlit.

Candles.

No candlesticks among plate allowed by Commis-
sioners to remain at St. Paul's. (In a.d. 1295

there bad been 5 pair of candlesticks.) Dugdale's

St. Paul's, pp. 199,274.

Not enumerated among ornaments to be found by
parishioners or others. Bonner's Articles, L, hi., v.,

vi. ; Cardwell, Doc. A. i. 150.]

' Lnmpas vel cereus coram Sacramento continue
ardeat' i.e. not candles at the Office, but a perpetual
light. Card. Pole's 2nd Decree, ibid. i. p. 147.]

The same. ' To be provided with expedition.' Card.
Pole's 23rd Article. Cardwell, Doc. Annals, i. 207.]

of any on the high altar in Lincoln Cathedral under
Philip and Mary. Inventory, Dugdale Monast. vi.

p. 1290.

Only these : ' One pair of bearing candlesticks of
lattin.

Another pair of a larger sort standing
on the altar in our Ladies chore.

Another pair of bearing candlesticks

broken.]

In Lincolnshire 91 churches have candlesticks.

In Lincolnshire 45 churches have none. See Pea-

cock's Church Furniture.

Churchwardens St. Christopher-le-Stocks in City

of London, though many ornaments (from 1484

list) sold in 1534 and 1536, and list revised in

1550, still kept a 14th cent, pair of silver candle-

sticks, a pair of laton standards, to set before the

high altar, another for obits; a smaller pair to set

on the altar, 3 of laton and 3 other pairs. They

retained one pair till July 24, 1559, but had sold

them before May 2, 1561. Archasologia, vol. xlv.

pp. Ill, 123.

'Two lights were, by virtue of the present Rubric

afterwards continued in all the Queen's chapels

during her whole reign.' Coin, V. 440.

Dr. Bill, Dean of Westminster, preaching in the

Queen's chapel. Strype's Annals, p. 196. I. i. 297.

It was well known that Ld. Treasurer Burleigh

(who was no friend to superstition or popery) used

. . . these lights constantly in his chapel.' Cosin,

v. p. 441.

in the Queen's chapel daily. Parkhurst toBullingcr.

Zurich Letter, No. 53.

not now lighted in the Queen's chapel. Parkhurst

to Bullinger. Zurich Letter, No. 57.

See woodcut in Melancthon's 'Formsa Precationum

'

(Chambers, Divine Worship, p. 'd'M). The Pro-

testants at Wittenberg.

LiGnTS.
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1363 Candles,

1565 (s- p. 20) Lights,

1565-6 (Jan.24) Candles.

1565 Mar. •_'! Lighted,

None,

1566 Candles.

1567 No Ehdication.

1610

1621

1624-5 {

NONK.

Lighted.

LlGHTKO.

[At Night.

1625-1640 Lights.

Befobe\ Lighted.

1628 /

1628-9 Lighted.

Abp, Parker*!) tnventory of articles lefl for Canter*

bury Cathedral : 'ii candlesticks copper and gilt*

^ i struck "tit in rough draft), ' \i candlesticks with

branches of Laten. Other candlesticks defaced.

BIS, at Canterbury,

At a Christening in Q, Elizabeth's chapel, West-

minster, ' Communion Table furnished with '_' great

candlesticks double gilt, with Lights of virgin wax ';

but this at 5 p.m., with man; other lights. Add.

to Leland, Collect, ii. 692.

'A pair of gilt candlesticks on the table' in Q.

Elizabeth's chapel, Westminster, at Installation of

Knights. Asliinnl.'s Order of the Garter, p. 369.

Bp. Barlow, Strype's Annals, p. 107, I. i. 298.

Lincolnshire: In the course of 9 years, last past,

ST churches have destroyed or suld all candlesticks.

4 churches retain candlesticks at the date of this

return. See Peacock's Furniture.

Grindal and Horn. Lighted tapers (i.e. torches)

given up in England. Zurich Letters, No. 75,

Ser. i. p. 178. [Ois. This refers to baptismal rites.]

4 The communion table.' Foxe Acts and Mon.

(Stationers Co.), p. 1178.

Laud's chapel at Aberguilly (St. David's), Prynne's

Canterburie's Doome.

' Candlemas at night . . he caused 300 wax candles

to be lighted . . placed threescore of them on and

about the altar.' ' He framed a superstitious

ceremony in lighting the tapers which were placed

on the altar,' at other times. Smart's Artic'es

against Cosin at Durham (1040, dismissed), Nos. 7,

15, 18. Kalson, i. pp. 789, 790.

Cosin's reply ' never so many as 200 in all the

church . . . Merely did his statutable duty as

treasurer . . . only 2 fair large tapers on the com-

munion table . . . with a few small sizes near them

that the people about might see to sing and read.

Life, p. xxviii.

'These lights continued in all the king's and in

many cathedral churches, besides the chapels of

divers noblemen, bishops, and colleges to this day.'

Cosin, v. 441.

The King's Chapel, Whitehall. Cant. Doome,
p. 63.

Durham Cathedral. State Papers Dom. Chas. I.,

cxlvi. 15, cxlvii. 35. Indictments against Cosin

and others dismissed by Judges Whitelocke and

Yelvcrton. Cusiu Curresp. I. lxxvi ff.
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1633 -

? Unlit.

? Lighted.

I

1633 Lighted.

1635 Candles.

1637 Candles.

1637 Unlit.

1638 Candles.

1640 Candles.

1640 Lighted.

Before -

* Lighted.

1641 /

1641 Candles.

^unliglif at coronation of K. Charles I. at Edin-

burgh. Spalding, Troubles in Scotland, p. 16 (ap.

Roberts on, How Conform, ed. 2, p. 89).

' on light ' at coronation of K. Charles I. at Edin-

burgh, id. ed. 1829 (Aberdeen), p. 16. (See

Hierurgia Angl. p. 192).
1 on light ' at coronation of K. Charles I. at Edin-

burgh. Ed. 1792 (Aberdeen), p. 23. (Rev. C.

Wordsworth.)

This (according to the emendandura) is the date

endorsed by Laud on the plan of his chapel.

Canterburie's Doome, p. 123 (1646).

Peterhouse Chapel, Cambridge. See Parker's

Introduction to Revisions of Common Prayer

(1877), p. 363. Cant. Doom, pp. 73, 74.

Bp. "Williams has them at Bugden; likewise at

Lincoln and Westminster. Lathbury, Com. Prayer

(Heylin), p. 169.

'Those candlesticks and unburning tapers which

some popish novellers place for a double show upon

it.' Prynne's Quenchcoal, p. 34.

Account for plate at Peterhouse, Cambridge. ' For

t[w]o candlestickes imbosed and all gilt over for

the chapell, wayinge 145 oz. 13 wt. . . . For the

addision to the candelsticks, 26 oz. 17 wt.' Bp.

Cosin's Correspondence, i. pp. 223, 224.

Donne's Sermons, 8 and 12. (Candlemas.)

By virtue of this present rubric ('ornaments')

... in the king's chapel, and in many cathedral

churches, besides the chapels of divers noblemen,

bishops and colleges to this day. Cosin's Works,

v. pp. 440-1. (Notes, 3rd Series.)

' Wax candles, tapers,' another cries and calls

' These brought I with me, from Cathedral

Taiil's'

'a consecrated light

:

' When we at matins, and at evensong were

' We had them by us then devoid of fear.'—

Lambeth Fair, 1641.

May 2nd. Marriage of Princess Mary to William

of Orahge. Add. to Leland's Collectanea, v. |>. .'!.".!>

Lights.

1641 None. Abolished by Declaration of the Commons. Rush-
worth'a Collections, iv. 886. [06s. The candlesticks

yet survived in aoinu churches.]
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1 i,;hTS I " 'I' » 'i*lli< ili-.il. (ill

' 16-13 N m Abolished • by the 8 ' - Qontoa'i Petor-

( . p. 334, plate.

16-1-1 > m 'The candlesticks . . . thai Btood heretofore apon
the altar at St. Paul's were ordered to be Bold,'

\\ :il k t r*s Sufferings, p. L8.

1655 No Inp.i \ H..N. Sparrow's Rationale, ed. 1 Hollar. (Lambeth ; ed.

? 11. .ll.u- 1657(0. W.): ed. 2 L660 (Brit. Mua.);

. . L664, Ho lar (Mr. II. H. Gibbs); L668, 1676,

L678, L684, 17ol, 1717, L839.

1660 I'm. it. At St. Paul's, at Wl.it. 'hall, &C, 'his altar with

candles on it, most nonsensically unlighled too.'

Hickeringill's Works. Ceremony-Monger, ii. pp.

(see L682, L689).

1660 Canih i:s. ('.sin's note: ' Bene B. Lutherus in formula Missae

sive Commnnionis quam Wirtenburgensi Eoclesisa

Anno Buperioris seculi xxiij" praescripait, Nee

Candelas (inquit) nee Thurificationem prohibemus,

scd nee exigimus; esto hoc liberutn.' Works, v.

p. 233.

Sparke's Scintilla Altaris, ed. 2 (Lambeth); 1GGG

ed. L

Jer. Taylor's Worthy Communicant, Mystical

picture, ed. 1 (Lambeth) ; ed. 5, 1670 (C. W.)

Coronation of King Charles II. Hollar's print

(Soc. Antiq.).

New candlesticks bought for Norwich Cathedral.

Blomefield's Norfolk, v. p. 32.

(April) at Windsor, feast of St. George Ashmole's

Instit. Ord. Garter, p. 500.

(Probate, June 10). Candlesticks bequeathed to

Pembroke Chapel, Cambridge, by Bishop Wren.

(July 11.) Gift by Bishop Cosin to Auckland'

Castle, Durham. ' Imprimis : duo magna cande-

labra argentea et dupliciter deaurata, tres pedes

alta, opere celato fabricata, et super Alterc, sive

Mensam Dominican), quotidie locanda.' Cosiu's

Correspondence, ii. p. 1G9.

1668 Candi.es. 'They have at Lincoln a pitiful pair of ordinary

brass candlesticks upon the altar, which, &c. ; I

find . . . lnfore they were embezzled a pair of

copper candlesticks, gilt. Why may I not have

the like?' W. Fuller, Bp. of Lincoln, to Sancroft,

Dean of St. Paul's.

1660
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1674
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r N'.'vr. The Christian's Manual, ed, I, frontispiece*

1693 I -i- m iii>. „ p. 65.

STokb. „ „ (a third picture.) The

Glory of tin 1 Lord lien- envelops the back of the

scene. (The 2nd and 3rd of these are figured by

Chambers, pp. 292, 4026., from L. Addison's [ntro-

duction, ed. 1; ed. 5, L718.) See above, L606.

P. II. Van I lone, sculp.

1693 NoHK. Booh of Common Prayer (Illustrated) Cambridge

University Library (46, L, 13).

1695 No Indication. Bp. Patrick's Book for Beginners. (C. W.)

(
Unlit. 'In some topping churches. . . but the meaner

^ \ NONE. churches are forced to shift without them.' Note,

upon Bp. [Burnet] of Salisbury's Four Discourses

p. 25.

1695 [At Rouen . . . (channel of cathedral custqma to

Lincoln, &c., from Bayeux) no candlesticks on high
nltar or retable; hut tapers on brackets held by
figures. Do Moleon, lie Bran Desmarets, Voyages
Litnrgiques, Paris, 1718, p. 275.]

1698 LIGHTED. Holidays of the Church of England, by W. Brough,

12° printed by Keble (same plate as 1719).

Interior of Saint Paul's.

1700 None. The Divine Banquet, printed by N. Crouch

(Chambers, p. 373).

1707 Unlit. 'Blind lights' among the English characteristics

offensive to Scottish Presbyterians, in Lawful

Prejudices against Scottish Union, 4° Edinb.

(Lathbury, Common Prayer, p. 427).

1709 None. Book of Common Prayer (illustrated). F. Bochard

inv. Printed by Hills (Chambers, p. 97).

1710 [Candles? 'These Lights us'd time out of Mind in the

Church are still continued in most, if not all,

Cathedral and Collegiate Churches and Chappels,

so often as Divine Service is perform'd by Candle-

light, and ought also by this [" Ornaments "]

Rubrick to be us'd in all Parish Churches and

Chappels.' Wheatley's Ch. of England Man's

Companion, or A Rational Illustr. ii. 4, vi. 1722,

ed. 4, 8° p. 109.

1710 Liguted. Queen Anne ' and both Houses of Parliament in

St. Paul's Dec. 31, 1706,' large engraving by

Trevill, one of the tapers shown, lighted, [anthem]

beincc performed with orchestra, preacher in pulpit.

(L I,)
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1712

1714

1720

1726

1728

1731

Candles.

[Candle ?

None.

1717
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1759
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SUMMARY FROM TEXTS AND ENGRAVINGS INDICATING USAGE AS TO Lights
LIGHTS.

Before Eeformation Lights on Altars common, not universal (a Light before

Sacrament universal).

In 1547-8 all Lights in Churches were ordered to be put out, except two to be

retained upon the altar, by Boyal and Episcopal Injunctions.

In 1549-51 certain Articles (wanting authorisation), and Bishops Bidley and
Hooper order the putting out of those two lights ; not known to be

further ordered or done.

[Philip and Mary.]

1558-1610 Candlesticks remain in many places and gradually disappear in most.

Candles at first lighted, and then not, in the Queen's Chapels.

1621-1641 Candles apparently general, and lighted in many places, " Chapels,

Colleges, Cathedrals."

[Commonwealth.]

1660-1678 Candles apparently common, not universal and no account of lighting.

1681-1737 Independent evidences of Lighting in eleven or twelve cases.

De Daune, Hickeringill in 1681, Communicant's Guide, Addison, Loggan,
William 111. Coronation, Queen Anne at St. Paul's in 1706 [Christian's Manual,
same as Addison ; Brough, same as De Laune, above], Bishop Patrick 1717, Bishop

Patrick 1731 (another picture), Orthodox Communicant, T. Burnet, ? York, Picart.

i, „ None, or Unlit, or Lighted only for light, in fourteen or fifteen cases.

Smythies, C.P.B. Plate 1684, Patrick 1684, f Addison, James II. Coronation,

Hickeringill in 1689, C.P.B. Plate 1693 [? Christian's Manual, same as Addison,

above], Notes on Bishop Gilbert Burnet, Divine Banquet, Lawful Prejudices, C.P.B.

Plate 1709, Wheatley (text and in 1714 picture), Whole Duty of Receiving, C.P.B.

Plate 1717, ?York.

1750-1847 None are shown in eight cases.

Liturgia, Guide to Altar, C.P.B. Coron. Geo. IV., Le Keux's St. John's Cambridge,

Catherine Hali, Barnwell, Williams' Altar [thirteen illus.].

i, „ Candles are shown in eleven cases

Caius, Canterbury, Dr. Parr, Builders' Mag. in 1788, Westminster, St. Paul's, St.

Peter's Oxford, Magdalen Cambridge, and St. John's (1846).

One picture of Communion at Shrewsbury with candles unlit, and [twenty or

twenty-one illns.] in Williams' Altar.

MORE BRIEFLY

—

Before the Eeformation Lighted Candles on Altar common, not universal.

1547 and 8 two ordered.

1549-1551 were prohibited by some Bishops, but not everywhere done away with.

1558-1610 the Lighting ceased to a great extent, and the candles themselves in

many places.

1621-1641 Candles were general, and in many places lighted.

1660-1680 Candles were common ; no account of their being lighted.

1683-1737 almost as often lighted as not.

1737-1750 no evidence before us.

1750-1847 tue lighting seems to have gone out.

r 2
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p
i

POSITION OF CELEBRANT.

tfGRAVINGS ILLUSTRATING POSITION OF CELEBRANT.

(Bhd in u*->i f.T dlftinotneas, naming bho*t bids).

1647 1640 OAltabwob.*)

1552 Eaitwabb [Ckhtbb.]

1560

(Chuboh,)

(Chahobl.)

(' Al.TAUWlSK.')

C Tablewisb.')

Bi i"RK.) ? Eastward.

1560 J

1570 North Long Side.

No Indication.

1580

(' Tablewise.')

(' Altarwise.')

1616-17 (Rails, &c).

1619-26 Nobth End.

The 'altarwice ' position of tables 'hath continued

in royal chapels ol three Famous and pious princes

and in most cathedrals, and tome parish churches.

Canon vii. a.h. L640. Cardwell Bynod. p. !<>l.

Boob open on desk on altar with two lights.

Tynedale's New Testament (Rev. xi.) printed by

Juggc (Lambeth Libr.).

1 The table standeth in the Ixxly of the church in

some places :—in others in the chancel. In some

places altarwise distant from the wall, ... In

Borne other in the middle of the chancel, north

and south.' Strype's Life of Farker, p. 152

(ed. 1711).

Dean of Booking charges ministers in his Peculiar

1 not to turn their faces to the high altar in

service-saying, which was a new charge and not

delivered before.' (May refer to Morning and

Evening Prayer. Abp.'s decision not reported.)

St.vpe's Parker, Bk. ii. ch. 19; pp. 152, 153 (ed.

1711).

Holy table lengthwise. Foxe's Acts and Mon.

B. ix. No book or cushion. Two flagons on the

floor. 'The Comunion Table,' with round loaf

and cup, stands lengthways between font and

pulpit.— Foxe's Acts and Monuments, p. 1178.

Holy table commonly lengthwise in parish

churches : in chapels royal and cathedrals ' altar-

wise.' See order of March 1, 1641, ' for the

greater part of these threescore years last past'

(Journals Ho. of Lords).

Dean and Chapter of Gloucester remove the table

then standing ' almost in the middest of the quire,'

so as to rail it in at east, as it was 'in His Majes-

ties chapel and all the cathedral churches which

[Laud] had seen.'—Heylin, Cyprianus Anglicus,

pp. 63, 64, 274.

L. Andrewes, Bishop of Winchester (Works xi.

150); 'If both [Ministers be] priests, the one at

one end, the other at the other.' Cushion on altar

and kneeling-stool. (Prynne Canterb. Doom 123).
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1621-33 North End. Laud's chapels at Abergwilly, London, Lambeth

;

—cushion and kneeling-stool. (Prynne ut sup.).

1625-1630 Eastward For these few years (not so far as he remembers
(Consecration.) from 1630 onward) Dr. Cosin says 'he might

haply do as others did before him . . . step to the

former part [of the table, at Durham Cath. 7 ft.

long,] to consecrate and bless those elements which
otherwise he could not conveniently reach.' Ans.
to Art. 2, Lords Journ.' May 24, 1642.

1627 North Side. Bishop Williams of Lincoln, letter to the vicar of

Grantham, 'This table is not to stand altar-wise,

and you at the north-end thereof, but table-wise,

and you must officiate at the north-side of the
same, by the liturgy.'—Holy table, Name and
Thing, printed for the diocese of Linco'n 1637, p. 20
(date of letter, p. 7).—Hackett's Life of Williams,

vol. ii. p. 101. Bp. Williams 'does not believe

that ever the communion tables were (otherwise

than by casualty) placed " altar-wise " in country

churches.' . . . 'The rubric implies the end to be

placed towards the east great window.' . . .
' This

... not new ... in the Queen's time but prac-

tised in King Edward's reign . . . and so used at

this day in most piaces in England.' Letter, p. 15

1627 North SiDe, ' Doth [your parson] stand at the north side of the

table, and performe all things there, but when he
hath speciall cause to remove from it. . . . ? Draft

of Visitation Articles by Dr. Cosin as Archdeacon
of East Riding. Surtees 52, p. 118, aud compare
works, v. 2, p. 8.

1628 North Side. ' Our Communion table must stand as it had wont
to doe in the midst of the quire : not at the east

end, as farre as possible from the people, where no
part at all of evening prayer is ever said. . . a

Neither must the table be placed along from north

to south, as the altar is set . . . otherwise the

minister cannot stand at the north side, there

being neither side toward the north. And I trow

that, there are but two sides of a long table, and
two jends : making it square, and then it will have

foure sides and no end, or fotire ends and no side/

—

p. 33.

' The Lord's table I say eleven years ago was
turned into an altar, and so placed that . . . there

is no side of the table standing northivard.'
1—

Sermon in cathedrall church of Durham, July 7th,

1628, by Peter Smart. Printed 1640. (Cambridge

University Library, 47 : 5 : 93), p. 36.

Position of
Celebrant.
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I
1629 1642 Nobth Sum:. Dr. Conn 'constantly stood at the north side or

end of the table to read and perform all parts of
"~~"

the Communion Service there
1

these L2 yens.

(See L626.) Lords Journal, May 24, L642.

1(530 ' This altar ... is placed at the cud of the quire

along by the wall with neither Bide toward the

north . . . and that the minister should stand at

the north Byde of tin' table, which cannot be done

when neither Byde <>t' tin' table Btandeth north-

ward.'

Articles or instructions for articles to be exhibited

by IIU Majesty's High Commissioners against

Mr. John Cosin, &c, Durham. Surtees Roc.,

vol. 52, <'osin <' irresp. ii. p. 109.

1633 (Rails, ttc.) (Noven]ber3.) Order in council confirms action

of ordinary in removing table in St. Gregory's

church (St. Paul's Churchyard) close to east wall of

the chancel.—Cyprianus Anglicus, p. L.' 15.

1633 (Body of Church.) (December. Bp. Williams, having previously

ordered the vicar, &c, of St. Martin's, Leicester, to

rail in the table, now gives permission to remove

it into the body of the church. But at Bugden

at Lincoln, and Westminster, he has the altars

against th-3 east wall. (Cp. Pocklington, Altaro

Christianum, 1637, p. 87.)

1634 (Rails.) Abp. Laud, visiting (Bp. Williams' diocese) orders

rails throughout Lincoln diocese. And so through-

out the province (1634-5).—Heylin. Cypr. Angl.,

271.

1635 „ A four-square rail, away from the wall, erected in

Lyddington Prebendal Church (Bishop Williams'
1 half-compliance; ' Cypr. Angl. p. 271).

1635 (Chancel.) In Diocese of Bath and Wells, after Bp. Pier's

injunctions, only

140 Churches have table railed-in at East.

,,
(Body of Church.) In Diocese of Bath and Wells 469 Churches (out

of 609) have table in nave. Cypr. Angl. pp. 272,

273 (ed. 1071).

1636 Eastward Bp. Wren, at Norwich, places • the communion

(Consecration.) table altar wise,' and consecrates ' the bread and

wine at the west side of the table.'— Cypr. Angl.

p. 442. Also Articles of Impeachment (1641),

p. 6. In his notes (Fragm. Illustrations, ed.

Nobth End. Jacobson) Wren begins service 'at the north of

the table.' For consecration, standing before the

table shall so order and set the bread and the
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1637 North Side.

1640 North Side

or End.

1640-41 (Tablewibe.)

1 March.

1641 (Body of Church.)

1642 Eastward.

(not proved.)

1643 North End,

1645 (Body of Church;)

1647 North EnD.

wine, that, while he is pronouncing the following

collect, he may readily take the bread,' &c.
8 When the distribution is ended, the priest stand-

ing at the table as he did at first-,' pp. 74, 83.

Prynne. 'Kubrick clearly determines that table

ought to be situated table-wise with the sides or

longest squares of it north and south. The
narrowest square an end not a side. North side

must needs be interpreted long side.' Admit;
that east wad is to be 'perpendicularly over;'

table, yet this must be interpreted ' over the east

end of it next to the east wall.' Quenchcoal, or

Brief Disquisition, pp. 169, 174.

Holy Table, Name and Thing (Bishop Williams)

'endwise to the wall' p. 42, 'endlong' p. 45, 'end-

wise above the steps.'

' Concerning parishioners—9. The minister stand-

ing as he is appointed (in marg. rubr.) at the

north side, or end of the table when hee prepares to

celebrate the holy communion, and calling on
those .who do intend . .

.'

Vis. Artt. Bp. Juxon [Eit. Com. 592].

Bishops to ' give directions that the communion
table in every church' stand table-wise. Lord's

JournaL

(Sept. 8). Order of Commons in parliament that

churchwardens remove tables from chancels, and

take away rails, tapers, candlesticks, and basons.

Eushworth's Collections} iv. 386.

Dr. Cosin and certain others, when they adminis-

tered the communion ' stood at the west side of

the tables with face toward the east.'—A catologue

of Durham Innovations, pp. 26, 30. (See Hierur-

gia Angh p. 363. But see above, a.d. 1625.)

Book open on table at Peterborough, view of ' the

old altar-piece ' as it was before it was ' beaten

down by the souldiers.' — (See engraving in

Gunton's Peterborough, p. 334).

(Note, from 1645 till about 1662, the ' Directory

for the Public Worship,' &c, ratified by parlia-

ment, places the table conveniently, as in Scotland

' that communicants may sit about it or at it.'

Book open on cushion, for southward use. The
Hive of Devotion (Embleme 3 : Frequenting of

the Sacrament').—A translation by R. B., fellow

Position op
Celebrant.
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I

1657 EASTWARD,

1659 ' North su>k.

1660 Eastwakp.

1661 Eastward.

1661 No Indication.

1662 Eastward.

Before.'

1662 North Side

or End.

1662 (No Direction.)

1662-1730

1664 Eastward.

1664 Eastward.

of Trin. Coll. ("am., for Arabella Countess of

Nottingham; from Hleron. Drexelii Zodiacua

Ciiristianus. (The Latin, 1632, has a different

picture). Br. Mus.

Book open [no cushion]. Bparrow'a Rationale,

Hollar's print. (Rev. 0. Wordsworth.)

•
. . . Btandiog at the north Bide of the table . .

this Beemeth to avoid . . . the popish practice.

'Ms. collections of a learned man,-' quoted by

llaiu.ai [/Estrange, Alliance, vi. d. (ed. 1090).

Bouth pari (? reversal in printing), open eastward

Sparke's Scintilla altaria, ed. - (Br. Mus., Lambetli)

1663, ed. 3 (Br. Mus., Lincoln).

Book open eastward, no cushion. Sparrow's Ra-

tionale, ed. -, Hollar's print (Br. Mus., Lambeth).

Altar with dish and chalice ; ends railed off in-

accessible. The tent above it opened by angels.

Jer. Taylor's Worthy Communicant, ed. 1. Ohs.

A mystical representation. Ed. 5, 1670 (C. W.)
Ed. [6], 1671 (Br. Mus.).

Two large cushions for use in front. 'The Abp.

of Canterbury came out of the north-door of Saint

Edward's Chapel, vested in a . . . cope. The third

prayer being ended, the said abp. standing before

the altar began the Versicle, " Lift up your hearts."

The archbishop having left (being aged) the

Bishop of London went up to the high altar and

began the " Communion " ' (i.e. administration)

Coronation of Charles II. (engraving by Hollar)

p"p. 176, 184. (Soc. Antiq.).

1 Concerning parishioners—9. The minister stand-

ing as be is appointed (in marg. rubr.) at the north

side, or end of the table, when he prepares, &c,
verbatim as Bp. Juxon, 1640. Vis. Artt. Arcbdn,

Pory (Rit. Comm. 629). Original 4°, Br. Mus.

Visitation articles of eighteen bishops, six arch-

ie (i.e. all extant exc. Pory's), make no refer-

ence to position. (Rit. Comm. pp. 601-615-631).

No further reference in Visit. Artt. (Rit. Comm.

pp. 631-685).

Book open eastward, Sparrow's Rationale, ed. 3,

Hollar's print, same as 1655 and 1661 (Mr. H. H.

Gibba).

1st edition of 'Evmvtos. See below, 1674.
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1666

1668

Eastward.

Eastward.

166[5J North Side Archdn. Pory's revised artt. Printed R. Royston Position op
cp. 1662. 166 . ' The minister standing as he is appointed Celebrant.

(in marg. rubr.) at the north side of the table

when he prepares, &c.' (Brit. Mus. date in catalogue

166[5] ; revised throughout.)

Book open eastward on cushion (perhaps centre).

Sparke's Scintilla Altaris, ed. 4, p. 316, a new
engraving : [the cut numbered ' 1

' may have

belonged to some other book.] (Rev. B. Moultrie)

ed. 5, 1673 ; ed. 6, 1678 ; ed. 7, 1682 (Br. Mus.)

Book eastward. Rationale by A. Sparrow (see

1657) ' now Bp. of Exon.' (Br. Mus., Rev. C. B.

Hutchinson). Ed. 1676. ' now Bp. of Norwich '

(Br. Mus.). Ed. 1684 (Br. Mus., C. W.) ; 1704.

1717; 1839. (These editions, from 1668, have

fresh engiaving, not by Hollar, of interior of a

church.)

Table Lengthwise. Picture of ' The Lord's Supper.' One minister in

centre looking south, the other opposite him look-

ing north, 'to avoid the popish superstition of

standing towards the east.' 'Eviavros, ed. 2, p. 276.

(A curious catechetical work, based on Prayer

Book, partly designed for use of conforming Cove-

nanters.)
1674^

1674

Eastward.

Eastward, North

of Front.

Another picture in 'Eviavros, represents the ' Lord's

Prayer.' Table here altarwise ; book on cushion

eastward (the same as in Sparke's Scintilla, 1666-

82), p. 218. (Sion College, Bodl. B.M.)

' Domus Orationis,' through an open door. Dish

in centre, flagon on either side. On cushion an

open book towards northern part of long side, for

use in front. Book of Common Prayer, Lond. fo.

King's Printer, J. Bill, &c, on copper, D. Loggan,

sculp. (Br. M.).

1675 Eastward, [Centre.] Book on cushion. Woodcut 2, in small Prayer

Bk. (assigns of Bill and Barker). Design as above

after Hollar.

1676 North End.

1677 North End.

1678 North End.

Book on desk. Comber's Companion to the Temple.

Part II. ed. 1 ; ed. 2, 1679. For H. Brome. (See

1677.)

Book on desk.

beth). For H.

Heme's Domus Carthusiana (Lan>

Brome. Same plate as in Comber,

with date accommodated.

Frontispiece ' newly design'd ' to Prayer Book.

Book lying upon the table. Bill, Barker, New-

comb, and Hills (C. W.).
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r n i 1681 East* lkd, Nobxb
' of F

1682 No Indication.

1683 I ii End,

l'.\- :
•' a. .'•

[< I NTBE.]

1683 No Indication.

1684 Eabtwabd [Centre.]

(Litany book only.)

1684 Eastward [Centre.]

1685 Nobth End.

[1686 North End.

1686 Eastward, Nobth.

of Front.

1687 Nobth End and

Eabtwabd [Centre.]

1688 No Indication.

1869 No Indication.

1693 No Indication.

Interior St. Paul's. Celebrant's book on cushion

northern perl of front, eastward; epistoler'a book

a; B.W. angle, diagonally ; both closed. A third

volume (qu. Great Bible) stands uprighl closed

b twei d the lights. The present State of London,

I. De Laune. (See Chambers* Div. Worship,

p. 286). Ed. 2, Ed. 2, L6€ \<

The Communicant's Guide. (Sec Chambers, p.

402a.)

Edward VI. at communion. Bishop kneels at

north end; another book closed, eastward centre.

(Nol an actual scene. Note rails, and pendant of

Cranmnr, Ridley) and Latimer, suffering together

Q, Mary*] Burnel Reformation, part '_'.

The Unworthy Non-communicant. Flagons at

either end. (t>>. M.)

Pi aver Book. Same design, but enlarged and

slightly altered from that of 1678 ; the position of

the book is here altered to eastward for Litany.

(See Chambers, p. 209.)

Comber's Short Discourses on the Whole Com.

Prayer. Minister in surplice scarf and hood kneels

eastward before altar of burnt offering Emblematic.

• I. Collins, sculp.' (C.W.)

One cushion and book. Sandford's Coronation of

of James II. (L. L.).

Date of publication of Gunton's Peterborough.

Imprimatur Apr. 20, 1685. The scene belongs to

1643.]

Celebrant kneeling in front, facing towards centre.

Book open on cushion. The Divine Banquet.

Other edd. 1696, 1700, 1724. (With Imprimatur

of Compton, Bp. of London). See Chambers,

p. 373. (Brit. Mus.)

ODe cushion, with nothing on it, north end. On
another, an open book, eastward, central. At the

southern end are sceptres. Sandford's Hist, of the

Coronation of K. James II. S. Moore del. et

sculp. (Lamb. Soc. Ant. Br. Mus.)

Chapel at Peterhouse, Cambridge. D. Loggan.

Engeland Beroerd (Coronation of William III.)

(H. H. G.)

The Christian's Manual, ed. 4 (three pictures).

(P, M.)
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1693 Eastward, North Common Prayer Book. C. Bill, &c, R. White, Position of

of Front. sculp. (Camb. Univ. Libr. G. I. 13.) 'Domus Celebrant.

Orationis' as 1674.

1693

1697

No Indication.

[Eastward] North
of Front.

1698 Eastward, North
of Front.

Addison's Introduction, ed. 4. 1719, ed. 5. (Cham-

bers, pp. 292, 4026.)

The celebrant stands somewhat to front (not end)

northern part, turned, rather to end and centre

;

the book similarly. After communicants have

'drawn near'; before consecration. Bp. Patrick's

Book for Beginners. [Ed. 13, 1695 (C. W.).]

Ed. 14, 1697 ; ed. 17, 1713 ; ed. 19, 1743. (Br.

Mus.)

Interior of St. Paul's; all as in De Laune, 1681.

[B rough's] Holidays of the Church of Ed gland.

See 1719.

1700 Eastward, [Centre.] Sparke's Scintilla, ed. 8. For Litany book open

on ? desk on table in front. No faldstool (new

engraving P. Bouche.).

1704 ? Eastward, North

of Front.

1708 North End.

'Form of [private] prayers used by K. William

III.' Bp. celebrant standing at n. part of w. side,

with book in hands, half turning to the king, who

kneels at the rails (L.L.).

Nicholls on the Common Prayer, ed. 1. "Tis

quseried by some, whether the priest is to say

the Consecration Prayer standing before the table

. . . or to return to the usual place of saying the

Communion Service with us, viz., to the north

side of the table.' The author argues for ' the

north side ' (or end). 1712, ed. 2 fol. Bonwicke,

&c. (C. W.)

1709 Eastward, [Centre.] Book open on cushion on table ; another on fald-

stool for Litany. A new engraving of Hollar's

subject, but entirely fresh treatment. F. Bochard,

inv. Book of Common Prayer, plate 12. Hill,

Queen's printer (Chambers, p. 97.)

1710 North End. Wheatly's Rational Illustration, ed. I., Oxon.

1714 North End. Celebrant standing at north end facing southward
;

book on cushion under his left hand, paten under

his right. M. B. [urgers] del. et sculp. Wheatly's

Church of England Man's Companion, or a Ra-

tional Illustration, ed. 2, Oxford, 8°. The author

argues that the table must not stand in the body

of the church, for how could he turn himself to

the people ? Also that he must stand ' on the

north side and look southward ... to avoid the
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p0;;iT , . practioe or the Romish Ohuroh,' p. IT'.'; and not

I 'hinder the people from Beeing,' p. L97. (0. \Y.)

Be< i fra I 720*

No room at south end because of rails. North end

hidden by pulpit. Liturgia, Tho. Parsell, ed. 2,

(B. M.) "

Book open on cushion eastward, slightly Bouth of

centre The Whole Duty of Receiving Worthily

ul. .">. (Chambers, p. 104.)

1717 Eabtwabd, [Ckntbe.] Open book between chalice and flagon. Prayer

Book engraved by Sturt, with Baskettfs (King's

Printer) permission. Dedicated to the King, and

Prince and Princess of Wales. (C. W.)

1716

171'

? 1m>i. &.TI0N.

Eastward, South

•i Fbont.

(after consecration.)

1719

1720

Eastward,

Nobtu ok Front.

North End.

Interior of St. Paul's; as in edition 1698 [Brough's]

11. 'Inlays of the Church of England. (Chambers,

P. 286.)

Wheatly's Hational Illustrations, ed. 3, folio,

Lond. His argument as in 1714; only he omits

what he had said about avoiding Ilomish practice,

and adds "Bishop Beveridge has shown [Pandect

II. p. 76, § 15. See also Renaudot, Liturgies,

ii. p. 24] that wherever in the ancient Liturgies'

the minister is directed to stand before the altar

the north side of it is always meant," &c. Cap. VI.

Sec. 1 § 4. Also Sec. 22 § 6. [Obs. The refer-

ences to Beveridge and Kenaudot are misleading.

Nothing of the kind is attempted to be shown.

Frontispiece enlarged by Van der Gucht from

Burghers 1714. (S« John's Coll., Cam. P. 4, 23.).

'If it be ask'd, whether the priest is to say this

prayer standing before the table, ... I answer at

the north end of it.' (Ibid.)

1726 Eastward, [Centre.] A large book, between the lights, on a desk, open

eastward. The Orthodox Communicant, engraved

by J. Sturt. Something like his smaller engraving

of 1717, but this one is emblematic. (Chambers,

p. 285, b.)

Book upright eastward. Minister in prayer desk,

people kneel eastward in chancel. Closed book on

table upright on cushion central. New Exposition

of Com. Prayer. J. Veneer, Chichester : Van der

Gucht, fecit.

Interior Magd. College Chapel, Oxon. Celebrant's

book closed at northern part of the front, epistoler's

book at southern part, both as for eastward use.

Engraving by M. Burg[hers], from picture by

1727

1728

No Indication.

Eastward,

North of Front.
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1731 Eastward, [Centre.]

1736, 7 North End.

1770 No Indication.

1774 Eastward, [Centre.]

1813 North Long Side.

1818 Eastward,

(Consecration.)

1821 Eastward, [Centre.]

1826 Eastward, North
of Front.

1830

1831

North End.

Eastward, North
of Front.

Fuller ('pinxit ad Alt[are]'). Burnet's State of

the Dead, translated by M. Earbery, ed. 2

(Chambers, p. 290.) Altar draped in such a

manner as prevents approach at end. .

An open book on a desk between the lights. This

is upon an altar at the back of the scene of the

Institution of the Last Supper (our Lord with the

apostles sitting at another table). Showing the

association of ideas at this period. Bp. Patrick's

Christian Sacrifice, ed. 17, Wood, &c. (Chambers,

p. 230.)

La Communion de Anglicans a Saint Paul ; Cere-

monies, &c, de tous les Peuples B. Picart, t. v.

p. 89. 'I. V. Schely del. 1736.' Amsterdam.

London, 1737.

Guide to the Altar. Only a flagon on the Table.

Book open on a cushion eastward. Illustration

No. 1 in Book of Common Prayer, for Wright and

Gill, Oxford. This is like the picture in Sparke's

Scintilla (1666-1682), but is newly cut, showing

both ends of a short altar, and the book at the

centre. (Chambers, p. 129.)

Litchet Mai travers. • The communion-table is set

the longest way, from east to west.' Hutch ins,

Dorset, iii. p. 23, ed. 2 (ed. 3, vol. iii. p. 332, says,

' was formerly ' set so.)

Practice of Bp. Legge of Oxford. Sere The Position

of the Celebrant by Morton Shaw, ed. 2 (1875),

p. 153.

Chair at northern end, but a kneeling stool in front

only. Coronation of King George IV. For D.

Walther (Soc. Antiq.).

Celebrant's book eastward, northern part of front.

Epistoler's book at south end, facing northward.

Larger book in centre between caudles. All books

closed. The table with cup ready for Holy Com-
munion. Interior of Abbey Church, Shrewsbury.

Drawn by J, P. Neale, etched by J. Tingle. Le

Keux's Churches, vol. ii. No. 13.

Interior of Hereford Cathedral (stool at each end).

A. W. Pugin's Contrasts (ed. 1836). Plate 1.

Bp. Maltby's practice. North side (not end) at

beginning of service. Front centre for consecra-

tion. (Guardian, July, 1873, p. 923, a.) Rev. \V.

Burkitt, ap. Morton Shaw On Position of Celebrant,

1875, pp. 153, 154.

Position of
Celebrant.
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Poonraof /Nobth Ehd. —ap to the offertory (nine pictures).

UH IM7
y £4BXWAM> GkHTBS. — fr.-m the offertory onwards (sizteeD pictures)

'l'lic Altar : or Me. Illations in Verse [by Is.

Williams, B.D.].

1857 Nobth I.on,; Su>i:. Langley, Salop Boly table lengthwise. Anas-

tatic Boo, L867, plate xswi.— in Blozam Com-

panion, L882 (pp 17">, L78) the table is set north

and south.

1863 North Long Sums. S. Bartholomew's Hospital, Sandwich. Holy table

(LXNGTHWIBS.) lengthwise. 'Was being used for hats, &c

objected to leave their pews and to kneel at

reception.' Rev. ]). Bruce Payne, Chaplain.

Guardian, ls'.»0, p IDS, col. c; p. 155G, a.

Proctors for Promoters: Wainwright & Baillie.

Proctors for Bishop of Lincoln : Brooks, Jenkins & Co.

E. S. R.

APPENDIX.

Decree}

" The Lord Archbishop, having heretofore, with the assistance

of the said Lord Bishop of London, Lord Bishop of Hereford,

Lord Bishop of Rochester, Lord Bishop of Oxford, and Lord

Bishop of Salisbury, heard the evidence of the witnesses produced

on the part of the promoters and the arguments of counsel on

both sides, and having maturely deliberated, by his decree, did

pronounce and declare :

—

" That the 1st, 2nd, and lGth articles were sufficiently proved.

" As to the charge contained in the 3rd article, and the refer-

ence thereto in the 13th article, that the promoters had proved

that, with the sanction of the Lord Bishop of Lincoln, there weie

two lighted candles in candlesticks on the holy table, when such

lighted candles were not wanted for the purpose of giving light,

from before the service for the administration of the Holy Com-

munion began until after it was over, and that this was not

contrary to the ecclesiastical laws of England.

1 This is the form of decree as entered by the Registrar.
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" As to the charges contained in the 4th article and the refer-

ences thereto in the 13th and 14th articles, that the promoters

had proved that the said Lord Bishop of Lincoln, in the service

for the administration of the Holy Communion, and just before

the prayer for the Church Militant, caused, permitted, and was a

party to, and took part in the mixing of water with the sacra-

mental wine, intended to be used in the administration of the

Holy Communion at such service, and subsequently at the said

service consecrated the said wine and water so mixed, and ad-

ministered the said wine and water so mixed to the communicants

at such service, and that the mixing of the water with the wine

in, and as part of the service, was and is contrary to the eccle-

siastical law of England, and that the said Lord Bishop had

thereby offended against the ecclesiastical law of England, but

that the act of consecrating wine mixed with water before the

service, and of administering the same when so mixed to the

communicants, would not be offences against the ecclesiastical

law of England.

" As to the charges contained in the 5th and 10th articles, and

the reference thereto in the 15th article, that the promoters had

proved that the said Lord Bishop of Lincoln, in the service for

the administration of the Holy Communion stood, while reading

the prayer of consecration in such service, on the west side of the

holy table with his face to the east, and between the people and

the holy table, and with his back to the people in such wise that

the communicants present when he broke the bread and took the

cup into his hand could not see him break the bread and take

the cup into his hand, that to stand in such wise that the said

manual acts would not be visible to the communicants present

when conveniently placed, would be unlawful, and that the order

of the Holy Communion requires that the manual acts must be

performed in such wise as to be visible to the communicants

properly placed.

" As to the charge contained in the 6th article, and the refer-

ence thereto in the 13tb article, that the promoters had proved

that the said Lord Bishop of Lincoln caused, or permitted, to be

sung by the choir before the reception of the elements and im-

mediately after the reading of the prayer of consecration in the
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service for the administration of the Holy Communion tho words

'() Lamb of (J oil, 1 hill takest away the sins of tho world. Ilave

mercy upon us,' hut that the aof of the said Lord Bishop therein

iras, and is n«>t, contrary to the ecclesiastical law of England.

" As to the charges contained in the 7th and 11th articles, and

the references thereto in the 1.1th article, that the promoters had

sufficiently proved that the said Lord Bishop of Lincoln, in the

service for the administration of the Holy Communion, whilst

pronouncing the absolution conspicuously and ceremoniously

made with his hand the sign of the cross towards the congre-

gation, and also in like manner, whilst pronouncing the bene-

diction in the same service, made the sign of the cross, and that

the act of the said Lord Bishop, on making the sign of the cross

whilst pronouncing the absolution and benediction as aforesaid,

was and is contrary to the ecclesiastical law of England, and that

this is an innovation which must be discontinued.

" As to the charges contained in the 8th and 12th articles,

and the reference thereto in the 13th article, that they were not

proved.

" As to the charge contained in the 9th article, that the pro-

moters had proved so far only as that the said Lord Bishop of

Lincoln during the said service for the administration of the

Holy Communion down to the Creed stood or knelt on the west

side of the holy table, but that there was no allegation in the

articles that the acts charged were unlawful, and that the acts

proved would not be unlawful.

" And the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury made no order as

to the costs of this suit or any part thereof.

" John Hassard, [Registrar."
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